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Most people think that December is
nothing more than the month that Christmas
is in and it’s cold.
Well, you would be correct on both
counts, but for Suspense Magazine, things are
only heating up. This is when we announce
the Best Of List for the year, and will give one
book “The Crimson Scribe” award as the best
book of 2013. Tess Gerritsen held the title for
2012 with her book “Last to Die,” a Rizzoli &
Isles story, but this year another author will
take the crown.
But we have several categories where we mention all the winners within. I know
I say this every year, but it really does get harder and harder to pick the winners, with
so many authors now taking their writing to a whole new level. From thrillers, to
medical, legal, romantic suspense, horror, etc., etc., the authors on this list are all to be
congratulated for their hard work and dedication in bringing their readers simply the
best stories of the year.
I would like to say that this issue is dedicated to our lost family member Terri Ann
Armstrong, as this was her favorite time of the year, so to Terri: We miss and love you
and just know that you will always
be a part of Suspense Magazine,
because I know she is somewhere
watching us and smiling.
You will see some changes
coming in 2014, with maybe the
biggest one being the radio show.
We will have a dedicated website
with the radio show, including
Crime and Science Radio and
Suspense Radio one-on-one. Once
the website is complete we will let
you know, so as they say: stay tuned
for further information.
And now without any
further waiting, the winner of this
year’s “Crimson Scribe” award
is…………………………(didn’t
think it would be that easy did
you?)
John Raab
CEO/Publisher
Suspense Magazine ■

Model Credit: Depositphotos/Elisanth

“Reviews within this magazine are the opinions of the individual reviewers and are provided solely to provide readers assistance
in determining another's thoughts on the book under discussion and shall not be interpreted as professional advice or the opinion of any other than the individual reviewer. The following reviewers who may appear in this magazine are also individual clients of Suspense Publishing, an imprint of Suspense Magazine: Mark P. Sadler, Starr Gardinier Reina, Ashley Dawn (Wintters),
DJ Weaver, CK Webb, Elliott Capon, J.M. LeDuc, S.L. Menear, and Amy Lignor.”
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“Go to hell!”

STULL

By Donald Allen Kirch

It’s a phrase that we use quite a lot in the world. Meant to tell a certain someone how “special” they are to us at the
moment, and that they have deserved to be delivered to a rather unpleasant place. Hot, desolated, and forbidden.
In my case, the phrase has a different meaning. For, you see, I have been to hell—TWICE!
Within the sphere of the world, there exist “portals” into what the religiously minded people call hell, that biblical zip
code where Satan reigns and the tortured spend eternity suffering over the spilt milk of their mortal lives.
Just outside Kansas City, Missouri, there is a small town worth visiting—or avoiding, considering your viewpoint. It is
simply known as Stull, Kansas.
Like all cradles of civilization, this community has a cemetery.
It is within this cemetery, according to folklore, that one of the portals to hell exists.
The cemetery may or not be haunted, and its atmosphere for being a truly creepy place could be debated. Even the less
sensitive can feel a certain vibe in the air when they visit. Once you’re brave enough to pass the NO TRESPASSING signs—
which clearly state that violators will be prosecuted—both fear and imagination soon take over.
For decades, locals have told stories of ghosts and supernatural events connected with the old graveyard. According to
some tales, Stull is one of two places on Earth the devil actually appears in person! On Halloween night, Satan tempts man
by appearing within the ruins of an old church and awaits those souls brave enough to venture up the site’s lonely hill. The
other place Satan will go on that night is a desolate plain in India.
Satan’s main reason for appearing at these sites during Halloween is to arrange a gathering of all souls that had died a
violent death, have not yet been granted to either heaven or hell, and arranges a dance of the dead.
As mentioned, there is an old ruin upon the top hill of the cemetery that had once been a church. And, like all small town
churches closed or destroyed, there is a dark legend behind the powdery remains on the mortar. In the 1850s, a stable boy
allegedly stabbed Stull’s mayor to death in what was then the grounds’ barn. The barn had later been converted into a church,
and then was destroyed by a mysterious fire. There are those who stated that they had seen the murdered mayor set the blaze!
Before the church was torn down in 2002, it was a craze to go to the ruins to perform black masses, have teenage sex, and to
see if the cross inside the building turned upside down at midnight.
One of the most bizarre legends associated with the cemetery is connected with Pope John Paul II. It was rumored that
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the pontiff instructed the pilots of
his private jet to always fly around
the state of Kansas so that the Vicar
of Christ would not have to fly over
“unholy ground.”
Other strange episodes involve
visitors to the graveyard experiencing
memory loss, being attacked by an
unseen force, unexplainable winds
holding people in place, and the
phenomena of “missing time.” Many
claimed to have seen the floor of the
torn-down church appear bone dry
at the time of a thunderstorm. Stull’s
church, before it had been
destroyed by the town
council, had no roof.
There is another reason Satan likes
to appear at Stull Cemetery, according to

some: a witch.
There appears to be a grave belonging to a woman who had been proclaimed a servant of the black arts, who willingly
gave her favors to the Prince of Darkness. So moved was he by her loss, that upon the anniversary of her departure, the devil
appears. Some hear him laughing; some hear deep-felt weeping. Sightings have differed. Some have spotted Old Nick on the
last day of winter, and also upon the first night of spring.
All this could be just legend, added to make Stull that much more exciting to the ones who dare to visit, but there is a
tombstone, near the ruins of the old church, with the word WITCH carved into it haphazardly.
Other rumors claim that an old tree near the church had once been used as a gallows. Several witches were said to have
been hung from her. Superstition goes a step further, stating that the only reason Satan favors the cemetery is because the
grave of the “Witch” also holds the bones of his child.
Again, this could just be added folklore to help keep the curious interested, but several photos of a “wolf-boy” have been
produced, showing a small specter peering out from behind the cursed tree.
In 2004, I went with a few paranormal investigators to visit this site. My skepticism was right up there with everyone else,
fearing all that would happen would be a night of missing sleep. Upon reaching the cemetery, and getting out of our cars,
we were all attacked by a strong wind. What made the event memorable to me was that all the trees around the cemetery
appeared to be quite calm—the trees were not moving or responding to the wind that we all obviously felt.
One thing was evident, beyond all other observations: I felt as if I were being watched.
There are houses surrounding the patch of graves, but one never really sees people. Usually, you would expect to see folks
enjoying the day by relaxing upon a porch swing.
I remember seeing a movie starring Peter Fonda entitled Race with the Devil. It was about a group of friends accidentally
witnessing a satanic sacrifice, and being hunted down by the members of this cult—that’s how I felt during my stay at the
cemetery, and namely, after I had left.
The group of us headed toward the ruins of the old church and discovered that our cell phones stopped working. Not
only did they stop functioning, but on mine an icon resembling a red X and the words Unknown Zone appeared on the
screen. Taking my new phone in hand, I let out a few colorful metaphors, considering how much I had paid for it, and cursed
the power of advertising.
As myself and a friend I will simply call “BB” entered the church, we both heard the distant barking of a dog. A silver
car kept driving up and down the road, and just like a classic UFO abduction story, the passengers within wore dark suits,
and—you guessed it—sunglasses. Men in Black? Who knows!
The people of Stull, Kansas are not friendly to those of us who seek answers within the paranormal world, and rightfully
so. Stull Cemetery, after all, is the resting place of family and those once called friends. What would you do if people kept
gathering around your grandmother’s tomb, just to catch a glimpse of the Easter Bunny? In the strict term of the definition,
it’s the same thing. If you are planning to visit Stull Cemetery, please do so with the utmost respect. Try to keep in mind that
these graves belong to surrounding family members who do not care about your personal hunger to learn more about the
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legends.
Situations with the security of the cemetery have gone viral ever since the WB series “Supernatural” used Stull Cemetery
as a pivotal episode. Both Winchesters had to dive down into hell...and what better place than Kansas?
As we left the site, about ten miles down the road, every cell phone that had malfunctioned, let out a high-pitched noise
and popped right back on as if nothing had ever happened. One more detail to mention: all our cell phone clocks were six
minutes slow! The number “6” has always been associated with the devil.
Recently, I returned to Stull and discovered that security around the place has doubled. It seemed that most who wanted
to see the site after my ’04 encounter, tried to dig up certain graves. I always hate the fact that there are those who do not seem
to understand that they are trampling upon holy ground—or family plots!
However, I am an underground paranormal investigator.
I...came...prepared.
Dressed in the best “Man of God” costume I could find, I took hold of my Bible and went in to see if what had happened
to us all before had just been a freak of Sprint messing up signals again. LOL.
I put on my best poker face, and we all went into the cemetery. This time, I was quite sure, that we were walking in on
thin ice.
People came out of their house, glaring at us. Some even managed to walk down a few steps on their front porch.
Then...they saw me. A man dressed in black, looking the part of a priest.
Confidently, I waved back at them and smiled. No one knew that I was shaking like a leaf. Trespass is taken seriously in
Kansas!
Cautiously, the people backed away, and just watched us as we continued our journey within the graveyard. Perhaps the
ruse had worked? One thing I do know, the longer we stayed in the confines of the gates, the more we risked the danger of
being discovered.
Also, the temperature seemed to lower twenty degrees as we approached the ruins of the church—which are still there.
Again, only BB and I entered the church.
Both of us heard a loud “pop.” It sounded like a firecracker going off.
Taking out our cell phones, we both learned a valuable lesson: Never mock the devil.
For some reason BB nor I could explain, our phones overheated and broke. There would be no more pics or calls taken
that day.
A silver car came from out of nowhere and parked.
Could it have been the same people from 2004? No one got out of the car. No one shouted or ordered us to leave. The
silent stares alone were enough for me.
We left.
I am never going to tempt fate again. Stull Cemetery is just too
damn weird!
What is it about places of the dead
that fascinate most of us? Some would
argue it’s just the devilishly playful
side of our nature. The inner child
that, through no fault of his own, just
needs to pick up a rock and throw it at
a window. Some say it is to investigate
history. I will admit that history does
carry with it a powerful seduction, for
me. Simply speaking, I believe we fear
and are fascinated by graveyards, tombs,
cemeteries, and mausoleums because
no matter who we are, rich or poor, we
will all be “living” in one...someday. ■
If you are interested in
reading some of Donald
Allen Kirch’s books, go to: www.
donaldallenkirch.com.
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Obsessive

Compulsive
By Elizabeth Scozzari

It was still relativity early on Friday night, but one look outside, and one would have thought it was deep into the middle
of the night. That’s how our receptionist felt, like she was all alone in the dead of night about to close an office that no one
had visited in the past two hours. The thunderstorm had something to do with both the heavy sky and the lack of patients;
however, now that the storm had eased up there was an eerie back-light to the midnight sky. It was almost worse knowing
that there was some light, but that it was completely inaccessible.
She sat behind the desk waiting for the second hand of her watch to surpass the twelve, making it officially seven pm,
and time to shut down the office. After ten years of working every shift imaginable, Sophia had developed a system, more
like a pattern, of closing the office down. First she’d walk around to the front of the desk and make a right to head down the
hallway. She’d finagle the last door on the left just enough so that she could flick the light off, and then wedge the door closed
again. Then she’d cross the hall to the last room on the right. This door (as well as every other door in the office) was always
opened. She’d walk passed the whiteboard, erasing the silly messages children scribbled on it throughout the day. When she
arrived next to the table, Sophia would feel around with her foot until she found the power button. While she was lowering
the table, she would stare out the window. On this night, her routine was no different. She watched as the leftover winds from
the storm cut through the light radiating from the house. The trees outside of the window were whipping back and forth,
leaves were tangling together and being ripped from their branches. There was a shadow of a creature dancing between the
falling debris. What! Sophia thought to herself, that can’t be right. There is no one outside. It is only my imagination from this
horrible storm that makes me see such incredulous things.
Sophia shook her head, and cut through the western-bar styled swinging doors in to the front examining room. She
unplugged the gun, as the doctor called it, and walked around the foot of the table to the other side, where again, she used
her foot to find the power button and began lowering the table. It was while the table was taking forever to lower (everyone
knew that this table operated slower than the other) that Sophia noticed in her stupid panic, she had left the light on in the
second examination room. After she had lowered, and unplugged the table, she restored the rest of the room to order. She
returned to the second room to shut off the light. She headed back down the hallway, and walked into the playroom, the only
room she had yet to clean up. Upon entering the room and seeing the mess of toys, stickers, and other messes scattered about,
Sophia temporarily forgot about the shadowy figure and her silly heebie-jeebies.
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Sophia started by picking up the toys, and making a pile with the ones too far destroyed to be saved. She collected all the
stickers, wrappers, and chunks of gum and added them to the trash pile. Then she started on the other messes left in pooling
piles, lumps, too just plopped about. This would not be like any other night.
She returned to the front desk area, grabbed a pair of yellow rubber gloves, a few different types of cleaning supplies.
Breaking her routine now, Sophia made sure the front door was fully closed and locked before returning back to the front
desk. She unzipped her designer bag (a steal at a discount store), and removed an old, worn-in simple tank top, and a zip-lock
baggy. Sophia removed her beloved blazer, as well as her fancy top, and slipped the tank top over her head. She then slid all
three of her rings off and into the baggy, accompanied by her two sister pairs of earrings, and her over-the-top bracelet. Today
was turning out to be a very atypical day after all; I wonder how it all would have turned out if I had stuck to my usual watch
and bangle? After the baggy was properly sealed, her clothes neatly folded and arranged on top of the designer bag, Sophia
made her way back to the playroom. A stench had already begun forming by the time she returned.
Sophia pulled on her rubber gloves, laid down paper towels on the puddles, hoping to absorb most of the spills, and
picked up whatever piles she had been able to. She violently shuddered as she thought of just what she was picking up. After
recomposing herself, between the shudder and the office music she had begun to neglect her task at hand, she began to shift
through the different cleaners. She settled on a pre-cleaner of sorts for areas where the thicker messes had been. While she
waited for the pre-cleaner to set, Sophia went around picking up the sopping paper towels and added them to the garbage
pile. She applied pre-cleaner to the still damp spots as well, and as she waited to begin actually removing the spots, she
jammed the stained stuffed animals and the abused paper products into a large garbage bag.
The heaviness of the storm was beginning to lift, Sophia noticed as she looked out the window. The lighting from the
moon must be playing tricks on her, because there again, she saw the shimmer of a creature now a distance from the playroom
window. She glanced at her wrist as if she had her watch on, and nodded to herself. I really should move a little quicker. Sophia
lugged the garbage bag out of the playroom, down the hall, and around the front desk to the basement door. After working
somewhere for ten years, one grows to know all of different patterns, systems, and schedules that everything runs on. She
carefully removed her yellow rubber gloves, and draped them over the small, plastic office garbage can and opened the door
to the basement. This was the worst part; there was something in this basement that always made her sneeze, but she did her
best to hold her breath, and hold back her sneeze. She moved as fast as she could, while maintaining her grace, with the heavy
garbage bag in tow toward the old-fashioned furnace. Some messes could be left out overnight; this one, however, could not.
The smell would be enough to kill. She hoisted the bag into the furnace and waited until she heard the familiar clicks of the
timers. She fastened the door, and headed back upstairs to the front desk. Perfect, she thought as she looked at the clock,
another 15 minutes before the furnace goes. I should…well, no. I’ll have to be done with my cleaning before then.
Sophia picked up her yellow rubber gloves, and glanced at the front door. Satisfied, she turned around and made her way
back to the playroom…after all it appeared to be the way she left it. Once in the playroom, she immediately attacked those
stains with such vigor, she was almost unrecognizable. It took more muscle and time that she had anticipated, but the thought
of the shadow figure looming about outside, and her own mental ticking of when the furnace should be starting only pushed
her to work harder. She had only stopped scrubbing to close the blinds. She had no reason to panic, and there was no time
to start now.
When she was satisfied with the job she had done, she quickly reassembled the playroom, gathered her supplies, headed
to the basement to add her yellow rubber gloves to the furnace, and returned to the front desk.
She was finishing re-clasping her over-the-top bracelet when the phone rang; Sophia almost ripped her bracelet off from
the shock. She glanced at the office clock; she had taken more time than she had wanted to, technically she should have
already been gone. The phone was on its second ring, she had to make a decision as to what to do. Fate stepped in and decided
for her, because after the third ring, it stopped. Sophia quickly finished up the last minute tasks to close the office. Her bag was
already on her arm when she saw it, closer this time, the shadowy creature almost against the side window. She suppressed a
scream, shut the lights, and gracefully fled for the door. She pulled, and realized it was still locked from earlier. She shook her
hair out, and composed herself. She had all of her belongings, and had done a thorough job for the evening. All she needed
to do was unlock the door, shut off the front light, and leave.
No one would know what she did, unless…unless there really was someone or something out there. What if the moon
wasn’t playing tricks, what if it wasn’t the wind? What if someone had been outside all along? What if they saw what she did?
Stop that. Stop that this instant. People with my condition don’t make mistakes; we don’t leave messes, or overlook anything. We
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have the greatest gift, and the worst curse, going for us. Breathe Sophia, and open that
door with all the poise in the world.
Sophia unlocked and opened the front door, then took a step outside. The trees
were still raging war with the wind, but the moon had truly lit the sky. She scoured
the property as she calmly turned toward the door to fasten it for the night. There
was nothing to be seen. There was no looming shadowy creature, no man, and no
monster; there was just her, the moon, and the trees. She double checked the door,
and turned to leave the office. She began to walk down the path leading to the back
door of the office, when she heard a distinctive noise. She froze.
“Sophia,” a man almost whispered, “there you are.”
He continued as he put his hand on her arm. She screamed in terror, and almost
dropped her designer bag. She caught herself, and looked up into the eyes of the love
of her life. He was just standing there, plain as day, as if it wasn’t late at night; as if he
didn’t just scare her nearly to death.
“What are you doing here?” Sophia demanded in a harsh whisper.
“It was storming so I came to give you a lift. I saw you puttering around the front
desk, but I kept losing you. How many rooms do you have to clean in there?”
“Only three. Four, if you count the front desk,” Sophia said as indifferently as
possible.
“Well, I tried, but I couldn’t get your attention. Is there a reason you keep all the
damn lights on while you clean up?” her lover mockingly demanded.
“Yes! I was scared because I kept seeing something creeping about outside,” she
playfully hit him, “and then, well, the playroom was a mess, all types of waste you
don’t want to know about.” She smiled up at him.
“That must have been awful. Is that the room with the blinds closed?”
“Perhaps. I didn’t pay much mind to the blinds.”
“Oh, well. Let’s get you home and relaxed, all right?”
“That sounds wonderful, my darling.” She breathed a long sigh of relief.
There had been no monsters after all, just her lover wanting to keep her safe.
He had, too. If anyone questioned why she was there so late, she was simply waiting
around for a ride. Nothing would seem out of sorts. No one would know she
murdered a disgusting creature tonight. No one would know how he lied to her, used
her, and then tried to humiliate her. How he broke her heart by marrying the town’s
gold-digging whore, or that he tried to come back to her tonight when he realized
his mistake. No one would know how for a split second she gave into temptation and
started falling into his arms before she decided to take his money clip, and stab him
in the throat. He had thrown her off, but she had weakened him, like so many times
before (even if those times had been in different way). She bludgeoned him with a
nearby picture encased in a heavy frame. There was no evidence left in the playroom
of their last intimate moments together, only a drop or two of blood had missed
the pile of stuffed animals, and had been spilled onto the floor (whether it was hers
or his, she wasn’t even sure), and most importantly, his assorted parts were already
burning in the furnace. She had made sure that even in death he would have no
fun, no parts to woo another woman ever again. Thankfully, there was an oversized
stuffed animal close by so that she could slide the toy under his legs before she used
a thick piece of glass to remove the source of his pleasures. There was nothing left
of him, of his games, of the pain he caused, nothing…and now, there was nothing
between her and the man she truly loved. The man who she would do anything for;
the man she planned to wed in only a few months. ■
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Conquering the

Dreaded
Synopsis:
A Series of Ten Lectures

By Lisa Gardner
Press Photo Credit: Philbrick Photography

Lecture Ten:
Final Summary of
Submission Do’s and
Don’ts
For our final lecture, here is a summary of dos and don’ts for the submission process.
Congratulations on surviving all ten lectures, and best wishes with your proposal. Happy writing!

DO:
1. Include a short synopsis with your query letter
2. Include relevant information about yourself and your credentials
3. Include a SASE with all query letter and proposal submissions
4. Prepare a title page giving your name, address, phone number, page count, and word count.
5. Proofread, proofread, proofread
6. Focus on voice, voice, voice
7. Format each page properly—double-spaced, one-inch margins, standard font and high-quality printing
SuspenseMagazine.com
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8. Be professional

DON’T:
1.

Go over one page with your query letter (unless
publisher requirements specifically say you may do so)

2. Include irrelevant information about your love life,
pets, parents, etc.

3. Query by e-mail
4. Assume you don’t need to send a synopsis as you’ve
sent one before

5. Forget a title page with your manuscript
6. Forget to put an identifying header on each page of
your synopsis and/or manuscript

7. Assume that spell checking is all the proofreading
your submission requires

8.

Detail each and every scene of the book in your
synopsis—it’s the key plot points that matter

9. Use extra large or small font, single spacing or dotmatrix printing

10. Rant at an editor when you haven’t heard back in
six to eight weeks ■

Lisa Gardner, a #1 New York Times crime thriller
novelist, began her career in food service, but after
catching her hair on fire numerous times, she took the
hint and focused on writing instead. A self-described
research junkie, her work as a research analyst for an
international consulting firm parlayed her interest in
police procedure, cutting edge forensics, and twisted
plots into a streak of internationally bestselling suspense
novels, including her most recent release, “Touch & Go.”
With over twenty-two million books in print, Lisa is
published in thirty countries. Her success crosses into the
small screen with four of her novels becoming movies
and personal appearances on television shows.
Lisa lives in New Hampshire with her auto-racing
husband and black-diamond skiing daughter. She spends
her days writing in her loft with two barky shelties and
one silly puppy.
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Karen
Harper
on
Why the

AMISH
in Suspense?
By Karen Harper
Press Photo Credit: Jeffrey A. Rycus

Although I’ve been published since 1982, during the last fifteen years I’ve written contemporary
suspense, focusing on small towns and rural settings. I love reading big-city police procedurals and
international thrillers, but I’ve found that using a more intimate location really ups the suspense.
And among the peaceful Amish, I’ve discovered frightening settings and plots for my last nine
novels.
We live in Columbus, Ohio, just a two-hour drive from the largest Amish settlement in America—
Holmes County in eastern Ohio. It took me several years and books to get some good Amish contacts
so I wouldn’t have to observe them only as a visitor. But numerous people, including the Executive
Director of the Holmes County Chamber of Commerce and Tourism Bureau, have asked me, “Why the peaceful Amish for
suspense/crime novels?”
To know them is to find them not only fascinating but ripe for thrillers and suspense, although there is always a romance
in my books. There’s nothing like the conflict of forbidden love between someone Amish and someone “worldly” to complicate
the crime-solving. The Amish themselves say, “It’s not all cakes and pies.”
So why do the Amish work well for a writer of suspense?

1. The Amish, because of their history of being imprisoned and persecuted in Europe, have traditionally not
trusted the police. This is why my Amish heroes/heroines try to solve crimes in their community without
official help. My books always feature an “average” woman who is endangered by some terrible crime and
must solve it herself, although often with an outsider’s help. In the case of the Amish, romantic feelings for
outsiders are forbidden. The Amish will call in the law only as a last resort. They don’t really like lawyers
either, so I had fun in “Dark Road Home” with a lawyer heroine. It’s unusual for the Amish to be in court—so
those instances often make national headlines.

2. The Amish don’t have phones or electricity in their homes. Obviously, a dark setting, even if lit by
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kerosene lamps, can be frightening. “Fall From Pride,” the first book in my first of two suspense
trilogies, focuses on barn arsons. The person threatened has to run down the road to a phone
booth—yes, you see those in Amish country. The Plain People don’t want wires from the outside
world coming into their homes.

3.

The Amish practice of shunning, to keep their people in line, works well in suspense. Shunning (the
dreaded meidung) virtually isolates the offender from their own families, and often brings the banned
person back into the fold. So not only are my heroines stepping beyond the bounds to solve crimes but
their entire Amish support system is threatened. As Mario Puzo said, “Nothing is interesting but trouble,”
and my amateur detectives are up to their hats or bonnets in pressure and danger: they can lose all they know
and love even if they survive crimes committed against them.

4. The Amish heritage is one of persecution, torture, and peril, and they keep the memory of that alive.

The Plain People came to America from Europe to escape being arrested, drowned, and burned to death for
their belief that adult baptism, not childhood baptism, was God’s will. Each Amish home has a copy of the
illustrated, time-honored “Book of Martyrs.” The threat of danger is very real to them and casts over their
character a deep wariness even in the midst of buggy rides, quilt-making, and great homegrown, homemade
food.

5. The Amish have traditions and conflicts within their group, which can heighten the suspense of the main
story and allow for an occasional contrasting setting. For one thing, they allow their young people to have a
runspringe, a “running around time,” to sample “the world” with all its lures and temptations. (Please ignore
the terrible reality shows that exploit this Amish tradition. Authentic, practicing Amish insist that even the
movie Witness was way off base in parts.)

Some Amish kids do have cell phones, drink, do drugs, etc. before most of them choose to join their church
and return to Amish ways. Some “jump the fence” to live among the English and bring trouble back home
with them. Some—a minority—never come back. Conflicting characters and crimes in which the injured
are not permitted to retaliate or use violence make for fascinating plots.

6.

The Amish do, at times, vary their venues, which allows for major
conflicts with the dangerous outside world. In “Finding Mercy,” the Amish
are harboring a whistleblower who goes on the run with the heroine in tow,
because her life has been threatened to get to him. First stop—Pinecraft,
outside Sarasota, Florida, where large number of Amish go (via a special
Pioneer Trails bus) in the winter. The Amish will also use modern doctors,
so that means they must go out of their comfort zone to the big city at times,
of course, in hired cars or vans they called taxis, not their buggies.
Next week my husband and I will head for Amish country again. We’ll enjoy the
rural beauty, eat too much great food, be careful not to take pictures of faces, attend
a horse auction, admire the quilts and wood crafts—and, despite the slowness of life
there, my mind will be going a mile a minute to find new, scary suspense stories. ■
Karen Harper is the New York Times bestselling author of contemporary suspense
and historical novels set in Tudor England, including the historical thriller “Mistress
of Mourning.” A former English instructor at the high school and college level (Ohio
State University) she now writes full-time. She is the winner of The Mary Higgins
Clark Award. Her most recent Amish suspense is “Upon a Winter’s Night.” Visit her
website at www.KarenHarperAuthor.com.
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Beyond the Ending:
Is it Justice?
R

By Sara Paretsky
Press Photo Credit: Steven E. Gross

eaders and V I herself often are frustrated at the conclusion of one of
her adventures because the baddies don’t face enough justice. I felt
that at the end of “Critical Mass,” but the book was complete in a
literary way, and adding to it would have ruined the balance. This chapter,
completely new here for Suspense Magazine, shows what happened after
“Critical Mass” ended. Spoiler Alert: Don't read this if you haven't read
“Critical Mass”—it reveals many details about the novel.
—Sara Paretsky

I

hit the street, arms over my head, when I heard the report. Thunder may
sound like a gunshot, but a rifle never sounds like anything else: you
know a weapon has been fired.
People were screaming and diving for cover.
Twenty-Sixth and California is lousy with cops and sheriff ’s deputies;
they were already swarming, outfitted with riot helmets and assault weapons.
When I didn’t hear any more shots, I got cautiously to my knees and
shuffled to the curb, huddling behind a parked car. I couldn’t tell where
the shot had come from, or if anyone had been hit, but the thicket of
cameras outside the courthouse, waiting for the verdict in Illinois v.
Cordell Breen, was trained on the front steps. That was where the cops
were heading, too.
A car honked furiously, rubber squealing as it swerved away from
the parking strip. The driver stuck his head out the window to swear at
me. He had special state plates, some deputy or prosecutor who could
park by the courthouse and wanted to run over lowlifes in his path.
“You’d better get out of here before the road is blocked off,” I said,
getting to my feet, but my advice came too late: squad cars, their goose
horns honking angrily, were blocking all the intersections near the
courthouse and jails. They also were covering the exit to the parking
garage across from the courts. I was going to be here for a while, so I
went back to the west side of the street, where the cameras and cops
and everyone else were jammed. A crowd was starting to build. Sheriff ’s
deputies began bringing up sawhorses to keep them away.
When the police cleared a path for an ambulance crew, I followed the stretcher bearers as far as the television cameras.
Murray Ryerson had persuaded Global Entertainment to let him cover the trial. He’s six-four, with red hair, easy to spot. I
used the bruising elbows I’d perfected with my hockey-playing cousin to force people out of my way.
“What happened?” I asked.
Murray glanced at me but kept speaking into his microphone. “Just moments after the jury declared him not guilty on all
but one of twenty-seven counts of a criminal indictment, Cordell Breen crumpled on the stairs in front of the Cook County
Criminal Courts, an apparent victim of a gunshot. An ambulance crew is on the scene. Global News will keep you updated
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as events unfold.
“Meanwhile, here with me is Chicago investigator V. I. Warshawski, who played a major role in getting the state to bring
charges against Breen. She was also a key witness for the state. Vic, what were your thoughts when the jury brought in their
‘not guilty’ verdicts?”
My thoughts had included fury at the outcome, followed by how much I disliked watching Richard Yarborough in victory.
I had wanted to flee the courtroom, but I was wedged into the middle of one of the benches and couldn’t get out. I fumed
while Dick turned a dazzling smile on Cordell Breen. He clasped Breen’s forearm with one hand, and put the other around
his client’s shoulder. As he man-braced Breen, Dick scanned the courtroom, nodding at journalists, but really looking for me,
wanting to gloat in person.
He released Breen and walked through the swinging gates to the benches. He had to lean across several people, hitting
them with his jacket, but he ignored their protests: What were the spectators ever going to do for him?
“Vic, you know how much respect I have for you. You did a heck of a job.” His smile managed to combine pity with
arrogance.
Dick hadn’t been the lead on the defense—he doesn’t do criminal law—but as a senior partner at Crawford, Mead, he
showed up most days. After all, Breen was one of the firm’s most important—i.e., richest—clients, and he was on trial for
counts ranging from criminal fraud to accessory to murder.
My final thought on hearing the verdict: if I’d stayed married to Richard Yarborough I’d be in the Logan Correctional
Center right now, serving natural life for murder. I kept all those thoughts to myself.
“I thought the state’s attorney brought the case in well,” I said instead. “It’s always disappointing when you have cast-iron
evidence and the jury votes against you, but of course the jury system is the bedrock of our democracy.”
“Someone didn’t agree,” Murray said. “Cordell Breen was shot as he stood on the top step, straightening his necktie.”
“You don’t know that he was the target,” I objected. “There are a lot of guns around here. You have angry husbands,
betrayed wives, and a whole freight car full of drug dealers. Breen could have been hit by accident.”
Murray narrowed his eyes at me, but didn’t say anything: he was listening to a voice inside his earpiece. “The Chicago Fire
Department is taking Cordell Breen to Stroger Hospital, where the city’s top trauma surgeons will be waiting. This is Murray
Ryerson, live at the Cook County Criminal Courts.”
He switched off his mike and glared at me. “Are you running for office, Warshawski? ‘The jury system is the bedrock of
our democracy?’”
“I hope you don’t disagree, Murray—you’d have to go back to Miss Motley’s remedial civics class.”
“And that clap-doodle about the state’s attorney bringing the case in well—by the end of the third day, I was prepared to
think someone had paid her to look as ineffectual as possible,” Murray said.
The same thought had crossed my mind, as Sonia deWinter fumbled her cross-examination of the head of computer R &
D at Metargon, the company that Breen owned and ran. DeWinter had been equally uncertain when she interrogated Breen’s
wife, who was testifying on our side.
I certainly wasn’t going to say as much to Murray Ryerson, though, even with the mike turned off. Time was when I could
trust him with my private thoughts on the criminal justice system, but those days had disappeared along with his job at the
Herald-Star. Now, as he scrambled for face time on cable news, he was willing to say almost anything. In fact, the wilder the
statement the better—that helped him go viral on YouTube.
“I don’t suppose you shot Breen yourself, did you?” Murray asked hopefully.
“Don’t you need to get over to the hospital?” I asked. “You wouldn’t want Fox or ABC to scoop you with word about
Breen’s condition.”
His crew had the same concern; I could hear someone’s voice coming scratchily through his earpiece. His camerawoman
was tapping his arm impatiently.
“Cops are letting news crews out, but they’re inspecting everyone’s equipment, so we need to get going,” the camerawoman
said.
It would be hours before I’d be able to get my own car out of the parking garage, so I tagged along with them. The cops
waved us into the Global Entertainment van, giving our bags a cursory check for weapons.
As we nosed around the police cordon, we heard a loudspeaker announcement from the CTA: the California Avenue
bus was being rerouted to Western, half a mile to the east. People who’d spent a long day in court to support a loved one
were trudging along the side streets, faces bleak. Some were towing small children, who whimpered at the long walk. One
woman, with a corona of white hair, was slowly pushing a walker with the bowed head of someone long inured to hardship.
I suggested to Murray that we give her a lift—it would be a good human-interest story—but he wanted to get to the hospital
along with the rest of the rat pack.
***
What do you know about this?” Richard Yarborough was in my office, whining and petulant. I can’t say I liked his
whiney, petulant persona, but it was a lot easier to take than his gloating.
He’d called as I was packing up my office for the day. He tried to order me to visit him at Crawford, Mead’s offices
near the river, but I refused, on the simple grounds that I didn’t want to talk to him. If he was desperate to see me, he could

“
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slum it in my Humboldt Park warehouse.
“As for what I know, Cordell Breen was killed by a single bullet that went through the middle of his face at four-seventeen
yesterday afternoon. I learned that from reading the paper this morning. You probably know more, being the guy’s counsel
and privy to all his secrets.”
Breen had been dead when the ambulance picked him up. They’d taken him to the hospital for tactical, not medical
reasons—given the size of the crowd, they wanted to deal with examining the body in a private space.
According to the papers, the police hadn’t found the murder weapon, but the bullet had come from a hunting rifle, not
an assault weapon.
Dick’s nostrils twitched. “I wouldn’t put it past you to have done it yourself, just because you hate to lose.”
I let silence build for a moment. “Dick, that had better be a joke.”
He flushed, but muttered, “You always bring out the worst in me.”
“You slandered me because I made you do it? That’s the most feeble apology I’ve ever heard. If you came here to accuse
me of murder, you’d better go right now, or believe me, you will leave on a stretcher yourself.”
“It’s true, though,” he insisted. “You can’t stand losing.”
“Whereas you embrace it? Come on, Dick. You know we couldn’t stay in the same room together when we were studying
for the same test back in law school. Why did you really want to see me so urgently?”
“Breen dying like that, just at the moment we cleared his name—who besides you could have such a grudge against him,
or against us for that matter?”
“Us” being Dick’s law firm—which he’d spoken about reverently ever since he first joined, back in the days when he and
I were husband and wife. “Breen’s wife. Your team made her look like a bitter drunken has-been. Martin Binder—your client
murdered his grandmother—”
“Was found not guilty,” Dick interrupted me hotly.
“Oh, please, Dick. Your client’s henchman and a bent sheriff ’s deputy murdered Kitty Binder on Cordell’s orders. Ditto
Julius Dzornen. Ditto Derrick Schlafly, not that he’s any loss to society. Ditto for Bowser—”
“Bowser?” Dick said.
“Schlafly’s dog,” I said. “And then, you have all those Metargon shareholders, furious with Cordell for ruining their
investment. When they learned he and his father stole a patent from a Holocaust survivor, the share price plummeted, and it
did not show any bounce when the verdict came in: the market thinks your guy was guilty and the shareholders are a peevish
and embittered bunch.”
“So you think Martin Binder killed Cordell?”
I got up. “Leave, Dick. You are an insane person right now and I don’t have the patience for it.”
“I’m not leaving until you answer my questions.”
“You don’t have questions. You have offensive accusations. First me, then Martin? Why do you need to pin the murder
on anyone?”
He pursed his lips, pushed his cuff back to look at his watch. He was trying to figure out what excuse I would buy.
“My partners are concerned,” he said. “They know you have special contacts with the police and the media.”
“You want me to call Murray Ryerson and tell him Crawford, Mead’s partners are concerned, so please release your
private video foot—oh.” I interrupted myself. “You’re billing the Metargon company, not Breen as a private individual. And
their board is balking at the bill. Must run to about six million, doesn’t it?”
“We could be tied up in litigation for years,” Dick said plaintively.
“My heartstrings are truly tugged, but I will not confess to a murder I didn’t commit just to clear your profit center for
the year. Go home to Terri, let her tell you what a handsome hero you are and what a bitch I am.”
He glared again. “I’m sorry I misspoke. My partners are hoping you know something.”
“I’m not working for you, Dick. You know that would be a total disaster.”
“We’d pay a good five figures for any information you have,” he said.
“You’re way too used to having your own way. Even a good six or seven figures wouldn’t tempt me. I really do not care
who killed Cordell Breen. The police will jump through hoops for you and for Metargon; that has to be enough, even for
your vanity.”
It was true: I didn’t care who killed Breen. The story was certainly a nine-day wonder, not just in Chicago but internationally,
given that Breen had headed one of the world’s largest electronics companies, but my own work was keeping me busy. When
the murder receded from the front pages, I stopped thinking about it.
That changed the afternoon Alison Breen came into my office. I’d seen her at her father’s trial, where she clearly hadn’t
slept in a while. In my office, with the March sun coming coldly through the skylights, she didn’t look much different from
the beaten-down young women turning tricks at the end of the street. Her chestnut hair had lost its glossy sheen, her nails
were bitten down to the quicks and her eyes were red-rimmed and puffy from lack of sleep.
“Vic, please, you have to help me.”
I ushered her into the armchair in the alcove I’ve created for client meetings. “What’s the problem?” Besides her father
being accused of murder, then getting murdered himself, and her mother testifying against him, what else could be wrong?
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“I think—the police have been acting really weird—they’re talking like—” She kept interrupting herself, and then stopped
altogether.
“Like what?”
“Mother came over this morning. Really, like three in the morning. She was—she’d been drinking, she wasn’t herself—
but she says this one detective, the way he’s talking, she’s afraid they think she killed Daddy.”
I shut my eyes, trying to remember the courtroom at the moment the verdict came in. “She was there, wasn’t she? And
her friend, that woman—what’s her name?”
“Leila. Leila Mitchum. I really can’t stand her. She’s always talking like some dreary political slogan, how Mother is an
archetype of the oppressed woman, how Daddy tried to buy her, and then broke her spirit, all this stuff that is just stupid and
horrible to listen to. And then she likes to go drinking with Mother, which I hate even worse. But, yeah, Leila and Mother
were there when the verdict came in.”
“Does your mother know how to shoot?”
“We all do,” Alison said. “Mother grew up with guns, and she and Daddy used to go target-shooting, back—well, before
this year, before everything turned crazy. Daddy felt, since we were kidnapping risks, we should know some basics of selfprotection, so Mother and I took kung fu together when I was in high school. And we all know how to use guns, although I
hate them, personally.”
“Aside from the fact that your father’s lawyers made your mother look bad on the witness stand, does she have any reason
to have shot your dad?”
“Vic! I came to you for help, not for you to build a case against her.”
“Darling, I can’t do anything to help until I understand why the police suspect her. Didn’t your father try to strip her
assets?”
“He tried to take away her voting shares in Metargon,” Alison whispered. “We were having a big argument about that
while the trial was going on. He was so angry that she was testifying against him. It was horrible in court. Daddy sort of
apologized to me, but he was in a red rage, you know, and he kept telling me it was my fault for trying to fight him when he
only wanted what was best for me and for the company.”
Her red-rimmed eyes filled with tears. Alison had been subpoenaed by the state, which treated her gently. Her father’s
lawyers—my ex-husband and his team—had been less forgiving. If they’d painted her mother as an embittered drunk, they’d
tried to make Alison look like a greedy young woman grasping for control of a fifty-billion-dollar business.
“Anyway, Daddy’s lawyers were trying to tie up her shares, but I don’t think they’d been able to. Mother gave up the Lake
Bluff house as part of their divorce, not that it had become final before—” her mouth worked. “Last week, you know, when
Daddy—but, anyway, Mother gave up the house.”
“Who inherits it?”
Alison shook her head. “I don’t know. Mother, if she hadn’t signed anything. Or me, I guess.”
I could see why the cops were interested in Constance Breen. She hadn’t seemed like the kind of person who wanted to
be involved in a bitter fight over assets, but her husband’s attitude might have driven her into a more vindictive position. Or
perhaps her friend Leila pushed her there.
“I’m sorry to talk to you about it clinically, Alison, but the shot that killed your father—that took a really skilled marksman.
Is your mother that good a shot?”
“I don’t know. I don’t know!” she cried. “I thought I knew my father, but it turned out he was like some kind of monster,
killing people who got in his way. So how can I say what I know about my mother?”
I nodded; I could see why she was suffering so acutely. Billionaire’s daughter or not, she was walking on a floor where the
boards kept disintegrating underfoot. “Is that what you want me to do? Find out what your mother is really like?”
“If she turns out to be just as monstrous—” Alison tore at her cuticles, her voice a hoarse whisper. “—how can I know
what I might be like? Maybe I’m just as able to switch from nice girl to killer.”
“I don’t think so,” I said, “but I do see what a snakepit you’re staring into. I’ll find out what I can.”
***
obby Mallory is a police captain, with a secretary and a couple of sergeants at his beck and call, but in his rookie year,
he was partnered with my dad. The two remained close until my father’s death: my Jewish mother was godmother to
Bobby’s eldest Catholic daughter, Bobby was one of Gabriella’s and then Tony’s pallbearers.
When I started as an investigator, it felt like a slap to him—Bobby didn’t like to see women in non-traditional roles. He’s
changed with the times, though, seen women become good police officers, seen me land on my feet in tricky situations, and
the affection he felt for me because of my parents has lost its grudging edge. Still, my arrival in his office at police headquarters
never makes his face light up with joy.
“You must be in worse trouble than usual if you’re bypassing the Finch and Conrad to see me,” he growled.
I bent down and pecked his cheek. “I’m not in trouble at all. I’m here as a very virtuous citizen giving you a heads-up.
Alison Breen has hired me to find out what role, if any, her mother played in Cordell Breen’s death.”
Bobby rubbed his forehead. His knuckles were swollen with arthritis, which made my stomach clench. I’d lost my parents.
I needed Bobby to look invincible, not like someone who was aging and might die.
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“I knew the investigation could only get worse,” Bobby said. “I don’t suppose I could ask, plead, beg or order you to tell
Ms. Breen that we have the situation well in hand and no one will railroad her mother?”
I couldn’t help laughing, but I treated the question as rhetorical. “Is Constance Breen a person of interest? Can she shoot
well enough to get one shot into a man from five hundred yards?”
“How do you know the distance?” Bobby demanded.
“I figured the shooter had to be in the parking garage; there’s no place to take cover on the street and there must be a
hundred surveillance cameras on that stretch of California. Did you find the shell casing?”
“Every punk in America watches too many NCIS and CSI episodes; they all know they’re supposed to pick up their shell
casings after they’ve murdered someone. But I don’t suppose it will derail the investigation if you know that the bullet came
from an older hunting rifle, not from a fancy assault weapon. The shooter was either lucky or very good. It was a hell of a shot.
Heck of a shot,” he corrected himself hastily: he’s accepted the fact that I’m a competent investigator, but not that I can listen
to vulgarity and swearing without collapsing.
“And is Constance Breen that kind of shooter?” I asked.
“Hard to believe, but she won medals at the gun club she and Breen belong to. Belonged to. Of course, killing a man is
different from hitting skeet, but shooting at a distance, you don’t see the blood or hear the lungs groaning for air, you could
imagine you’d nailed one more clay target.”
“Does Ms. Breen have the weapon?”
“Her father did,” Bobby said. “It was a Mannlicher. Forensics says an antique, probably dating to the 1920s. Kind of thing
Hemingway liked to carry around Africa.”
My eyes widened: Bobby had never struck me as a reader. He saw my expression and made a face. “That’s what Houssak
in Forensics said, not me. You could kill a lion with the Mannlicher, and Constance Breen’s father bagged his share.”
“So Constance Breen came from money as well as marrying it?”
“Her family was old money that they lost. It’s like something out of some crappy novel or movie: Cordell Breen the
brash millionaire, Constance Hargreave the artistic last descendant of someone who came on the Mayflower or the Pinta or
something. Breen’s dough let Constance’s father spend his life drinking whisky and killing endangered animals. He died, oh,
maybe ten years ago and she got the gun collection because that was all Hargreave had to leave her.”
“You got enough to make an arrest?”
Bobby scowled at a fat file on his desk. “She’s a better candidate than anyone else we’re looking at. Breen was playing
hardball over the divorce and he was a smart and quick and dirty fighter, so he was able to shut down a lot of her accounts.
Of course, she still has a few million, enough to buy a stable of her own legal counsel. And the kid, if she likes her mom, can
bail Constance out to any tune you want to name.”
Meaning, justice may be blind, but she has an acute sense of touch: she knows when she’s about to bump into the kind of
influence that makes a cop’s life hard.
When I got up to go, Bobby said, “You know something that will make us look in a different direction?”
“No. I know nothing. Where does she say she was when her husband was killed?”
“She was waiting for someone to pick her up. Potty-mouthed woman who won’t leave her side. Constance can’t prove it,
but we can’t disprove it. No witnesses except the potty-mouth, who we figure would say anything.”
“You’re sure Cordell was the intended target?” I asked.
Bobby’s blue eyes narrowed to slits in his round face. “You do know something. What?”
“I really know nothing, Bobby. Just—the street’s lousy with drug dealers coming to see if their homeys are ratting them
out. Someone could have missed, that’s all.”
“Be your age, Vicki,1“ Bobby said. “Someone who could nail Breen over the heads of eleven camera crews and God knows
how many flashing strobes was not missing a shot directed at a Latin King. If Breen had had a bull’s-eye painted between his
eyes, she couldn’t have done better.”
***
called Murray from my car. “I want to see all the video footage you have of the street.”
“Any particular street, oh She Who Must Be Obeyed?”
“California Avenue, the day of Breen’s murder.”
“The cops have already subpoenaed copies and come up dry. What do you know that they don’t?”
“I’ve been told someone from the Cubs pitching rotation had a good enough aim to hit Breen. I don’t believe it, but I want
to see if any of their starters were outside the courthouse.”
Murray was silent, thinking it over, wondering what I was hiding, but he finally agreed to show me the footage. “But I get
to watch it with you. And you feed and water me.”
Murray drank Holstein’s, five bottles. I primly sipped Black Label. Murray objected that the bag of pretzels I set on my
office work table didn’t constitute food, but I told him I didn’t want grease or sauce on my big computer screen.

I
1

NB: Bobby Mallory is the only person who is ever allowed to call V. I. Warshawski “Vicki.” To everyone else,
she’s Vic, V.I., Victoria or, when they’re annoyed, “Warshawski.”
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We looked at footage for two hours, slowly, stopping sometimes for a frame-by-frame view. Murray’s camerawoman had
shot a lot of street footage while the crews waited for word to filter down from the jury room. Bobby was right—there was no
sign of Constance Breen on the street.
The courtroom had been filled with senior staff from Metargon as well as families of people whose death Cordell Breen
had helped engineer. I watched the footage of them descending the courthouse stairs after the verdict. Jari Liu, head of
computer R & D, was one of the first to leave. Jeanine Susskind, who’d been a neighbor of Kitty Binder’s—one of the victims
of Breen’s murdering frenzy—alleged murdering frenzy—had come for the verdict, as had Kitty’s daughter, Judy. Judy had
been a major state witness, since the same thugs who killed her mother had shot her as well. Unfortunately, the killers had
worn pantyhose over their heads the night they shot her and Kitty, so Judy couldn’t pick them out definitively.
Herta Dzornen Colonna, older sister of yet another murder victim, had come for much of the trial, accompanied usually
by one of her daughters. The day of the verdict, as far as I could remember who’d been in the courtroom, Herta seemed to
have been alone. Watching the camera footage, she certainly came out of the courthouse alone, walking slowly with the aid of
her cane, her white hair sticking out around her head like dandelion pollen. Perhaps, like Constance Breen’s potty-mouthed
friend, Herta’s daughter had gone to get the car to spare her mother a longer walk.
Crossing Twenty-Sixth street to Damen Avenue could be a long walk for a woman bent over a walker.
“What are you staring at?” Murray demanded. “Is that Dzornen’s sister? You think someone with fingers like that could
aim a rifle and pull a trigger?”
Osteoarthritis had bent and twisted Herta’s hands.
“I think you missed a chance to get a human-interest story out of her when you were fleeing the scene right after the
murder.”
“You fled with me,” Murray said.
“Yep, so I did.”
We watched the cops shove the camera crews back from the foot of the steps as the doors opened for Cordell Breen
and his entourage. We watched Breen stand at the top of the stairs in his four-thousand-dollar custom tailoring, looking
energetic, youthful, a man ready to go back to the boardroom and make new history in electronics, not like a ruthless killer
in his seventies.
Breen exchanged some kind of joke with my ex-husband. The lawyers all laughed in a polite fakey way, and then Breen
pushed them away and stood alone on the stairs for a theatrical moment, straightening the knot in his tie, looking straight
at the cameras. When his face exploded, it happened almost in silence: the cameras were trying to pick up his conversation
with his lawyers, and so the mikes didn’t catch the bullet and the recoil. Bobby was right: no one else could possibly have
been the target.
“So what did you learn?” Murray demanded.
“It’s horrible to see a man die in front of your eyes. That image will stay in my head a long time.”
“But who killed him?”
“The cops think it was Constance Breen. I didn’t see her in your files, but she might have left by a side door. The deputies
will do that to keep someone out of the camera range, you know.”
“I know the state is looking at Constance’s bank accounts, and they’re inspecting the little arsenal she inherited from her
old man. Tiger Hargreaves, that was what they used to call him.”
“‘They’ being all the hearty boys at his club who liked the spectacle of beaters shoving a tiger in front of a man with an
arsenal.”
Murray glared at me. “Why do you have to be such a frigging killjoy all the time?”
“I didn’t like Cordell Breen, but that shot, the kill shot. That’s hard to watch. I guess the TV crews were kind of beaters,
too, weren’t they, setting him up for someone with a rifle.”
“That is the fucking last straw, Warshawski. I did not lose a night’s sleep from covering his death and I’m not going to
have you guilt me into it now.”
“I wasn’t trying to,” I said. “I was thinking of something else and that came out.”
It wasn’t much of an apology and I didn’t blame Murray for stalking away in a major huff. When he’d left, I stared for
a long time at the whisky in my glass. The cops were taking Constance Breen seriously as a candidate for murder. The
evidence might be unsatisfactory, but people have been tried on less evidence than owning the right caliber rifle. They’ve
been convicted on even less than that.
I swallowed the rest of the Black Label and drove over to the Gold Coast, to Herta Dzornen’s building. Gordon, the
doorman, knew me by sight and didn’t like me, but when he called to announce me, Herta told him I could come up.
I stopped at the glass étagère where her father’s Nobel Prize medallion lay and looked at the photographs around it. I
could hear the hiss, breath sucked in too quickly, when I picked up the old snapshot of herself and her sister as little girls,
following their mother up a mountain trail, all three carrying rifles.
“The walker,” I said, when we were sitting on the white furniture in her living room. “It has that little box thing that you
can sit on. That’s where you put the rifle after you shot Breen, but where did you park the walker during the trial?”
Herta kneaded her twisted hands, the gesture she and her half-sister Kitty had in common. “How did you know?”
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“I saw you pushing it up California, after they blocked off the street, but you came
out of the courthouse just using your cane.”
“They inspect everything when you go in,” Herta said. “I knew I’d never get it past
the metal detectors. I left the walker in the parking garage, chained to a railing with a
bicycle chain up on the fifth floor. I thought it would be an omen: if someone stole it
while I was in the courthouse, then Breen was intended to live. If it was still there, then,
well, the opposite.”
“That photograph of you and Bettina with your mother—you used her rifle?”
Herta looked at me for a long pause, then nodded fractionally. “My grandfather
Rosenzweig had been an officer in the German Army; that was his military rifle. It still
handles beautifully. It’s Greek-made, actually, not German, but the machining is perfect.”
“Why?” I asked. “I didn’t think you cared that much about your brother.”
Her mouth worked. “I cared deeply about Julius. How he was before Cordell and
Edward Breen destroyed him, I mean. You don’t know what he was like—a sensitive
joyous boy. He was passionate about science and music, and then suddenly he became
a shell of himself. For a long time, he wouldn’t talk at all, and then he turned into this
sarcastic person. If you asked him anything or tried to get him to go back to school or
find a job, he would only say something cutting, but never anything real.
“When you told me what the Breens had done, how they’d forced Julius to be part
of their lies and murders, I thought my heart would break. They destroyed him, they
became wealthy and successful, they ate with presidents and sports and theater stars
while Julius languished in Cordell’s old coach house.
“At first, I was sure Cordell would be found guilty, but as the trial progressed, I could
see that the jury didn’t like the state’s attorney, or didn’t trust her. And I thought, this one
time, the Breens will not succeed.
“I thought I would have one chance, that it would be too hard to find Cordell in the
open any other time than when he left the courthouse. I told my daughter I needed to
hear the verdict alone, that I would be too upset to be with anyone if he were found not
guilty. She didn’t like it, but she agreed.
“I left as soon as the foreman started saying, ‘not guilty.’ When you’re old and
disabled, no one looks at you. I made it into the garage and—it was amazing to me. I
hadn’t been hunting since we moved to Chicago—we used to shoot when my father was
at Los Alamos, my mother and sister and I used to go up into the mountains and shoot
at small game, and I became very good. It was so strange, picking up the Mannlicher
again, feeling it come to life. I cleaned it, found some shells, but I only needed one. And
then I took it apart, put it in the little sitting box of the walker, and became an invisible
old woman again. The police were searching handbags and briefcases, but they wouldn’t
bother an old lady with a walker.”
She blinked away tears. “Poor Julius. My poor brother.”
We sat in silence for a time. She finally wiped her eyes with a lace handkerchief.
“What will you do now?” she asked, after a long silence.
“I will ask you to go to the police and tell them that you were standing on California
Avenue, waiting for the bus, and watched Constance Breen waiting on the curb near the
bus stop. I will ask you to tell the police that you saw her get into a car and drive away
just as her husband emerged from the courthouse.”
“Why? What do you want from me? Do you want to be paid?”
I smiled sadly. “I’m not blackmailing you. I’m not even asking you to return to
Martin Binder the money you took from his mother all those years ago. I’ve spent the
last six months looking back at seventy years of terrible, irreparable pain. I don’t think I
can bear to spend another minute with it, that’s all.”
I got to my feet. Herta stood, too, slowly, and followed me to the door.
“Martin should know—he’s a clever boy, I think; he could be another one like Julius
or my father. He should know, you’ll tell him, that my father admired Martina beyond
any other scientist he ever worked with.” ■
To download for your ereader, visit http://www.penguin.com/CriticalMassAlternateEnding.
Copyright © 2013 by Sara Paretsky. Excerpted by permission of G. P. Putnam’s Sons. All
rights reserved. No part of this excerpt may be reproduced or reprinted without permission
in writing from the publisher.
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CRITICAL MASS
By Sara Paretsky

Offering two main settings:
1900s Vienna and present-day
Chicago, this incredible author brings
back her famous P.I., V.I. Warshawski,
in a mystery that readers will find
themselves immediately caught up in.
Both settings focus on the
family and friends of Lotty Herschel,
a woman who experiences Vienna
during the Nazi occupation of Austria
in 1938.
Danger ran rampant in Lotty’s
life. At the last minute before she and
her brother were sent to camps, they
were sent to London instead. Lotty’s
family was left behind, however,
and all became victims of the brutal
Holocaust.
In present-day Chicago, Lotty
is friends with the intelligent and
hardheaded, V.I. Warshawski. She
begs V.I. to help her locate a young
boy who disappeared from his college
and has not been seen since.
As with all the cases this detective
takes on, there is more to this mystery
than meets the eye. As she delves into
the past in order to help Lotty and
solve the boy’s disappearance, Nazi
Germany and the issues of WWII
become focal points of the case.
It seems that Lotty has a great
deal in her background, from a
young woman she knew long ago
whose mother was an intricate part
of the making of the atom bomb, to
arrests and secrets that hung like a
veil over Lotty’s past when it came
to the German goal to rule the world.
Suffice to say, V.I. is immersed in a
complicated yet fascinating mystery.
Paretsky’s P.I. is a beloved
character in suspense fiction, yet this
story is unlike any offered before.
With each chapter giving tidbits of
information located in both past
and present, readers will have to
definitely keep up with this menu of
locations, times, and characters. The
stiff competition between the super
powers to develop the bomb is both
historically interesting and exciting
for the reader who loves delving into
the secrets of that time period. Enjoy!
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of
“The Hero’s Companion: Tallent &
Lowery Book Three” published by
Suspense Publishing, an imprint of
Suspense Magazine ■
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The Groundbreaking trilogy
Starts 12.3.13

On Sale
1.17.14

On Sale
2.4.14

“Exciting first in a thriller trilogy…relentless pacing leads to a stunning finale.”

—Publishers Weekly
“A taut thriller that will leave the reader excited for the next book in the series.”

—Kirkus Reviews

Facebook.com/Anders.delaMotte
#GameTrilogy

GameTrilogy.com
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P r o u d ly

Published by

A Book Lover, a Reader,
and a Writer

Meet Patti Sheehy
Interview by Suspense Magazine
Press Photo Credit: Provided by Author

Patti Sheehy grew up along the Delaware River in Yardley, Pennsylvania.
She graduated from Pennsbury High School and earned a bachelor’s degree in
history from Rider University. She spent her career as a public relations and
marketing executive, primarily in the healthcare industry. She ran her own
business, helped start a magazine in New Hope, Pennsylvania, and has done
extensive magazine writing.
Patti Sheehy is out with her latest book “The Boy Who Said No: An Escape
to Freedom.” It’s an emotional ride that encompasses many different suspense
genres, with love and adventure. This is Patti’s debut book, one that has been
on her mind for many years. She is definitely an author who shows it is never
too late to write and if you have the passion, it should shine through in your
book.
“Stalked,” the sequel, will be released in September 2014.
Patti states in one interview that her book is sort of on the fence between
plot and character-driven. Her main character Frank is smart and
determined to risk everything for love. Let’s take a quick look inside
“The Boy Who Said No: An Escape to Freedom”:
As a boy, Frank Mederos’s grandfather teaches him to fish, to
navigate the seas, and to think for himself, much needed skills under
the new Castro regime. When Frank is drafted into the army, he is soon
promoted to the Special Forces, where he is privy to top military secrets. But
young Frank has no sympathy for Fidel. He thirsts for freedom and longs
to join his girlfriend who has left Cuba for America. Frank yearns to defect,
but his timing couldn’t be worse. After two unsuccessful escape attempts, he
learns that the departure of the next available boat conflicts with upcoming
military exercises. If Frank stays, he will miss the boat. If he doesn’t, he will be the object of a massive manhunt.
Problems abound: How will Frank escape the army base without being seen? Where will he hide until the boat
comes? How can he outwit his commanding officer? And how can he elude hundreds of soldiers ordered to bring
him back “dead or alive”? Frank’s true story, a tale of love, loss, and courage, will keep you on the edge of your
seat until the very end.
When not writing, Patti can be found practicing her piano, gardening, and battling dust. She plays a mean game of
Scrabble and a not-so-mean game of bridge.
Below is our interview with Patti.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): A bestselling author once said that the most effective book pitches can be done in seven words
or less. Can you describe “The Boy Who Said No: An Escape to Freedom” in seven words?
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Patti Sheehy (P.S.): Harrowing escape of Cuban Special Forces
member.
S. MAG.: What sentence or scene in your novel do you look
back and say, “I can’t believe I wrote that”?
P.S.: Readers tell me that one of the most memorable episodes
in the book is where Frank Mederos hides from the soldiers
in the outhouse. This scene was difficult to write because it
required me to mentally enter the outhouse with Frank, feel
what he felt, and get into the muck with him. Yuck!
S. MAG.: As a newcomer to the publishing world, do you
have preconceived ideas about this industry that you found
to be completely wrong or very right after you’d finally seen
your book in print?
P.S.: Seeing my book in print was a thrill of a lifetime. My
preconceived idea was that it’s almost impossible for first-time
authors to get published. It is difficult, but not impossible. I am
very grateful to Oceanview Publishing for bringing “The Boy
Who Said No” to print.
S. MAG.: Finish this sentence: “If I stopped writing tomorrow,
I would______________.”
P.S.: Be proud that I was able to write a book describing life
under one of the most repressive regimes in modern times.
S. MAG.: Do you have any rituals or superstitions you must
follow when you sit down to write?
P.S.: I need a desk, a chair, a lamp, a computer, and a cup of
tea. I wish I could say I stick pins into voodoo dolls, bathe my
pet tarantula, or paint my nails green before I start writing,
but I don’t. Perhaps I should develop more interesting habits.
Writing requires time, focus, and commitment. For me, it
means my husband makes lunch, which he does. Sorry to be
so boring.
S. MAG.: What is the single most important piece of advice
ever given to you and one that you would offer up to aspiring
writers?
P.S.: Write a story you would want to read. That’s why I wrote
my book as a true-life novel. I wanted it to be fast-paced and
interesting, a book that would appeal to readers of all ages, and
would be hard to put down. The novel format enabled me to
tell the story through dialogue and description and to weave
history throughout the book in a way that would enhance the
story and engage the reader.
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S. MAG.: Tell us something that your fans would be surprised
to learn about you?
P.S.: I have the most spectacular dreams, and they are always
in color. I dream of jewelry with large colored stones, feathered
hats, and sumptuous feasts set in candlelit palaces. I dream of
windows that allow you to customize your scenery, providing
vistas of rivers, lakes, and mountains on demand. I have flying
dreams and dreams where I hang from the hands of clocks. I
usually have a grand time in my dreams.
S. MAG.: What book changed your life?
P.S.: This might surprise you, but I’d have to say “Winnie the
Pooh.” Every time my mother read it to me as a child, she
laughed out loud. I was too young to understand what made
her laugh, but it instilled the idea in me that reading was fun.
This led me to become a book lover, a reader, and a writer.
S. MAG.: What is your idea of fun? If given a choice to skip
work for a day, how would you spend your time?
P.S.: I’d spend the morning taking a balloon ride over the
Serengeti. I’d spend the afternoon getting lost in Venice. I’d
spend the evening in a cave hotel in Cappadocia. If I were
home, I’d play Balderdash with family and friends, practice my
piano, or go to a play or to a movie. Best of all, I’d do all of these
things with my husband and daughter.
S. MAG.: What’s next on your horizon?
P.S.: I have just completed “Stalked,” the sequel to “The Boy Who
Said No.” It will be released
by Oceanview Publishing
in the fall of 2014 and will
answer readers’ questions
about Frank’s life in
America. The book is full
of adventure, romance,
and intrigue, and it is as
riveting as my first.
We would like to
thank Patti not only
for bringing out such a
wonderful first novel,
but also for taking the
time to speak with us.
For more information
on Patti, check out
her website at www.
pattisheehy.com. ■
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THE BARREL
MURDER

By Michael Zarocostas
“The Barrel Murder” is a
novel based on true events. It
once again proves that the greatest
mysteries and thrillers are real. A
murder victim is found in a barrel
on the lower east side of New
York. The year is 1903. “The Barrel
Murder” is an incredible story
about the beginning of the Mafia
in New York, Tammany Hall run
police corruption, counterfeiting
and money laundering, and the
incredible bravery of two police
officers.
Joseph Petrisino and Max
Schmittberger were the lowest of
the low in the New York Police
Department: a token ‘Dago’ and
‘Jew’ in an Irish run city and state
government. These two will fight
the city, the department, and each
other, to fight corruption and try
and solve the Barrel Murder.
Michael Zarocostas takes us
along on the personal journey of
these two men. We get to know
their strengths, weaknesses, loves,
and fears. We follow them through
a murder investigation that hits
roadblocks at every turn. They are
disliked by their fellow officers
and superiors, and in the case of
Petrisino, by his fellow Italian
immigrants. The fact that these
two men stood for justice in a
system where most succumbed to
graft and corruption is testament
to the people who made this
country as great as it has become.
A riveting portrayal of city,
state, and federal corruption at
the turn of the century, “The
Barrel Murder” is part Mario
Puzo’s Godfather and Robert
Towne’s Chinatown. Michael
Zarocostas has written a police
procedural with such suspense
and fluidity, you will forget it is
based on fact...the sign of a great
work of literature.
I highly recommend “The
Barrel Murder.”
Reviewed by J.M. LeDuc, author
of “Cornerstone” published by
Suspense Publishing, an imprint
of Suspense Magazine ■
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PRACTICE TO DECEIVE

By Ann Rule
Although she’s the author of many unbelievably great true crime novels, Rule has definitely
hit the jackpot with this one. Stepping away from the well-known ‘killers,’ the author has taken
on an investigation that people still do not understand.
Just a couple of days after Christmas 2003, a dead body was found in a car on Whidbey
Island; the victim sported one gunshot to the head. At first, thought to be a suicide because
the gun wasn’t found, the crime was changed to the category of homicide. The body was that of
resident Russel Douglas. He’d been visiting with his estranged wife, Brenna, and their two children over the
holidays. When detectives went to the house to notify her of Russel’s murder, Brenna had little reaction to the
news. This was the first of many odd incidents that would make this crime national news. However, when the
investigation went on for years, it was basically seen by the public as a ‘cold case’ that would never be solved.
Ann Rule expertly takes the reader through every step in solving this case; from the discovery of the
body to people involved in the victim’s life, trying to find out the ‘how’ and ‘why’ of the crime. Because of the
numerous ideas and gossip about Russel, investigators felt they were dealing with more than one killer. From
Brenna to Peggy Sue, a former beauty queen who was well past her prime, to a handful of others, there was no
shortage of suspects, and evidence and motive didn’t seem to exist.
As the author eloquently takes on a very detailed look at a crime that took more than a dozen years to
solve, she explains that murder is like an intricately cut diamond and explores every facet with the reader.
After all this time, many are still not sure the guilty ones were caught, but this book will have them thinking
otherwise. Great read!
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of “The Hero’s Companion: Tallent & Lowery Book Three” published by
Suspense Publishing, an imprint of Suspense Magazine ■

THE REUNION

By A.A. Pencil
A high school reunion of misfits soon turns into a weekend in a hell-house.
Soon after the guests arrive, strange happenings begin to occur leading to the death of two
of the ‘friends.’ The survivors find themselves locked in a rented mansion which has its own
secrets. With each devilish event, a new suspect emerges. With each new death, the remaining
guests’ distrust of one another grows exponentially. Friends become enemies and enemies
become co-conspirators.
With each turn of the page, you will find yourself clenching your fists, curling your toes, and screaming at
the characters, “Don’t go in that room,” and “stay together!”
A macabre stew of distrust, lies, and deceit, will soon lead to further fear and death. By the end of “The
Reunion,” you will not know what is real and what is a hellish nightmare. The final twist will give you a mental
and emotional whiplash and leave you wanting A.A. Pencil’s next installment of “Beneath the Trap Door.”
Reviewed by J.M. LeDuc, author of “Cornerstone,” published by Suspense Publishing, an imprint of Suspense
Magazine ■

DARKNESS & SHADOWS

By Andrew E. Kaufman
Watching the love of your life burn to death in front of you with no opportunity to save her
would send anyone into therapy, but to find out years later she lived and just been killed again
before you got a chance to ask how that was possible would send the sanest person over the edge.
Patrick, a formerly well-respected journalist on the skids, has already burned bridges at any
publishing house worth writing for and is unable to convince former editors that this storyline
is worthy of consideration. The wife of the rich and famous doctor who has her face plastered all
over the news is the same woman that died all those years ago. The explanation causes him to question his own
memories and realities as he goes in alone to investigate her death.
What he finds is a doctor of dubious character, but the police investigator in the case already has it in for
him so Patrick can’t convince anyone that he isn’t losing it all over again. Anyone, that is, but a severely scarred,
physically and mentally, young woman that visits the same therapist. She witnesses, and intervenes, an attack
on Patrick and uses her criminal wiles to help the separate journalist find the answers and bring his life and
career back on track.
Kaufman takes on a twisted path to show us that there is always more than one path, and that to push
past the barriers, the pain in life, the outcome will always bring a satisfactory ending; perhaps not the one
anticipated, just like in this book, but a worthwhile one anyway.
Reviewed by Mark P. Sadler, author of “Blood on his Hands” published by Suspense Publishing, an imprint of
Suspense Magazine ■
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THE MAP OF THE SKY

By Felix J. Palma
A truly fantastical, multi-faceted plot that takes readers into the realm of magic and mayhem by focusing
on a literary classic that both entertained and scared people to death.
An author has written a sequel to “The War of the Worlds” by H.G. Wells. H.G. is sure this will be a
dismal failure by a writer who just wants to meet him and bask in some of his well-fought-for glory.
After the two authors meet in person, their relationship begins to grow. During their meal and a few too
many drinks, H.G. takes the young writer on an adventure to a museum. Within the walls filled with ancient
objects, H.G. and his friend come across a stolen key that unlocks a museum door, opening to a very strange
room filled with a wealth of never-before-seen items.
H.G. uncovers a strange body resting inside a coffin. In his drunken state, he’s told it’s a martian. Near
the creature sits a saucer-like machine that’s believed to be the transport used by the creature to come to
Earth. As of yet, no one has been able to open the ship and peer inside. H.G., of course, believes this is
nothing more than a hoax.
In the second plot, Emma Harlow is a young woman who agrees to marry Montgomery Gilmore if he
reinvents the Martian invasion written about in H.G.’s masterpiece. She wants it to be so real that it will send
Londoners into a dire panic.
As plots merge, readers get to discover secrets, from Martians in the Antarctic to a young man by the
name of Edgar Allan Poe, who was part of an expedition that readers will literally not believe.
Boot up the Time Machine! This novel will take you above, beyond, and back through a world of
enjoyment and chills. This author has definitely created a page-turner that would make even H.G. Wells
smile with pride.
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of “The Hero’s Companion: Tallent & Lowery Book Three” published by
Suspense Publishing, an imprint of Suspense Magazine ■

LEADER OF THE PACK

By David Rosenfelt
Andy Carpenter is an attorney that is independently wealthy, but he still takes on cases. Usually, those
are the cases he thinks he can win, but he does lose occasionally. One of those times was when he represented
Joey Desimone. Joey is a local mafia man’s son, which was probably one of the main reasons the jury didn’t
look favorably on him. Andy always believed in Joey’s innocence, but a jury felt differently and now Joey is
serving a sentence for a double murder.
At Joey’s request, Andy takes his Golden Retriever, Tara, to visit Joey’s uncle. Uncle Nick isn’t doing
well and maybe what he says to Andy means nothing and is just the ramblings of an old man. Or maybe
those ‘ramblings’ are the key to Joey’s freedom.
As Andy follows this lead, trying to get a retrial for Joey, he stumbles into much more. There is danger
and people willing to do anything to keep their secrets hidden.
Wonderfully and artfully written. The author’s whit and humor come across loud and clear to make this
a really enjoyable read!
Reviewed by Ashley Dawn, author of “Shadows of Pain” published by Suspense Publishing an imprint of
Suspense Magazine ■

MISS MONTREAL

By Howard Shrier
Private investigator Jonah Geller has accumulated a lot of history. Jobs in Buffalo, Boston,
and Chicago have left him tired and jaded, but it’s not his recent past that comes knocking; it’s
the murder of a man who Jonah last saw in summer camp at age twelve.
Prize-winning journalist Sammy Adler has been beaten to death in an Arab neighborhood
in Montreal and left with a Star of David carved into his chest. Sammy’s grandfather, old, rich,
and dying of cancer, hires Geller to find out what the police haven’t.
Jonah agrees and sets off from Toronto, accompanied by ex-hit man Dante Ryan, a guy who talks guns
like other men talk about baseball, and who, in spite of his career change, thinks Jonah is nuts for not always
carrying a handgun.
As the two start to navigate the complicated customs and cultures of Montreal—an effort made even
more complicated by Jonah’s realization that his high school French isn’t doing him any favors—they find
the lines of the investigation are more of a spider web. Had Adler been killed because he was a Jew working
on a story about Montreal’s Afghan community? Was it the interview about the leader of a right wing
political party? What’s with the connection to an adoption agency?
Jonah doesn’t see anything dangerous in any of Sammy’s stories, but it soon becomes painfully clear
that something the journalist was digging up was a secret over which someone is willing to kill. More than
once.
“Miss Montreal” is packed with deft sentences that communicate tone, imagery, and tension in a
masterful minimum of words. At times violent, at times poignant, occasionally laugh-out-loud funny, the
book is a noir-ish journey that takes the reader beyond the tourist façade of Montreal. It’s a journey that, a
few pages in, readers will be eager to take.
Howard Shrier has written three other Jonah Geller novels. He is the only writer to win consecutive
Arthur Ellis Awards for Best First Novel and Best Novel.
Reviewed by Laura Alden, author of “Curse of the PTA” for Suspense Magazine ■
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MIRAGE

By Clive Cussler with
Jack Du Brul
Whenever any
reader thinks about
the ultimate action/
adventure
books,
Clive Cussler is the name that
appears in their minds. And this new
offering in The Oregon Files series is
another stunner that can claim to be
one of the best action books of 2013.
In 1943, a U.S. destroyer sailed
out of Philadelphia and vanished into
what was called a deep, blue-colored
glow coming out of the ocean. There
seemed to be no explanation of
the phenomenon at the time; the
story circulated was that the glow
was the result of an experiment in
electromagnetic radiation.
Delving into present day, the
reader joins Juan Cabrillo who’s on
his way to break a friend out of a
Russian prison. Although the crime
goes off without a hitch, on the way
back to the Oregon, Juan and his
friend are attacked and the friend is
fatally wounded. Before he dies, he
tells Juan a story involving an ‘eerie
boat’ and a blue light. Hinting that
there’s something not quite right
about the Aral Sea, he also mentions
a very slippery Russian Admiral.
That’s all Juan needs for he and the
crew of the research ship, Oregon, to
check it out.
Rumors abound that a secret
weapon is being built somewhere
that has the ability to destroy
American aircraft carriers the way
the destroyer was eliminated in
1943. So the search becomes priority
one for the men of the Oregon—a
ship that looks like junk, but has the
technological capabilities that would
surprise even NASA.
The clock is ticking and a
confrontation between evil Russia
and America looms on the horizon if
Cabrillo and crew cannot figure out
the puzzle of 1943.
As always with Cussler and
his co-writers, the tale is full of
action, death-defying escapes,
heart-stopping scenes, and a cast of
characters that you will not forget
when the book has come to an end.
As always, they never disappoint.
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of
“The Hero’s Companion: Tallent &
Lowery Book Three” published by
Suspense Publishing, an imprint of
Suspense Magazine ■
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AND HELL
FOLLOWED WITH
HER
By David Neiwert

The ‘her’ in this case is
Shawna Forde and the hell she
wrought was self-evolved from a
young age. From a troubled life
as an infant that eventually led
to teenage prostitution and more
than a dozen arrests, Shawna
grafted and drifted through life
until she found a belief, a desire
that she could control and make
her own, the protection of the
borders of the United States at all
costs.
Her very beliefs led to the
down-spiral that her life evolved
into and finally spiraled out of
control. Neiwert introduces her to
us as she and her band of ne’er-dowells commit a home invasion in
the tiny Arizona town of Arivaca,
murdering in cold blood the man
of the house and his nine-year-old
daughter, and severely wounding
the wife and mother. With broad
stokes of description, we are given
a story that is as intriguing as any
suspense novel, tightly woven
around the facts behind this truecrime drama.
We are introduced to the
Minuteman Project and given a
superbly well-researched history
of the modern-day phenomena
that sprung to new life after that
fatal day that planes crashed into
New York’s twin towers. And we
are given a background on one of
America’s last stalwart Wild West
towns, the dusty burb of Arivaca,
just twelve miles from Mexico
where a life of smuggling over the
border, whether it was drugs or
humans, is given a blind-eye or at
least disregarded by the locals as
normal for the region.
When the two elements are
finally combined, they cause a
combustible nativist explosion
that leads to a showdown from
a private militia with the drug
runners of the area and blow wide
open the true nature of a bigoted,
psychopath and her delusionary
hold on the border watching
movement.
Reviewed by Mark P. Sadler,
author of “Blood on his
Hands” published by Suspense
Publishing, an imprint of Suspense
Magazine ■
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READY TO DIE

By Lisa Jackson
Detectives Selena Alvarez and Regan Pescoli are on the hunt for an attempted assassin. The
intended victim: their boss. Sheriff Dan Grayson has been shot in front of his own remote cabin
and Detective Alvarez saw the whole thing. Except the shooter. She had gone to visit the sheriff
to discuss possibly wanting out of the police force. Now she has no choice but to remain on the
force.
Then another body is discovered. A woman, who appears to have been shot before the
sheriff and left for dead in the mountains of Montana. The investigation reveals that the “woman”
is a prominent judge in the criminal courts. Are the two murders related or just pure coincidence?
Dealing with the Grayson family is no easy task. The Graysons and their significant others have their own
problems. A regular with the Grayson family, Hattie has dated and married a few of the Grayson brothers, also
believes that her former husband, a Grayson man, did not commit suicide but was murdered.
And Detective Pescoli has her own personal problems on top of trying to find who attempted to murder
the sheriff. Her boyfriend proposed, she wants to say yes, but she is not convinced that this marriage will work
either. She has been there, done that and is terrified that it will just end up all wrong.
This is a very twisted tale. You just never know what is going to happen with this bunch. The detectives,
the family of Sheriff Grayson, and now the new under-sheriff, are all opinionated and bullheaded and not a one
of them will hesitate to tell you exactly how they feel about you. So be careful before you decide to come clean
just to make yourself feel better. You might not end up feeling better at all.
A great read for those cold winter days!
Reviewed by Sherri Nemick for Suspense Magazine ■

CUT TO THE BONE

By Jefferson Bass
For those who love the ‘Body Farm’ mysteries, this novel is a prequel to those unforgettable tales.
It is the height of a steamy summer in Knoxville, and at the University of Tennessee, Dr. Bill Brockton—a
professor of forensic anthropology—is called out to help investigate a series of killings. He is asked to assist
because the bodies being found have fatal injuries that are very similar to past murders that the good doctor
may recognize.
Dr. Brockton doesn’t believe in coincidences. He has spent his entire adult life studying death and he’s
more than a little frightened by what has been found in the steamy heat of a Tennessee summer.
He and his assistant, Tyler Wainwright, head to the site of an abandoned strip mine to recover the bones
of what turns out to be a young girl. The year is 1992, therefore facts, such as time of death, are more difficult
to figure out because CSI technology has yet to appear. So Dr. Brockton creates his own research program to
measure “the time since death” by examining the effects of heat, animals, and decomposition of the human
body. This is the plan that would eventually lead to Dr. Brockton establishing a Forensic Anthropology Center
called The Body Farm, which plays a prominent role in the other books.
As the body count piles up, the doctor recognizes that the victims have a very real connection to him;
apparently, a psychopath is creating killings based on the doctor’s old cases. This becomes a truly personal hunt
for Brockton as he struggles to figure out who is doing this horror…and why.
A great deal of technical jargon is used in this story, but it’s well balanced with wonderful characters, a
dash of humor, and a killer that’s extremely interesting. Get ready for an all-day read that you won’t put down!
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of “The Hero’s Companion: Tallent & Lowery Book Three” published by
Suspense Publishing, an imprint of Suspense Magazine ■

DEVIL With a GUN

By M.C. Grant
In this sequel to “Angel with a Bullet,” readers are back by the side of Dixie Flynn, a reporter
in San Francisco who has a nose for news and getting into trouble.
Dixie’s boss has asked her to write a ‘cutesy’ story that will make everyone want to run right
out and buy Dad a great holiday gift. Unfortunately, the boss doesn’t seem to remember that
Dixie is a crime writer/reporter who doesn’t have a ‘cutesy’ gene inside her.
With the rolling of eyes, Dixie soldiers on and, as fate would have it, her sweet article about
‘Dad’ opens a door to a missing person’s case. This silly assignment soon has Dixie knee-deep in a case involving
a missing father that takes her deep into the underworld of the Russian mob.
Twenty years ago, Joe Brown disappeared after going into his daughter, Bailey’s room accompanied by a
very scary looking stranger. Now Bailey and her younger sister, Roxanne, want to find out what really happened
to their father on that fateful night; they have both suffered through the unsolved mystery and are searching for
some kind of closure so they can move forward with their lives.
Dixie definitely sinks her teeth into this new Father’s Day angle and immediately starts digging into the
past of Joe Brown. She tries to piece together who the mysterious visitor was so many years ago, and as she
begins nosing into the case, she runs headfirst into a Russian mob boss by the name of Krasnyi Lebed.
In order to bring the sisters some answers, Dixie soon learns that her questions will open old doors that
may cause the past to rear its ugly head and escalate out of control.
As it was with the first title from this author, this new tale offers a fun, ferocious, take-no-prisoners reporter
who will not be stopped. A great suspense/thriller!
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of “The Hero’s Companion: Tallent & Lowery Book Three” published by
Suspense Publishing, an imprint of Suspense Magazine ■
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MURDER AS A SECOND LANGUAGE

By Joan Hess
Claire Malloy returns in the nineteenth novel featuring the sleuthing bookstore owner.
Claire is adjusting to married life in a new house as well as the free time made possible by a
clerk who handles the bookstore’s daily chores. She’s going stir crazy and testing the patience
of her husband and daughter with her attempts at French cooking. She ends up trying to
volunteer as an English as a Second Language tutor with her daughter and her daughter’s best
friend, but instead ends up elected—against her will—to the board of the Farberville Literary
Council. The board is full of Farberville bigwigs, with all the attendant infighting. The tenuous circumstances
of the council’s programs are threatened when an ESL student is murdered. Obviously, the snarky Claire
pokes into the case. Her husband, Deputy Chief Peter Rosen, asks for her help, but soon regrets it as the case
grows more complicated and someone starts following Claire.
The novel moves along breezily, and Claire’s sarcasm generally keeps things entertaining. That light tone
is occasionally bogged down by some red herrings that seem more complicated than necessary, but they do
keep readers guessing about the tangle of motives and alibis for various suspects. Additional distractions
come from the characterizations of the foreign students and staff. A couple of camel “jokes” while discussing
characters from the Middle East are a little embarrassing, and the phonetic spelling of “Ms. Marroy” for the
dialogue of Keiko, the Japanese program director, evokes the ghost of Mickey Rooney in Breakfast at Tiffany’s
more than a richly rendered accent. That said, there are moments where Claire realizes she has stooped to
stereotyping that help take the edge off of these slips.
For the fan, those issues will be outweighed by the character-driven story, as Claire deals with (in
addition to the crime) the teenage high jinks of her daughter as well as her too-cool-to-be-nice bookstore
clerk. While perhaps not the best introduction to the series, I’m sure long-term fans will enjoy catching up
with what’s going on in Claire’s life.
Reviewed by: Scott Pearson, author of “Star Trek: Honor in the Night” and cohost of the Generations Geek
podcast, for Suspense Magazine ■

THE CASE OF THE MURDEROUS MERMAID AND
OTHER STORIES

By Andrew MacRae
First let me preface this by saying that I don’t read many short stories, they’re just not my
preference. That being said, “The Case of the Murderous Mermaid and Other Stories” was
a pure delight to read. Written in a pulp fiction style, I can easily picture these stories being
made into a graphic novel. Andrew MacRae has written three flawless stories involving the
same central characters.
The overzealous Police Sergeant Ferguson and the quiet, competent Detective Stone will be called upon
to solve a series of cases that are part puzzle and part mayhem. Andrew MacRae will keep you smiling the
entire time you are reading, and even better, he will keep you guessing ‘who done it’ until the very end of
each story.
Take a break from the intense suspense thriller and sit a spell with The Murderous Mermaid, the Villainous
Vaudevillian, and the Silver Suspect. These stories will have you yearning for more of Andrew MacRae.
Reviewed by J.M. LeDuc, author of “Cornerstone,” published by Suspense Publishing, an imprint of Suspense
Magazine ■

CHOKE POINT

By Ridley Pearson
On land, a ‘choke point’ is defined as a valley or bridge; at sea, it’s a strait or narrow bit of
water that an army has to pass in order to win any conflict. The choke point allows an inferior
army to be successful in preventing a better opponent from winning a battle, simply because
the opponent would reach that point and be unable to bring their whole army into the fight…
leaving them open and vulnerable.
Pearson delves into this strategy with a trio of characters readers will remember from
“The Risk Agent.” Agents from a private security firm called Rutherford Risk, are working against an enemy
that has international ties and endless resources.
The team of John Knox and Grace Chu are sent to Amsterdam and told to check out shops that are
utilizing underage children as employees. This illegal labor force is making Oriental rugs that are being
exported, and the shop’s owners are receiving a huge profit.
The agents are so disgusted about the children’s plight that the case turns personal, as they work diligently
to bring down the perpetrators. Add to the plot a person from the Middle East who swears they’ve been a
victim of a hate crime, and may just be hip-deep in the sweatshop world, and you have a tale that is exciting.
Knox, a freelancer from America, can definitely take care of business; while Grace, a forensic accountant
from China, can physically take out people much larger and scarier than herself. They are the perfect actionpacked team; a duo that may or may not need backup as they head directly toward a choke point and use
every skill they have to win.
Pearson still shows that fantastic ability to write the best ‘bad guys’ in suspense. Knox and Chu are one
of the best teams in fiction and will, once again, keep readers on the edge of their seats. This is a keeper!
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of “The Hero’s Companion: Tallent & Lowery Book Three” published by
Suspense Publishing, an imprint of Suspense Magazine ■
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KALEIDOCIDE
By Dave Swaverly

This
sequel
continues Swaverly’s
amazing
work
first presented in
“Silhouette.”
For
those
who
are
unaware of this
technologically
abundant series, all you need to do
is think of Blade Runner, a movie
that proved to everyone the terrors
and oddities our future may bring.
Main character, Michael Ares,
is what you would call confused.
He is living in San Francisco after
a huge quake that changed ‘normal’
life as he knew it. No longer run by
a government, San Fran actually
belongs to a company called BASS.
This ‘Big Brother’ type company
moved in and created the city-state,
using their protection officers called
peacers, to keep the citizens in line.
BASS has a variety of things
in the works, and one is a secret
technological
breakthrough
that involves antigravity. If the
technology works, BASS could
become the imminent power in
the world, upsetting a few other
countries and rulers along the way.
Ares is at the helm of BASS—
and not happy about it. Not only
is he completely in the dark as to
why he’s inherited the mantle but
he also has to worry about a slew
of attempts now being made on his
life. More than one person wants
him out of the way, including a
powerful Chinese general.
All Ares has on his side is one
friend he can trust. That friend just
happens to have his own company
that deals in protection—a gift that
Ares needs if he’s going to survive
the attacks on his life long enough
to discover what or who is at the
root of his deathly fate.
Although set in the ‘near’
future, this book delves into serious
futuristic technology, like aerocars
and shoot-to-kill officers. The
author has done a good job with
this continuation, tackling the
science fiction/suspense genre with
gusto. Fans will most definitely love
this follow-up, as they stand beside
Ares and see if he can get through
his adventure alive.
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of
“The Hero’s Companion: Tallent &
Lowery Book Three” published by
Suspense Publishing, an imprint of
Suspense Magazine ■
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ONCE
WE WERE
BROTHERS
By Ronald H.
Balson

Right off the
bat readers will be
thrilled that this is not the ‘usual’
World War II story that normally
stars the Nazi SS and highlights
the 1939 occupation of Poland.
Instead, it is the story of two
boys and literally has the depth
of heart and soul to go along with
the tale’s core of suspense.
Ben Solomon and his
family lived in Poland during the
German occupation. Otto Piatek,
his best friend, was an orphan
left by his family as a child and
raised by Ben’s family. As the
Solomons struggle on a daily
basis to live in Poland as the War
begins, a betrayal of monumental
proportions occurs that has the
Solomons heading straight into
the German prison camps.
Ben is a lucky survivor of the
Holocaust and comes to America,
settling in Chicago. He discovers
that his childhood brother and
best friend was a huge culprit in
how the Solomon family ended
up. Otto had also gone on to live
the life of an SS officer at a place
where he meted out horrible
cruelties to the inmates.
Tracking
down
Elliot
Rosenzweig (AKA Otto), Ben
discovers that he is a very wealthy
man in the city. And when the
two men attend a fundraiser, a
public accusation is made that
stuns one and all.
Meeting up with a private
investigator and a lawyer, Ben is
the one who tells his story and
asks that they help him bring Otto
to justice. From there, a story
unfolds that literally brings to
light the viciousness that human
beings had to suffer in order to
stay alive.
Although the locations are
the same as other books, and
the telling of the Holocaust has
been done by many, this author
concentrates his extremely
apparent skill and talent on a
suspenseful, heartfelt story that
will resonate long after the book
is over. An excellent read!
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author
of “The Hero’s Companion:
Tallent & Lowery Book
Three” published by Suspense
Publishing, an imprint of Suspense
Magazine ■
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THE HANGING JUDGE

By Michael Ponsor
Seeing as that this novel is written by a federal judge, it will come as no surprise to hear that the story is a
true legal tome that’s beyond interesting.
The core of the plot surrounds the multitude of events that can lead up to a death penalty trial. Taking
place in a state where the death penalty is not even accepted, the powers that be want to turn the trial over to a
federal court so that the punishment can truly fit the crime.
The crime is categorized as a drive-by shooting. There are many reasons to believe that Moon Hudson, a
former gang-member, is the shooter; unfortunately, there are also many reasons to believe that he was not. A
policeman starting his day claims he saw the shooter jump from a car and originally identified him as Moon
Hudson. However, the witness identified him as being a Hispanic, and the now-reformed gang member, Moon,
who has a wife and kids, is African American.
Another snag is the fact that there was a bystander also taken down by a stray bullet. This poor unfortunate
was a nurse on her way to volunteer at a free clinic when she was shot.
Considering the tragedy, the state attorney does all he can to move the trial out of Massachusetts and into
federal court. Only then can the death penalty be put on the table. But with the combination of ambitious
lawyers, bad publicity, and a slew of other things that go wrong, solving this crime and getting that death
penalty becomes a maze of frustration and politics.
Readers interested in legal thrillers will love this book. The debut writer has offered up a perfect mixture
of law, humor, and heartbreak—opening the doors for people to see inside the courtroom and backrooms of
America, as the professionals take on a capital crime.
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of “The Hero’s Companion: Tallent & Lowery Book Three” published by
Suspense Publishing, an imprint of Suspense Magazine ■

THE SHROUD KEY

By Vincent Zandri
Chase Baker is exactly what he appears to be…a womanizing Indiana Jones, without the degrees, who
thrives on adventure and excitement. Add one damsel in distress, a missing professor, and a mysterious set of
bones, and you have one more thrilling read from the masterful pen of international bestselling author, Vincent
Zandri.
The beautiful ex-wife of Chase’s former partner, Professor Andre Manion, enlists his aid in finding the
kidnapped professor. Chase discovers that the professor could have vital information as to the location of the
most important archeological discovery of modern times…the bones of Jesus Christ. He sets off on a search to
recover the professor and locate the bones before someone beats him to it or kills him first.
Zandri has brought back that wonderful ‘quest’ story that keeps the reader alert and pinging with
anticipation from beginning to end. His ‘Chase Baker’ character is cocky, smart, and multi-talented, but with
that brotherly quality that reminds you of a best friend in school. These are the types of characters we remember
and follow, and Zandri does them with flair, along with non-stop action and a surprise ending. What thriller
reader could not love that? “The Shroud Key” is a great read and well worth every minute.
Reviewed by DJ Weaver (WebbWeaver Reviews) co-author of “Collecting Innocents” published by Suspense
Publishing, an imprint of Suspense Magazine ■

COLLATERAL DAMAGE

By Dale Brown and Jim DeFelice
Dale Brown hit a home run with his first novel, “Flight of the Old Dog.” He’s continued
to write military techno-thrillers on his own, but has also collaborated with Jim DeFelice, coauthor of the bestseller “American Sniper,” on the Dreamland thriller series. “Collateral Damage”
is the fourteenth entry in that series.
The book takes place just a little in the future. Once again, Libya has fallen into civil war
between the government that took over after Qaddafi and a rebel alliance under Princess Idria
al-Nussoi. As before, NATO has placed a no-fly zone over the country and is enforcing it from
a base in Sicily.
A team from the Office of Special Technology has brought their most advanced plane, the Tigershark II,
to Sicily for real-life trials in the field. The Tigershark comes with four Sabre drones under the control of the
plane’s computer. When a flight of four Libyan government planes challenge the Tigershark, test pilot Turk
Mako puts them down and then launches a retaliatory strike on their base. Inexplicably, one of the Sabres goes
off the grid and attacks a nearby village with devastating results.
Senator and former pilot Jeff “Zen” Stockard is asked by his wife Breanna, the head of the Office of
Special Technology, to investigate the accident. Helping with the investigation is Ray Rubeo, the genius CEO
of Applied Intelligence that provided the Tigershark/Sabre system. What they don’t see is the hand of Neil
Kharon, a technology expert who is working both sides of the Libyan conflict. Kharon wants revenge against
Rubeo and yearns to see him humiliated and broken. Once that is accomplished, he plans to kill Rubeo to
complete his revenge.
The Dreamland thrillers are the literary equivalent of the B movies that Hollywood used to make—
entertaining, occasionally surprisingly good, but very much a genre piece. Those who like this style will like
“Collateral Damage,” though readers who are just starting the series would be advised to begin with some of
the earlier books.
Reviewed by David Ingram for Suspense Magazine ■
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FINAL JUSTICE

By Rick Reed
Detective Jack Murphy is back! For those who are unaware of this character and series,
Detective Jack Murphy and his surrounding cast are incredibly unique. Murphy and his
partner, Liddell Blanchard, are two cops who’re highly dedicated and incredibly good at their
jobs and, like Sherlock and Watson, Crockett and Tubbs—with the wit and banter of Abbott
and Costello mixed in—they are partners who make people want to read more.
In this new offering, the partners, along with Liddell’s wife Marcie, are attending an
engagement party for Jack’s ex-wife Katie. Mixed in with the event is a ‘Welcome Home’ for Katie’s sister,
Moira, who is fresh out of law school and eager to start work in the Prosecutor’s office. Jack’s anxious to get
away from the party because of Katie’s fiancé, a power hungry individual who Jack can’t stand to be around,
but as luck would have it, is a prosecutor that he has to bump up against during the course of his police work.
Thankfully for Jack (although not for the victim), duty soon calls. Jack and Liddell are requested at a
crime scene that involves the discovery of a young woman’s body parts found at the local landfill. The body
parts are identified as Deputy Prosecutor, Nina Parsons—a woman very much admired by Katie’s ‘husband
to be.’ Add in a pair of hit men who are ex-special forces and extremely hard to bring down, who are doing
the bidding of a severely sick individual, and you have a plot that is both beguiling and intriguing, to say the
least.
This author knows suspense and does it well! Beginning his Jack Murphy series with “Cruelest Cut” and
“The Coldest Fear,” Reed has gone from great to masterful with each new book. He can skillfully combine
the gruesome with the witty and provide unbelievable endings each and every time!
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of “The Hero’s Companion: Tallent & Lowery Book Three” published by
Suspense Publishing, an imprint of Suspense Magazine ■

THE ADVERSARY

By Reece Hirsch
This is the first book introducing Chris Bruen, a former Department of Justice prosecutor who’s an
absolute whiz when it comes to solving cybercrimes. Chris is now working on his own, taking on clients who
hire him to locate and stop hackers and other cyber criminals in their tracks.
One particular job lands Chris in Amsterdam, where he is primed and ready to face-down a well-known
hacker by the name of Black Vector. Unfortunately for Chris, when he arrives at the felon’s apartment, he
ends up being a bit late for a showdown. He’s certainly located the hacker, but the man has already met his
maker. Searching the victim’s premises, Chris discovers a flash drive that just happens to be concealing the
code for a computer virus known in the cyber world as Lurker.
Arriving back home, Chris’s investigation leads him to a group of hackers who plan on firing up Lurker
in just seven days; this virus will demolish a major city in the United States.
Because of Chris’s former occupation, and the fact that he was there with the dead body in Amsterdam,
he becomes suspect number one of a massive manhunt. Doing his best to avoid everyone from the FBI to the
CIA, Chris must begin his own hunt to find the real killers, clear his name, figure out the code to the virus,
and shut it down before all is lost.
Because of the digital world and the ‘Big Brother’ veil we live under in 2013, this can sometimes be a very
frightening story that really hits home. As we all know, many things can go wrong out there in cyberspace—
whether it be a virus that shuts down computer systems needed by the human population, or a code that
can literally launch nuclear missiles. The World Wide Web can really put power in anyone’s hand. It will be
interesting to see where Chris Bruen goes from here.
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of “The Hero’s Companion: Tallent & Lowery Book Three” published by
Suspense Publishing, an imprint of Suspense Magazine ■

WAYWARD

By Blake Crouch
Blake Crouch creates a realistically terrifying world in “Wayward.” It forces the readers to
question, “Is the world they live in real?”
In the rural town of Wayward Pines, Sheriff Ethan Burke knows what is on the outside
of the town’s restricted limits. He must keep the secret to uphold and enforce the unity of
his town. Everyone in Wayward suspects something is amiss as they are forced to live in this
artificial community. They go to their newly assigned jobs, live in their new homes, and have
families that were previously not their own. Some think they are dead, and this is Hell. A few rebel residents
know everyone is under constant surveillance. Others accept what they have been given and comply with
the rules.
Burke, his wife Theresa, and son Ben have been reunited, a gift from the one in charge, David Pilcher,
who considers himself their savior and god. The world as they knew it ended two thousand years ago.
Mankind devolved into monstrously vicious yet intelligent creatures known as the Abbies. Pilcher saved
a select few through cryogenics for his new world, Wayward Pines. When one of his secret operatives is
brutally murdered in the street, he wants answers. Pilcher orders Sheriff Burke to catch the killer.
Burke knows this is the last town on Earth, and they are surrounded by monsters. He discovers a
new kind of monster living on their side of the electrified fence. If he divulges the truth, will it sacrifice his
community’s safety for a fate much worse?
Reviewed by Leslie A. Borghini, author of “Angel Heat” published by Suspense Publishing, an imprint of
Suspense Magazine ■
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THE SCRIBE

By Antonio Garrido (Translated by
Simon Bruni)
This is truly a book that will
pull the historian into its pages very
quickly.
The year is 799, and King
Charlemagne is awaiting his
coronation as the Holy Roman
Emperor. At the same time, in the
town of Wurzburg, a girl by the
name of Theresa is hardheaded and
determined to follow in her father’s
footsteps and become a scribe.
Theresa’s father is a very
learned man and has taught his
daughter how to read and write.
Unfortunately in these times, a
woman’s job was to marry and raise
children, not have a career. But
Theresa cannot be stopped. She
wants to join her father’s business as
a scholar no matter what she must
sacrifice in the process.
Finally persuading the Guild to
administer the test, she ultimately
fails. Soon, Theresa becomes a
fugitive; on the run she hides out in
the woods with a price on her head.
Relying only on herself and
her education, Theresa finds herself
depending on strangers she meets
along the way. One such stranger
is Alcuin of York, an influential
monk with close ties to the new
Emperor. She believes that Alcuin
can help her, as well as aiding her in
becoming a scribe.
Perhaps her luck will change,
especially after she discovers a
secret of her father’s involving
Charlemagne; a secret that could
clear her name and give her the
future she so wants. She is in sight of
the truth; however, the parchment
King Charlemagne commissioned
her father to write holds a secret
that could literally destroy the
empire she loves.
Extremely suspenseful, this
author makes the reader think
long and hard about ancient,
underhanded plotting by the old
Empire. Not to mention, he opens
up the classic debate of equality,
with a young woman’s tale of
attempting to gain education in a
world that was made only for men.
This book is a true eye-opener!
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of
“The Hero’s Companion: Tallent &
Lowery Book Three” published by
Suspense Publishing, an imprint of
Suspense Magazine ■
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THE TENTH
CIRCLE
By Jon Land

B l a i n e
McCracken
is
back and better
than ever! Land
has
written
yet another thrilling tale that
brings back McCracken, a very
‘special’ Black Ops officer for
the U.S. Government, who’s a
troubleshooter in times of need.
Blaine and his cohort, Johnny
Wareagle, just completed a job
in Iran. Now the duo is on their
way home where an even more
hideous threat will be facing them.
This tale is a true historical
puzzle. In 1590 on Roanoke
Island, a group of English
Colonists landed and began to
build a settlement. That was the
factual story. However, when
other people arrived, there
was no sign of these supposed
settlers, animals, or anything else.
These people were never found
throughout history, and theories
began to abound.
Fast forward to 1872, when
the ship Mary Celeste was found
floating near the Rock of Gibraltar,
completely absent of passengers
and crew…more people who’d
simply disappeared.
In present day, McCracken
and Johnny are living in the
world of terrorist attacks; each
day brings new bombings from
new gangs that no one has been
able to identify. There’s a mass
of bad people showing up on
McCracken’s radar, but the most
vocal is Reverend Jeremiah Rule.
Rule has a heart full of hate
towards Muslims and blames them
for all the horror taking place.
Loud but not altogether bright,
some bad people are stringing
Rule along and telling him what
to do next. But they’re in for a
surprise; this man is starting his
own war, getting ready to release a
weapon no one knows about that
will open the Tenth Circle of Hell.
McCracken and his team are
out to stop this man and his army
of ‘crazies’ in order to save the
U.S. from a war that may unleash
something or someone that no
one is able to fight.
Action, humor, history,
mystery, thrills—you name it, Jon
Land has delivered it yet again.
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author
of “The Hero’s Companion:
Tallent & Lowery Book Three”
published by Suspense Publishing,
an imprint of Suspense Magazine ■
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UNLEASHED

By David Rosenfelt
This offering is the eleventh in the Andy Carpenter Mystery series, and even after all this time, these books
remain precious gems that should be read by all mystery aficionados.
Andy, an extraordinary criminal attorney, is asked by his friend, Sam, to offer legal advice to an old school
chum of Sam’s named Barry Price, who has called him out of the blue with some strange things to say.
On the way to meet Barry, the accountant hits a dog with his car; by the time he gets to Barry’s house,
Barry has taken off in his plane and crashed. He was thrown from the cockpit and the ensuing investigation
uncovers the fact he had taken a lethal dose of a toxin and was dead before he hit the ground.
Barry’s wife, Denise, is under arrest for murder. She’s a nurse who’s quite knowledgeable about poisons,
and the fact that she and Barry had not been getting along is perfect for the prosecution. Denise is quite a
manipulator and in need of a defense attorney, so Andy agrees to help. But with Sam having feelings for the
accused, the case becomes even harder.
Another plot is afoot in this fantastic mystery which surrounds a wicked plan to commit a Twin Towerstype disaster, involving the murders of several important Americans occurring simultaneously across the
country.
The very important supporting cast—Andy’s Golden Retriever, Tara, and Sam’s newly adopted dog that
he rescued, Crash, are also along for the ride.
The way this author takes these two significant, in-depth plots and ties them together is pure genius. Full
of great writing, characterizations, and beloved dogs, the story offers much humor and an ending you will not
soon forget. And for all you NFL fans out there? Crash is a lucky dog—a fortuneteller, even. And he’s asked
by Andy to arrange for the Giants to win the Super Bowl next year, so…perhaps your wish can still come true.
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of “The Hero’s Companion: Tallent & Lowery Book Three” published by
Suspense Publishing, an imprint of Suspense Magazine ■

NIGHTMARE RANGE

By Martin Limon
Author Limon has featured the work and criminal cases of his characters, Sergeant George Sueno and
Sergeant Ernie Bascom, for over twenty years. With this volume, readers will be able to enjoy all the thrills in
one setting.
These partners were assigned to “police” the 8th Army in South Korea during the Cold War, when it was at
its worst as the war in Vietnam was coming to a close.
Readers first meet up with Sueno, who serves as the narrator and focal point of the stories. Sueno is an
incredibly moral man who does an excellent job when it comes to investigations. He doesn’t approve of what
goes on in the military courts in Korea, but is unable to do much about it.
Ernie, on the other hand, is the polar opposite of his partner. A definite attack dog, as described in the
book, Ernie is the muscle of the operation who owns a short fuse and most definitely carries with him the
weight and the scars of what he’s seen and done while serving in Vietnam.
They are assigned to cases involving conflicts between the 8th Army and local Korean law enforcement,
where American soldiers are implicated. George’s job is to solve the crimes, but also to save the Army brass
when they mess up, so that the Americans don’t suffer any bad publicity. The job is sometimes extremely
difficult for George’s conscience, and he finds it hard to follow orders. Ernie, on the other hand, can follow
orders to the letter and isn’t much bothered by the sins of others.
This volume will literally have readers engaged with this duo. From the crimes to be solved to the close
partnership they have, this volume of sixteen pre-published stories will fascinate many. Not only is this a team
of crime fighters who are very likeable but the plots are extremely eye opening and hard to walk away from.
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of “The Hero’s Companion: Tallent & Lowery Book Three” published by
Suspense Publishing, an imprint of Suspense Magazine ■

THE OTHER TYPIST

By Suzanne Rindell
Rose is a typist in the 1920s. She works for the New York Police Department and is completely fanatical
about her job being perfect. She can type up a confession and gory details without a problem and doesn’t
tolerate errors from herself or others. She is an orphan who grew up in the care of nuns and is naive and set in
her ways and completely okay with that.
That is until Odalie comes into her life and everything changes. Odalie is everything that Rose is not. She
is completely an extrovert, flashy, friendly, and unpredictable, not to mention she isn’t a great typist. Rose is
not impressed when Odalie breezes into her world and makes everyone adore her. Even the bosses can’t help
but like her.
As jealous as Rose is, she is determined to watch Odalie. Rose becomes obsessed with her and the two
soon become friends. Then they become roommates and Odalie introduces Rose to a life she could have never
imagined. Though they are not inseparable, Rose is becoming increasingly aware that something is off about
Odalie. Her past is shady and her present isn’t much better. All the rules that Rose loves are not valid in Odalie’s
world and who is Odalie really? How far is Rose really willing to go to find out?
The author knows how to spin a story! This one will keep you captured and intrigued throughout!
Reviewed by Ashley Dawn, author of “Shadows of Pain” published by Suspense Publishing, an imprint of
Suspense Magazine ■
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SILENT NIGHT

By Robert B. Parker with Helen Brann
Any lover of mystery books already knows all about the famous Spenser. He is the ultimate
detective, he was turned into a well-loved television show, and even though the author has
passed on, thankfully for one and all, Spenser still lives on.
This is what you would call a Christmas romp with your favorite P.I., and the whole beloved
cast is along for the ride: Dr. Susan Silverman, Hawk, and their favorite canine, Pearl.
To begin, Boston’s finest heads to his office one morning as Christmas nears and is
confronted by a young, street-smart kid by the name of Slide, who asks the detective to help the
director of a youth shelter in town. Her name is Jackie Alvarez and the shelter is called Street Business.
The shelter is funded by Juan Alvarez, Jackie’s brother. Unfortunately, the shelter is not licensed by the
state and if that secret is found out, the state will immediately shut the shelter down.
The kid goes on to report that Jackie is being threatened, and Slide believes that someone else is trying to
get the shelter closed as soon as possible. But why?
Spenser, always willing to help, tells the boy that he will look into it and enlists the services of his favorite
wingman, Hawk. Hawk will watch his back while Spenser asks his many questions, and once again has more
than a few confrontations with men waving guns. However, Spenser and Hawk always manage to keep the
conversations full of sarcasm, which is always a blast.
The duo run into your usual drug kingpin and, although these books are basically not a surprise, they are
most definitely worth your time. This was an unfinished manuscript at the time of the famous author’s passing
and completed by Parker’s agent, Helen Brann. Let’s just say it’s fun to read and Helen did a great job doing
service to her talented client.
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of “The Hero’s Companion: Tallent & Lowery Book Three” published by
Suspense Publishing, an imprint of Suspense Magazine ■

FIXED

By L.A. Kornetsky
This is the second foray into the lives of a very unlikely pair of investigators; unlikely and a whole lot
of fun. With no actual licenses or any authority whatsoever, this daring duo one day decided to try on the
detective business for ‘size’ and found they were extremely good at the job.
Ginny Mallard is a personal helper with a client list she loves. Working from home, Ginny does errands
for people, babysits their pets, houses, etc. Teddy Tonica’s daily grind involves pouring drinks and listening to
his regulars talk. Together these two are referred to as Gin & Tonic, and the odd couple not only solve crimes
in their neighborhood but their familiars (dog and cat respectively) also converse with each other in order to
help their masters with their work.
This time around, a person from the shelter where they purchased their pets comes to Gin & Tonic for
aid. It seems someone with sticky fingers has been stealing grant money from the shelter and it’s gotten so bad
that the shelter might have to close. This is completely unacceptable to Ginny and Teddy, and they go on the
hunt for the culprit.
As Ginny ferrets out the facts and Teddy uses his bartending skills to get strangers to tell their secrets, they
and their furry friends work hard to make sure that shelter remains intact. As you might gather, the animals
are the really smart ones who can look into all the little holes and around every neighborhood corner to catch
the bad guy.
“Collared” was the first title that introduced this extremely fun ‘family and friends’ grouping, and the
author has come back with a sequel that will truly make Gin & Tonic a well-known duo! Very light-hearted,
this is a great book. Any reader who likes the ‘cozy’ avenue will love this mystery, with a little bit of cat and dog
language thrown in for fun.
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of “The Hero’s Companion: Tallent & Lowery Book Three” published by
Suspense Publishing, an imprint of Suspense Magazine ■

THE JOSHUA STONE

By James Barney
An in-depth, interesting story that leads readers on a quest to recover a ‘stone of mystery’
that has a power to destroy.
Mike Califano, a government agent with a past, and Ana Thorne, CIA, are given the task
of figuring out some truly odd occurrences that are taking place in a small West Virginia village.
This is not the first time this area has been under scrutiny. In fact, in 1959, a secret laboratory
located here suffered a hideous moment. An experiment that very few knew about went horribly
wrong, leaving six scientists unaccounted for. The sitting President at that time ordered the lab
closed and all records of its existence destroyed. But in the year 2013, something has sprung up from the past
and is wreaking absolute havoc on the quiet, unassuming West Virginians.
When the two agents are sent to investigate, they find many things. A man who appeared in the small
town’s diner with a bullet hole in his body was sent to a CIA hospital for treatment; then another comes along
who’s looking for something or somebody. The only relation to the two men is that both are sporting long,
white hair and fingernails that are growing at an alarming rate. They are aging…fast.
The agents learn that a powerful, perhaps biblical force, has been let go on the masses and may just be
placed in the wrong hands very soon if they can’t prevent it.
Unfortunately, yet another stone in the agent’s path is Benjamin Fulcher, a rogue scientist who teams up
with a not-so-nice man to get to the stone first before the ‘good’ side of the equation can stop the madness.
The race is on to find that stone, and this fast-moving story will have you salivating as you try to see who
will get to the prize first. Pay close attention, the dialogue in this well-written story cannot be missed!
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of “The Hero’s Companion: Tallent & Lowery Book Three” published by
Suspense Publishing, an imprint of Suspense Magazine ■
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THE
GOLDEN
CITY
By J. Kathleen
Cheney

This
tale
begins a fascinating
account of a place
that’s steeped in magic and
mayhem. Perfect for historical
fantasy lovers, this debut novel
will keep readers interested until
the last word.
Oriana Paredes works as a spy
for the sereia—people who live
in the sea who are banned from
living in the Golden City. The
ban is because the Prince of the
City received a prophecy stating
a siren would be his murderer in
the future, but Oriana has avoided
notice for two years by keeping her
webbed hands covered at all times.
She works as a maid employed by
the Lady Isabel Amaral, who is
also Oriana’s closest confidante.
Lady Isabel has decided to
elope, stealing her prospective
groom from another woman.
However, before she and Oriana
can depart for the wedding, they
are kidnapped and left beneath
the sea. Oriana can survive at the
bottom of the sea because of her
gifts, but Isabel doesn’t have that
luxury and Oriana must watch her
best and only friend drown.
With anger and revenge as
her only companions, Oriana
sets out to find her friend’s killer.
While doing so, she comes in
contact with police consultant
Duilio Ferreira, who has been
investigating
the
unusual
disappearing acts of a number
of servants who worked for the
City’s elite. Duilio is a terrific
consultant for the police because
he has a secret all his own; he’s
a seer/fortuneteller whose path
must merge with Oriana’s in order
to solve the crimes.
With this couple harboring
secrets, it’s impossible for trust to
bloom. But because of the same
goals, a team is formed as they
discover the kidnappers and stop
them in their tracks.
Jumping between history,
mystery, and magic, the reader is
entranced by this story. When it
comes right down to it, a sequel
will be requested by all readers
who want to know far more about
these unforgettable characters.
Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author
of “The Hero’s Companion:
Tallent & Lowery Book Three”
published by Suspense Publishing,
an imprint of Suspense Magazine ■
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THE HUNGER GAMES: CATCHING FIRE
2013

Movies

Genre – Action/Adventure (PG-13)

Okay everybody, you can stop salivating and wishing the time away. Hunger Games: Catching Fire has arrived. Fans of Suzanne Collins’s
dystopian series will not be disappointed. It follows the book closely, covering the politics and the lives of the love
triangle of Katniss, Peeta, and Gale. Directed by Francis Lawrence (I Am Legend, Water for Elephants), reviewers and
audiences are claiming it is better than the first film.
After winning the 74th Hunger Games, Katniss Everdeen ( Jennifer Lawrence) and Peeta Mellark ( Josh
Hutcherson) return to District 12 as victors. Part of their job is to participate in the propaganda surrounding the
Hunger Games, embarking on tours of the other Districts (think an Olympics homecoming but with a dour crowd).
Peeta and Katniss, who used the ruse of “being in love” to avoid being killed at the games, must continue to perpetrate
the lie.
On a visit to District 11, (young Rue’s district who was Katniss’s murdered friend in the first games) Katniss and
Peter make the mistake of going off script and speaking from the heart. This incites the crowd to demonstrate their
“hope” by whistling the notes Katniss used to contact Rue in the games, along with a three finger salute. As they travel
through the districts, the unrest continues, with the salute and the whistle its trademark.
With Katniss as its figurehead, President Snow (Donald Sutherland) views this demonstration of solidarity and
hope as a threat to the supremacy of Pan Am. He devises a plan with the new games maker Plutarch Heavensbee
(Philip Seymour Hoffman) to create a special game for the Quarter Quell (75 years of Hunger Games). The tributes
will be chosen from the victors this time. Just when it seems Katniss will finally have a chance to be with Gale (Liam
Hemsworth), she and other angry victors must return to an even more dangerous arena.
It’s a dark drama, and even though an enjoyable watch, the first half encompassing the politics does drag. When
the games begin, they pack a wallop with edge of your seat thrills. Just like the first, it ends with the promise of
the next film. With box office gold, the producers will certainly not be going hungry.
Reviewed by Susan May http://anadventureinfilm.blogspot.com.au/ for Suspense Magazine ■

SAVING MR. BANKS
2013

Genre – Biography/Comedy (PG-13)

Who doesn’t love Mary Poppins? Seriously, is it not the most delightful film ever made? It so easily travels
generations to still please young and old even now. So, it may surprise you to know that the true story behind the
making of this Disney classic was not so sugar and spice; and that it took more than a spoonful of sugar for this
movie to go down.
It seems P.L. Travers, Mary Poppins’s Australian author, was very protective of her “Mary.” In fact, she
considered the Bank’s and Mary her family. This is the story of how Disney (Tom Hanks) after twenty years of
pursuit, persuaded Mrs. Travers (Emma Thompson)—and please only call her Mrs. Travers—to, finally, allow him
to make the film. Why the film is called Saving Mr. Banks will only be revealed at the end.
In telling the story, we alternate between the curmudgeonly writer of today and the imaginative, intelligent
child in outback Queensland living with a troubled father and mother. It’s from the story of the past, we come to
understand the complex woman who is giving poor Walt a run for his money.
It’s a perfectly made film, with beautiful performances. Emma Thompson owns the screen, and if she doesn’t get
an award win for this then I am supercalifragilistic-ing someone. Now, I am off to go fly a kite.
Reviewed by Susan May http://anadventureinfilm.blogspot.com.au/ for Suspense Magazine ■

FROZEN
2013

Genre – Animation/Adventure (PG)

The Disney people want you to know, though the posters look very young’uns like, that this is a film for
everyone. I wholeheartedly agree. This is a Disney musical in the true Disney style. It’s beautifully animated, has
catchy, quality music, a magical storyline, and memorable characters. If you don’t laugh at Olaf ( Josh Gad), the
funny snowman, then you may have a frozen heart.
Anna (Kristen Bell) is the younger sister, full of life and naïve optimism and her serious sister, Elsa (Edina
Menzel), is destined to become the Queen. But Elsa is charmed and not in a good way; everything she touches
freezes (sort of like Carrie in reverse). So her parents hide her and her powers away, even from her sister.
When things go terribly wrong on Elsa’s coronation, Anna teams up with an unlikely ally, mountain-man
Kristoff ( Jonathan Groff) and his reindeer Sven, to save Elsa and the kingdom. Along the way, they battle some
series adversaries including the weather.
Attached to this film is the usual Disney short. This one entitled Get a Horse will leave you gob-smacked; I could write a whole review on
the brilliance of this alone. It’s worth the price of entry, but you will need to see it in 3D to appreciate the incredible visuals.
Take the whole family, young and old, to see Disney’s Frozen. It will warm your heart for a long time after you leave.
Reviewed by Susan May http://anadventureinfilm.blogspot.com.au/ for Suspense Magazine ■
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Here it is everyone, December 2013. For those of you that have read the magazine for the past

couple of years you know that this is where we announce the “Best of 2013 List” and now we will announce our
second recipient of “The Crimson Scribe” award.
What is “The Crimson Scribe” award? Well, I’m so glad you asked. This award is given to only one author per
year regardless of the genre within suspense, thriller, mystery, or horror. Last year’s winner was Tess Gerritsen with
her book “Last to Die.”
We didn’t expand our categories this year, and have winners within each of our twelve categories—books we
consider a must for all suspense/thriller fans. Now of course, we had to go through thousands of entries and like
always, choosing the finalists is a slugfest in the middle of the ring, but we think we have a list that is so incredible
I can’t wait until you see it.
Now we did contact each author that was on the list and asked them a few questions. If you follow them on
Facebook or twitter, you might already have an idea of who is on the list, something we encourage. Authors should
pat themselves on the back for putting out some wonderful work. Of course, we had to leave some books off the list
and that is always a tough call, but we consider this list the number one place to find outstanding books.
We only have a small window left until Christmas to buy these fantastic authors—not only the titles we’ve
highlighted but also their backlist—and put some joy in someone’s life, or be selfish and keep them for yourself,
either way is fine with us. I could go on and on talking about how incredibly tremendous they are, but I won’t
bore you with any more details and simply let the “Best of 2013 List” as presented by Suspense Magazine and “The
Crimson Scribe” award winner speak for themselves, so now on to the show!
John Raab
CEO/Publisher
Suspense Magazine ■
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“MURDER AND MARINARA” by house full of Standard Poodles—helping Edward March pen

Rosie Genova (Signet: October 2013): Hit
whodunit writer Victoria Rienzi is getting back
to her roots by working at her family’s Italian
restaurant. But now in between plating pasta
and pouring vino, she’ll have to find the secret
ingredient in a murder....
When Victoria takes a break from penning her popular mystery series and moves back to the Jersey
shore, she imagines sun, sand, and scents of fresh basil and
simmering marinara sauce at the family restaurant, the Casa
Lido. But her nonna’s recipes aren’t the only things getting
stirred up in this Italian kitchen.
Their small town is up in arms over plans to film a new
reality TV show, and when Victoria serves the show’s pushy
producer his last meal, the Casa Lido staff finds itself embroiled in a murder investigation. Victoria wants to find the
real killer, but there are as many suspects as tomatoes in her
nonna’s garden. Now she’ll have to heat up her sleuthing skills
quickly…before someone else gets a plateful of murder. ■

“DEATH OF YESTERDAY” by M.C. Be-

aton (Grand Central Publishing: March 2013):
When a local woman tells Sergeant Hamish
Macbeth that she doesn’t remember what happened the previous evening, he doesn’t begin
to worry. She had been out drinking, after all,
and he’d prefer not to be bothered with such an
arrogant and annoying woman. But when her
body is discovered, Hamish is forced to investigate a crime
that the only known witness—now dead—had forgotten. ■

“GONE WITH THE WOOF” by Laurien

Berenson (Kensington House Pub Ltd.: August
2013): After a short break from crime solving,
stay-at-home mom Melanie Travis has not become boring—no matter what her alarmingly
opinionated Aunt Peg says. She still has a nose
for sniffing up a good mystery, especially when
it involves the life of a legendary dog breeder...
Despite Melanie’s domestic demands—a toddler and a
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his life story is an opportunity she can’t pass up. Of course,
Edward turns out to be a growly old man who wants his
book—”Puppy Love”—to consist mainly of his amorous encounters with women from the dog show community. It’s
juicy gossip, but not dangerous...until Andrew, Edward’s son,
pays Melanie an angry visit to stop her from working on the
book.
When Andrew suddenly turns up very dead, the victim
of a seemingly intentional hit-and-run, the police are looking
at Edward as Suspect #1. There was lots of bad blood between
Andrew and his father, but Melanie is looking at the bigger
picture. Would some of Edwards’ ex-trysts have gone after
Andrew to shut Edward up? How about all of those husbands
and boyfriends with bones to pick? And who is that woman
who everyone is avoiding at the funeral?
Between getting caught up in the bafflingly dysfunctional March family, sorting out two generations of disgruntled
ex-lovers, and uncovering a shocking case of secret hoarding,
Melanie’s running into dead ends almost as fast as she’s running out of time. The longer the killer stays unleashed, the
sooner she may end up in the dog house for good. ■

“FINAL SETTLEMENT” by Vicki Doudera (Midnight Ink: April 2013): The dead of
winter…when murder returns to Maine.
Realtor and amateur sleuth Darby Farr is
back in her hometown for the highly anticipated wedding of her fellow real estate associate,
Tina Ames. But the festive mood on the snowswept island of Hurricane Harbor is darkened
with tragic news. Lorraine Delvecchio—the police chief ’s
assistant—is found dead, tangled in a lobster trap near the
abandoned lighthouse on the Manatuck Breakwater.
Working double duty as Chief Dupont’s realtor and PI,
Darby uncovers evidence that the death was more than just
a slip on the ice. Lorraine’s history with money is far from
innocent, and Darby’s suspect list keeps getting longer. With
a prominent islander’s dramatic ex-wife back in town and
Tina’s plans to sell a reclusive artist’s waterfront home, it’s up
to Darby alone to find the murderer before she becomes the
next victim. ■
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“FORGIVE AND FORGET” by Heather Ashby (Henery Press:
July 2013): There’s something about a man in uniform...but there’s
something about a woman in one, too. When Hallie McCabe meets
Philip Johnston at a picnic, she is drawn to his integrity. He is a
gentleman. But also an officer. From her ship. Aware of the code
against fraternization between officers and enlisted, Hallie conceals
her Navy status, hopeful she and her secret will stay hidden on their
aircraft carrier until she can figure out a way for them to sail off into
the sunset together.
Caught in an emotional firestorm, Hallie faces a future without
the man she loves, a career-shattering secret from the past, and the
burden of being the one person who can prevent a terrorist attack
on the ship she has sworn to protect with her life. Prepare to set sail
for the Persian Gulf with a crew of four thousand nine hundred and
ninety-nine sailors and officers—and one terrorist in search of his
own kind of Paradise.

Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your book listed as a “Best of ” by Suspense
Magazine mean to you?
Heather Ashby (H.A.): I am thrilled to have my debut novel chosen for your “Best Of ” list! Besides being featured in such a
prestigious magazine, this honor will attract more readers. Since I donate half my royalties to Fisher House Foundation, more
readers means more support for our wounded warriors and their families.
S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/heroine?
H.A.: My favorite fictional hero is David Poyer’s Dan Lenson, and my favorite villain would be anyone he defeats, while serving
in the U.S. Navy and defending the American way of life.
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on their bucket list of things to do?
H.A.: After my Navy journalist heroine saves the day and kicks al-Qaeda’s butt, her bucket list would include: marrying the hero,
raising a couple of Navy juniors while working with and writing about wounded warriors, and eventually appearing on CNN as
a guest anchor—as it were. ■

“SHADOW WOMAN” by Linda Howard (Ballantine Books: November 2013): Lizette Henry

wakes up one morning and makes a terrifying discovery: She doesn’t recognize the face she sees
in the mirror. She remembers what she looks like, but her reflection is someone else’s. To add
to the shock, two years seem to have disappeared from her life. Someone has gone to great and
inexplicable lengths to keep those missing years hidden forever. But the past always finds a way
to return.
Strange memories soon begin to surface and, along with them, some unusual skills and
talents that Lizette hasn’t a clue about acquiring. Sensing that she’s being monitored, Lizette
suddenly knows how to search for bugs in her house and tracking devices in her car. What’s
more, she can elude surveillance—like a trained agent.
Enter a mysterious and seductive stranger named Xavier, who claims he wants to help—but
who triggers disturbing images of an unspeakable crime of which Lizette may or may not be the
perpetrator. With memories returning, she suddenly becomes a target of anonymous assassins.
On the run with nowhere to hide, Lizette has no choice but to rely on Xavier, a strong and
magnetic man she doesn’t trust, with a powerful attraction she cannot resist. As murky waters
become clear, Lizette confronts a conspiracy that is treacherous and far-reaching and a truth
that, once revealed, may silence her and Xavier once and for all. ■
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“DEADLINE” by Sandra Brown (Grand Central Publishing: September 2013): Dawson Scott is a
well-respected journalist recently returned from Afghanistan. Haunted by everything he experienced,
he’s privately suffering from battle fatigue which is a threat to every aspect of his life. But then he gets a
call from a source within the FBI. A new development has come to light in a story that began forty years
ago. It could be the big story of Dawson’s career, one in which he has a vested interest.
Soon, Dawson is covering the disappearance and presumed murder of former Marine Jeremy
Wesson, the biological son of the pair of terrorists who remain on the FBI’s Most Wanted list. As
Dawson delves into the story, he finds himself developing feelings for Wesson’s ex-wife, Amelia,
and her two young sons. But when Amelia’s nanny turns up dead, the case takes a stunning new
turn, with Dawson himself becoming a suspect. Haunted by his own demons, Dawson takes up
the chase for the notorious outlaws...and the secret, startling truth about himself.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your book listed as a “Best of ” by Suspense
Magazine mean to you?
Sandra Brown (S.B.): This distinction means a great deal to me, especially since books are nominated by fans
of the genre. Taking into account all the writers and books these readers had to choose from, I would have been
thrilled to learn that “Deadline” was nominated. Its making the final list that is indeed an honor!

Press Photo Credit:
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S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/heroine?
S.B.: Two characters come immediately to mind and each could be categorized as villain or hero. The Jackal in Frederick Forsyth’s
“The Day of the Jackal” and Ken Follett’s assassin, in “Eye of the Needle.”
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on their bucket list of things to do?
S.B.: Dawson Scott from “Deadline,” having suffered from PTSD, would found a national program that assists war veterans
similarly afflicted. ■
“CRASH AND BURN” by Allison Brennan and Laura Griffin (Socal Press, LLC.: September 2013): Trial by Fire…Three
years ago LAPD Detective Scarlet Moreno and rookie cop Krista Hart were nearly killed during a botched sting operation.
Now, they’re best friends and partners in the Orange County private investigation firm of Moreno & Hart. But their routine
assignments are anything but safe…
Crash…Scarlet Moreno has her hands full with a cheating spouse case when the bartender at her favorite pub becomes
a murder suspect. Worse, the detective in charge of the investigation threatens to arrest Scarlet for obstruction—even when
she tries to give him valuable information. Scarlet risks her PI license and her life to find out the truth, absolve her friend,
and track down a killer—with or without the help of the arrogant, mysterious Detective Alex Bishop.
And burn…Krista Hart is burned out on catching deadbeat dads and philandering husbands when a big-time criminal
defense attorney hires her for a choice assignment: find the sole witness to murder the day before the trial. The case could
be a boon for Moreno & Hart, but the witness is in hiding, someone is following Krista, and her own client is withholding
information. The last person she wants help from is sexy investigator R.J. Flynn, but he claims he’s willing to share intel—for
a price. If she can solve this case, it’ll elevate Moreno & Hart above being divorce voyeurs, but first she has to survive, with
her life and heart intact.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your book listed as a “Best of ” by Suspense Magazine mean to you?
Laura Griffin and Allison Brennan (L.G. & A.B.): What an honor! We’ve been so thrilled with readers’ response to our new
series. It’s been so much fun to write and we’re looking forward to more books.
S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/heroine?
L.G.: I’m a huge fan of Patricia Cornwell’s super-smart medical examiner, Kay Scarpetta.
A.B.: I love the duo of JD Robb’s Eve Dallas and Roarke, and have a major crush on Joe
Pike. As for villains, it is hard to top Thomas Harris’s Hannibal Lecter.
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on their bucket list of things to do?
L.G.: Krista Hart’s bucket list includes skydiving, climbing Mount Rainier, and spending
the night with her professional arch-nemesis, R.J. Flynn.
A.B.: The top three items on Scarlett Moreno’s list would be visiting every professional baseball
stadium, sailing around the world, but most important: finding out who set up her and Krista the
day they almost died. ■
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“OMENS” by Kelley Armstrong (Dutton: August 2013): Twenty-four-year-old Olivia

Taylor Jones has the perfect life. The only daughter of a wealthy, prominent Chicago
family, she has an Ivy League education, pursues volunteerism and philanthropy, and
is engaged to a handsome young tech firm CEO with political ambitions.
But Olivia’s world is shattered when she learns that she’s adopted. Her real
parents? Todd and Pamela Larsen, notorious serial killers serving a life sentence.
When the news brings a maelstrom of unwanted publicity to her adopted family and
fiancé, Olivia decides to find out the truth about the Larsens.
Olivia ends up in the small town of Cainsville, Illinois, an
old and cloistered community that takes a particular interest
in both Olivia and her efforts to uncover her birth parents’
past.
Aided by her mother’s former lawyer, Gabriel Walsh,
Olivia focuses on the Larsens’ last crime, the one her birth
mother swears will prove their innocence. But as she and
Gabriel start investigating the case, Olivia finds herself drawing
on abilities that have remained hidden since her childhood,
gifts that make her both a valuable addition to Cainsville and
deeply vulnerable to unknown enemies. Because there are
darker secrets behind her new home and powers lurking in
the shadows that have their own plans for her.

Press Photo Credit: Kathryn Hollinrake

Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your book
listed as a “Best of ” by Suspense Magazine mean to you?

Kelley Armstrong (K.A.): It’s a huge thrill and honor. “Omens” is more of a mystery novel than my previous series and making
that “career sidestep” is terrifying, so to have it recognized by a mystery magazine is amazing.
S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/heroine?
K.A.: For villains, it would have to be Tom Ripley from Patricia Highsmith’s “The Talented Mr. Ripley.” That character launched
my love of con artists and amoral characters. For heroine, I’ll go with Anne of Green Gables. She was the first complex and strong
female character I read as a child—a bright and curious girl who wasn’t without flaws.
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on their bucket list of things to do?
K.A.: For Liv’s bucket list…a Sherlock Holmes world tour (everyplace mentioned in the stories), first editions of Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle’s “The Edge of the Unknown” and Harry Houdini’s “A Magician Among the Spirits,” and a year’s lease on a Koenigsegg
Agera R, one of the fastest cars in a world…and one of the few to come with snow tires, which is a practical must in Chicago. She’d
also like to definitively learn whether her parents really are serial killers, which is kind of important! ■
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“EVER AFTER” by Kim Harrison (Harper Voyager: October 2013): The ever-after, the

demonic realm that parallels our own, is shrinking, and it’s up to witch-turned-daywalkingdemon Rachel Morgan to stop it before the fragile balance between Inderlanders and
humans falls apart.
Of course, there’s also the small fact that Rachel caused the ley line to rip in the first
place. And the most powerful demon in the ever-after, the soul-eater Ku’Sox Sha-Ku’ru, has
kidnapped her friend and her goddaughter as leverage in his quest for
vengeance. If Rachel doesn’t give herself up for execution, they will die.
Rachel must team up with elven tycoon Trent Kalamack—a
partnership fraught with perils of the heart and soul—to rescue those
she loves.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your book listed as a
“Best of ” by Suspense Magazine mean to you?
Kim Harrison (K.H.): Being labeled “best” of anything is a thrill, but my
work is usually tagged as Urban Fantasy, and where I can’t argue with
that, I’ve always thought of my work as having a lot of elements of suspense
or thriller. I truly appreciate it.
S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/heroine?

Press Photo Credit: Kate Thorton

K.H.: Favorite fictional villain? I will stop everything and watch Bram
Stoker’s Dracula. He’s a perfect villain to me because though he’s a bad,
bad man, with power and grace, he also does everything for love. (I’m talking the movie version.)
Favorite hero/heroine? I’m going with Jason Bourne. Again, another smart, dangerous man who lives by his own set of moral
standards. It’s harder to find a favorite heroine.
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on their bucket list of things to do?
K.H.: If we’re talking about Rachel, three things on her bucket list would probably be to be allowed back into San Francisco so she
could apologize, take a warm-water cruise with her friends, and maybe a crime scene protocol class so the FIB will let her on site
before the vacuum guys are done. ■

“DARK WINGS SPREAD” by Pixie Brearley (CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform:
April 2013): “Dark Wings Spread” picks up right where “Rise of the Dark Angel” leaves off. We
watch as Aingeal rides a rollercoaster of emotion. From the highest of highs encompassing love,
contentment, and peace to the lowest of lows entwined in a thorn bush of loneliness, despair,
and depression. As sad as we are for our heroine, her negative emotions culminate in anger and
it’s her anger that brings the Dark Angel back to life.
Like a phoenix rising from the dead, Aingeal takes justice into her own hands
and becomes the jury, judge, and executioner. It’s feels good to have her back. In
“Dark Wings Spread,” Aingeal takes on an accomplice who becomes a friend and
a lover. We start to see her begin to reopen her heart and to once again find a
glimmer of happiness.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your book listed as a “Best of ” by
Suspense Magazine mean to you?
Pixie Brearley (P.B.): I cannot even put to words how much this means to me. Just knowing people
enjoyed my book enough to recommend it gives me so much joy.
S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/heroine?
P.B.: From my book, I would have to say Aingeal of course, she’s so strong, but still has that softness that it means to be female.
From another author, I would have to say Rachel Morgan from Kim Harrison’s Hollows series, she’s one tough cookie and does
not back down when faced with trouble.
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on their bucket list of things to do?
P.B.: Aingeal would definitely love to take a tropical vacation with her favorite guy on a deserted island somewhere away from
everything. ■
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“FIFTH GRAVE PAST THE LIGHT” by Darynda Jones
(St. Martin’s Press: July 2013): Charley Davidson isn’t
your everyday, run-of-the-mill grim reaper. She’s more
of a paranormal private eye/grim reaper extraordinaire.
However, she gets sidetracked when the sexy, sultry son
of Satan, Reyes Farrow, moves in next door. To further
complicate matters, Reyes is her main suspect in an
arson case. Charley has vowed to stay away from him
until she can find out the truth…but then dead women
start appearing in her apartment, one after another,
each lost, confused, and terrified beyond reason. When
it becomes apparent that her own sister, Gemma, is the
serial killer’s next target, Charley has no choice but to
ask for Reyes’s help. Arsonist or not, he’s the one man
alive who could protect Gemma no matter who or what
came at her. But he wants something in return. Charley.
All of her, body and soul. And to keep her sister safe, it is
a price she is willing to pay.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your
book listed as a “Best of ” by Suspense Magazine mean
to you?
Darynda Jones (D.J.): It’s a huge honor, first of all. I’m
thrilled! And the fact that people have read my work and
liked it means the world to me. (You just never know!) I
love Suspense Magazine and am so grateful to have made
this list.
S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite
hero/heroine?
D.J.: I love those villains who make you wonder if there is a part of them, deep down
inside, that is good. The one that pops to mind at the moment is Loki. Just when you
think he might really be a good guy in wolf ’s clothing, he bares his teeth and rips my
hopes to shreds. Darn him.
As for heroes and heroines, I adore JR Ward’s Zsadist. He is that tortured (literally)
hero who may seem one-dimensional at first glance, but
deep down is made of layer upon layer of deliciousness that I
adore. Along those lines, one of my favorite heroines is Stieg
Larsson’s Lisbeth Salander. Talk about a tortured past and
depth. She is crazy smart and lives life on her terms. I just
adore her.
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on
their bucket list of things to do?

Press Photo Credit: Donita Massey Privett
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D.J.: Besides her lifelong dream of chasing tornadoes in a
black Dodge Cummins with orange flames rippling along the
sides, Charley Davidson also wants to open a coffee farm in
Puerto Rico, create her own font, and donate a billion dollars
each to St. Jude’s Hospital, Amnesty International, and the
Wounded Warrior Project. ■
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“MR. MIDNIGHT” by Allan Leverone (DarkFuse: October 2013): Given up for adoption

just hours after her birth, thirty-year-old Caitlyn Connelly has longed her entire life to
uncover her family history. Subject to bizarre and inexplicable visions, Cait is desperate to
learn whether her biological mother can provide any insight as to the origin of her unusual
ability. When a local investigator learns Cait was born in a Boston suburb, the Tampa lawyer
wastes no time booking a flight to the East Coast. In Boston, with the city under siege by a
killer known as “Mr. Midnight,” Cait’s visions intensify, morphing from merely annoying to
graphic and terrifying. Worse, Cait begins to realize she shares a strange psychic connection
with the depraved sociopath. A connection that may just get her killed. As Cait and the
murderer are drawn inexorably toward a violent confrontation, unraveling a decades-old
mystery might be the only thing that prevents her from becoming the next victim...of Mr.
Midnight.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your book listed as a “Best of ”
by Suspense Magazine mean to you?
Allan Leverone (A.L.): Are you kidding me? It means I can finally give up that
damned day job and write full-time! I just got off the phone with my boss and told
him off in no uncertain terms. I’m out of a job now, but who cares! It was so liberating.
S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/heroine?

A.L.: My favorite fictional villain? Hannibal Lecter. He makes Milo Cain of “Mr. Midnight” look like Mother Theresa. On a bad
day, maybe, but still…
My favorite hero is Green Lantern. Not the dopey 2011 big-budget Hollywood CGI-fest movie Green Lantern, but the 1960’s and
early 70’s-era comic book Green Lantern. I grew up wanting to be him, then I discovered girls.
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on their bucket list of things to do?
A.L.: Milo Cain’s a pretty simple guy. A bad guy, but a simple one. Give him a free afternoon and a little sado-sexual torture and
he’s loving life. With that in mind, probably the only item on his bucket list would be meeting Dr. Lecter. You know, to compare
notes. ■

“BLACKMOORE” by Julianne Donaldson (Shadow Mountain: September 2013): Kate Worthington

knows her heart and she knows she will never marry. Her plan is to travel to India instead, if only to
find peace for her restless spirit and to escape the family she abhors. But Kate’s meddlesome mother has
other plans. She makes a bargain with Kate: India, yes, but only after Kate has secured and rejected three
marriage proposals.
Kate journeys to the stately manor of Blackmoore determined to fulfill her end of the bargain sooner
rather than later and enlists the help of her dearest childhood friend, Henry Delafield. But when it
comes to matters of love, bargains are meaningless and plans are changeable. There on the wild lands of
Blackmoore, Kate must face the truth that has kept her heart captive. Will the proposal she is determined
to reject actually be the one thing that will set her heart free? ■
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“100 DAYS IN DEADLAND” by Rachael Aukes (Surprisingly Adequate Publishing: August

2013): A journey through Dante’s Inferno with a shambling twist.
The world ended on a Thursday.
In one day, the world succumbed to a pestilence that decimated the living. In its place rose
a new species: vicious, gruesome, wandering zombies with an insatiable hunger for the living.
There is no government. No shelter. No hope.
Still in her twenties, Cash has watched her friends die, only to walk again. An office
worker with few survival skills, she joins up with Clutch, a grizzled Army veteran with PTSD.
Together, they flee the city and struggle through the nine circles of hell, with nothing
but Clutch’s military experience and Cash’s determination to live. As they fight to
survive in the zombie inferno, they quickly discover that nowhere is safe from the
undead...or the living.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your book listed as a “Best of ” by
Suspense Magazine mean to you?
R.A.: When I learned that “100 Days in Deadland” had been selected for this year’s
“Best of ” list, I literally squealed. After all, it’s only THE magazine for thrillers and
horror. Seeing my novel included in a magazine that has interviewed my favorite
authors is a dream come true. Now, if you’ll excuse me, I need to go celebrate. Again.
S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/heroine?
R.A.: V from “V for Vendetta” covers both bases. V, a tortured hero, employs brutal terroristic tactics to regain freedom to his
country. His actions blur the lines between anti-hero and villain, and I absolutely love the depth and complexity Alan Moore
built into his character.
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on their bucket list of things to do?
R.A.: Cash loves flying. She’d gotten her pilot’s license at age sixteen and dreamed of flying with the Northern Lights as a backdrop.
The zombie apocalypse has put a dent into her plans, but who knows, maybe she’ll get her chance to fly north. ■

“DUST” by Hugh Howey (CreateSpace: August 2013): “WOOL” introduced the silo and its
inhabitants.
“SHIFT” told the story of their making.
“DUST” will chronicle their undoing.
Welcome to the underground.

Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your book listed as a “Best of ” by Suspense
Magazine mean to you?
Hugh Howey (H.H.): It’s an absolute honor and a thrill. “Dust” is the third and final book in
a trilogy that I have lived in and worked on for the past two years. To have it so well-received,
when concluding chapters have so much potential to disappoint, is a great feeling.
S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/heroine?
H.H.: My favorite villains are the complex ones whose motives I can understand,
even if I don’t agree with them. The Marvel universe is full of these villains, like
Thanos and Magneto. They have had their own stories told for so many years that
you come to know them more fully than a villain from a novel or film. My favorite
hero is Han Solo. This one isn’t even close.
to do?

S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on their bucket list of things

H.H.: Juliette’s bucket list would look like a honey-do list of things to fix and preventive maintenance to perform. But if she would
allow herself, I think there would be room on that list for something sentimental, like seeing the ocean for the first time. ■
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An idealistic secret agent tries to protect his
daughter from the evil his work has wrought.
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hase Allen never intended to be a
killer, even for the good guys, but
after he is recruited as a secret agent,
terminating dictators and jihadists is all
in a day’s work. He marries a dark beauty
and they have a child, his “Little Zonbi,”
who means everything to him. Now that
his priorities have shifted, Chase strives
for normalcy. But it isn’t easy for a spy to
escape his past.
“Forget James Bond. I’d much rather spend
my time with Chase Allen, the idealistic
journalist-turned-government spook at
the center of Cole Alpaugh’s outlandishly
entertaining new novel.”
—Josh McAuliffe, The Scranton Times-Tribune
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“GEDDY’S
MOON”
by
John Mulhall (Blanket Fort
Books: February 2013): Tyler is
an amnesiac, drifting
aimlessly across the
country, struggling to
regain his lost memories.
When he arrives in
Geddy’s Moon, a sleepy
town in the middle of
the Kansas wheat fields,
fragments of his past
begin to resurface. But
as he establishes new
relationships in town,
and spends time with the local
librarian and her son, he finds
himself tormented by nightmares
that grow more unsettling each night. What horrific
events took place before Tyler arrived in Geddy’s Moon?
And could he have brought a terrifying—and possibly
supernatural—danger along with him? As the pieces of
his fractured memory begin to fall into place, he fears that
it may already be too late to keep himself, and those he’s
begun to care about, safe from a vicious evil.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your
book listed as a “Best of ” by Suspense Magazine mean to
you?
John Mulhall (J.M.): I’m thrilled by the thought of a
publication such as Suspense Magazine deeming Geddy’s
Moon one of the best of 2013. Writing has always been a labor
of love for me, so to imagine others just reading my stories is
amazing. But the notion of people loving those stories and
finding them worthy of recognition is hugely gratifying.

“WAYWARD” by Blake Crouch (Thomas &

Mercer: September 2013): Welcome to Wayward
Pines, population 461. Nestled amid picture-perfect
mountains, the idyllic town is a modern-day Eden...
except for the electrified fence and razor wire,
snipers scoping everything 24/7, and the relentless
surveillance tracking each word and gesture.
None of the residents know how they got here. They are
told where to work, how to live, and who to marry. Some believe
they are dead. Others think they’re trapped in an unfathomable
experiment. Everyone secretly dreams of leaving, but those
who dare face a terrifying surprise.
Ethan Burke has seen the world beyond. He’s sheriff and
one of the few who knows the truth—Wayward Pines isn’t
just a town. And what lies on the other side of the fence is a
nightmare beyond anyone’s imagining. ■

“NOS4A2” by Joe Hill (William Morrow: April
2013): Victoria McQueen has a secret gift for finding
things: a misplaced bracelet, a missing photograph,
answers to unanswerable questions. On her Raleigh
Tuff Burner bike, she makes her way to a rickety
covered bridge that, within moments, takes her
wherever she needs to go, whether it’s across
Massachusetts or across the country.
Charles Talent Manx has a way with children. He likes to
take them for rides in his 1938 Rolls-Royce Wraith with the
NOS4A2 vanity plate. With his old car, he can slip right out of
the everyday world, and onto the hidden roads that transport
them to an astonishing—and terrifying—playground of
amusements he calls “Christmasland.”
Then, one day, Vic goes looking for trouble—and finds
Manx. That was a lifetime ago. Now Vic, the only kid to ever
escape Manx’s unmitigated evil, is all grown up and desperate
to forget. But Charlie Manx never stopped thinking about
Victoria McQueen. He’s on the road again and he’s picked up a
new passenger: Vic’s own son. ■

S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite
hero/heroine?
“ISLAND 731” by Jeremy Robinson (Thomas
Dunne Books: March 2013)” Mark Hawkins,
J.M.: Wow, that is a very difficult choice. There are so many former park ranger and expert tracker, is on board
great villains to choose from, from Iago to Long John Silver to a research vessel on the Pacific. But his work is
Voldemort, and to Satan himself, really. I prefer an antagonist interrupted when the ship is plagued by a series of
with some nuance, but I also like to know, unequivocally, strange malfunctions and the crew is battered by a
that he or she is the villain. Someone who fits that bill, in raging storm…
my mind, is Thomas Harris’s Dr. Hannibal Lecter. Lecter is
The next morning, the beaten crew awakens to find
a civilized monster, a polite cannibal; what’s creepier than themselves anchored in the protective cove of a tropical
that? There is a deep darkness within him that he masks with island—and no one knows how they got there. The ship has
civility, even cordiality and grace. It’s chilling.
been sabotaged, two crewmen are dead, and a third is missing.
Hawkins spots signs of the missing man onshore and leads a
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on small team to bring him back. But they soon discover evidence
their bucket list of things to do?
of a brutal history left behind by the island’s former occupants:
Unit 731, Japan’s ruthless World War II human experimentation
J.M.: Ha! Well, I’d imagine he still would be hungry, wouldn’t program. As more of his colleagues start to disappear, Hawkins
he? Perhaps one final grand dinner? A collection of all of his begins to realize the horrible truth: That Island 731 was never
enemies? That’s a story I’d be curious about: Thanksgiving at decommissioned and the person preying on his crewmates
the Lecter house! ■
may not be a person at all—not anymore… ■
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“LIFE AFTER LIFE” by Kate Atkinson (Reagan Arthur Books: April 2013): What if you could live again

and again, until you got it right?
On a cold and snowy night in 1910, Ursula Todd is born to an English banker and his wife. She dies
before she can draw her first breath. On that same cold and snowy night, Ursula Todd is born, lets out a
lusty wail, and embarks upon a life that will be, to say the least, unusual. For as she grows, she also dies,
repeatedly, in a variety of ways, while the young century marches on towards its second cataclysmic world
war.
Does Ursula’s apparently infinite number of lives give her the power to save the world from its
inevitable destiny? And if she can—will she? ■
“THE GIRL WHO MARRIED AN EAGLE” by Tamar Myers (William Morrow Paperbacks: April
2013): When Julia Elaine Newton, a young, pretty Ohio girl, volunteered to go on a mission to the Belgian
Congo, she knew it was going to be a huge change. But she never expected to wind up teaching at an all-girls
boarding school that consisted mostly of runaway child brides!
Much to her chagrin, Buakane was born beautiful. If only she’d been ugly, Chief Eagle would not have
noticed her. Escaping from an arranged marriage, the scrappy young girl finds her way to Julia Newton
and the school. But this time her jilted husband will not be denied. Now it’s up to Julia and Buakane to try
to save the school as Congolese independence looms and Chief Eagle is set on revenge. With the help of
Cripple, Cripple’s husband, and even Amanda Brown, these plucky women must learn to save themselves.
■
“SHADOW OF THE ALCHEMIST” by Jeri Westerson (Minotaur Books: October 2013): Once a Knight of the Realm,
Crispin Guest was stripped of his title and his lands and must now earn his meager living through his wits. With the help of
his young apprentice, reformed thief Jack Tucker, Guest is known to certain populations as The Tracker, the man who can
find anything—for a price. It is for that reason that Guest is sought out by Nicholas Flamel, an absent-minded alchemist. Both
Flamel’s wife and his apprentice are missing, and he wants Guest to find them and bring them home.
Before he can even begin looking, Guest discovers that Flamel’s house has been ransacked. Then Flamel’s assistant turns
up—dead, hanging from the rafters with a note pinned to his chest by a dagger. It is a ransom note that promises the safe
return of his wife in exchange for the Philosopher’s Stone, which is reputed to turn lead into gold and create the elixir of life.
And the kidnappers aren’t the only ones after it. From the highest nobility to Flamel’s fellow alchemists, everyone is seeking
the stone for themselves. Guest must rescue the missing wife and find the stone before it falls into unworthy hands.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your book listed as a “Best of ” by Suspense Magazine mean to you?
Jeri Westerson (J.W.): Besides being extremely shocked, it means the world to me. It means that readers
and fans have spoken loud and clear that they love Crispin Guest as much as I do.
S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/heroine?
J.W.: This changes all the time, depending on my mood or what I most recently read, but I’m going to
stick with Harry Potter as favorite hero (his story was so well-thought out and layered) and, of course,
his nemesis Vol—He Who Must Not Be Named as most diabolical fictional villain. I know
that villains are sometimes more interesting the more complex they are, the more nuanced,
but it’s also kind of fun when a villain cannot in no way, shape, or form be redeemed.
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on their bucket list of things to do?
J.W.: Crispin Guest would dearly love to get his knighthood back and find his place
in the world. I’m pretty sure this occupies his thoughts most of the time, even though,
unbeknownst to him, the people he helps and befriends view him as the most honorable of
knights anyway. ■
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“THE MYSTERY BOX” Edited by Brad Meltzer (Grand Central Publishing: April 2013):

There’s nothing more mysterious than a locked box. Whether it’s a literal strongbox, an
empty coffin, the inner workings of a scientist’s mind, or an underground prison cell, there
are those who will use any means necessary to unlock the secrets of...The Mystery Box.
With this anthology, bestselling author Brad Meltzer introduces twenty-one original
stories from today’s most prominent mystery writers. In Laura Lippman’s Waco 1982, a
young reporter stuck with a seemingly mundane assignment on lost-and-found boxes
unwittingly discovers a dark crime. In Joseph Finder’s Heirloom, a scheming neighbor
frightens the new couple on the block with an unnerving tale of buried treasure. In R.L.
Stine’s High Stakes, a man on his honeymoon gets drawn into a bizarre bet
involving a coffin—a bet he may pay for with his life.
From the foothills of Mount Fuji to Georgia’s Okefenokee Swamp, from a
physics laboratory in wartime Leipzig to an unusual fitness club in Boca Raton,
these sometimes terrifying, sometimes funny, and always suspenseful tales will
keep you riveted to the page.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your book listed as a “Best of ”
by Suspense Magazine mean to you?

Press Photo Credit: Herman Estevez

Brad Meltzer (B.M.): Of course it’s an honor, but it’s also absolute proof that it’s
better to have your talented friends do the heavy lifting for you.

S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/heroine?
B.M.: Voldemort? Too easy. Ahab? Too obvious. For me, the greatest villain is that idiot from “The Giving Tree.” What’s he do but
take take take? And he never learns. I hate that kid. For heroes? Easy. Batman.
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on their bucket list of things to do?
B.M.: Not have me kill them. ■

“CARNIEPUNK” by Various (Gallery Books: July 2013): Come one, come all! The Carniepunk
Midway promises you every thrill and chill a traveling carnival can provide. But fear not! Urban fantasy’s
biggest stars are here to guide you through this strange and dangerous world...
Rachel Caine’s vampires aren’t child’s play, as a naïve teen discovers when her heart leads her
far, far astray in The Cold Girl. With Parlor Tricks, Jennifer Estep pits Gin Blanco, the Elemental
Assassin, against the Wheel of Death and some dangerously creepy clowns. Seanan McGuire narrates
a poignant, ethereal tale of a mysterious carnival that returns to a dangerous town after twenty years
in Daughter of the Midway, the Mermaid, and the Open, Lonely Sea. Kevin Hearne’s Iron Druid and
his wisecracking Irish wolfhound discover in The Demon Barker of Wheat Street that the impossibly
wholesome sounding Kansas Wheat Festival is actually not a healthy place to hang out. With an eerie,
unpredictable twist, Rob Thurman reveals the fate of a psychopath stalking two young carnies in
Painted Love. ■
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“RAGS & BONES: NEW TWISTS ON TIMELESS TALES” Edited by Tim Pratt and Melissa
Marr (Little, Brown Books for Young Readers: October 2013): From Sir Edmund Spenser’s The Faerie
Queene to E. M. Forster’s The Machine Stops, literature is filled with sexy, deadly, and downright
twisted tales. In this collection, award-winning and bestselling authors reimagine their favorite classic
stories, the ones that have inspired, awed, and enraged them, the ones that have become ingrained
in modern culture, and the ones that have been too long overlooked. They take these stories and boil
them down to their bones, and reassemble them for a new generation of readers.
Written from a twenty-first century perspective and set within the realms of science fiction,
dystopian fiction, fantasy, and realistic fiction, these short stories are as moving and thought provoking
as their originators. They pay homage to groundbreaking literary achievements of the past while
celebrating each author’s unique perception and innovative style. ■
“SANDCASTLE AND OTHER STORIES” by Justin Bog (Green Darner Press: January 2013): Ten literary, psychological,

and suspense tales collected in “Sandcastle and Other Stories” are nothing short of an adventure through a roiling sea of
emotion. An old man twisted by fate and a lost love…a young girl playing on the ocean shore becomes entangled in nets of
a mercurial god...a divorced man mired in troubles, coerced into taking a singles cruise...a Hollywood actor in a television
drama, always typecast as the bad boy...a child kept awake by night terrors, and a woman who hides her secretive personality
from everyone on the beach one sunny day. Genuine voices of the characters, mixed with a clear-eyed tonal directness, make
this a series with mesmerizing psychological interaction. Stories span a broad depth of human understanding and build a
bridge between deepest chasms of pain and high portals of joy.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your book listed as a “Best of ” by Suspense Magazine mean to you?

Justin Bog (J.B.): Thank you to everyone at Suspense Magazine. The recognition means the world to me. The “Best of ” news came
out of the sky, lightning bolt stunning, and electrified the writing life. I, clueless about most happy instances, always question why.
Even though middle age has dampened this mindset—Don’t analyze your pleasures!—I remain a disbeliever, a skeptic raised
on a love of suspense and shock films, Psycho television viewings at midnight with my father in the late seventies: “What do you
mean you never saw Psycho? You’re staying up!” I remember the spooky stories told by Richard Matheson, and shuddering with
delight while watching Kolchak: The Night Stalker, devouring the novels of Stephen King and Thomas Harris. Shirley Jackson’s
short sharp nasty “The Lottery” became an influence. I never missed an episode of The X-Files. I applauded the brevity and
descriptive powers of Raymond Carver, John Cheever, Rachel Ingalls, and a darker-taled
writer named Cris Freddi, whose book, “Pork and Others,” I admire more than most short
story collections. In my own writing, I lean towards suspense and mystery, horror even, and
being singled out by Suspense Magazine for “Sandcastle and Other Stories” is an honor I
will always cherish.
S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/heroine?
J.B.: My favorite fright book is “The Shining,” and The Overlook Hotel, the dark presence
within, became my favorite villain. I love how it twisted the mind of Jack
Torrance, and preyed on weakness, exploiting all who stayed there. My
favorite hero is Edmond Dantès from “The Count of Monte Cristo,” whose
frailties became strengths.
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on their bucket list
of things to do?
J.B.: The main characters in the ten short stories in the book are all different,
have changing wants and needs, but Brenda, the mysterious woman on
the beach in the title story, Sandcastle, wants the world to fill her “sand”
bucket with everything she thinks she deserves. She’s one of the scariest
characters I’ve ever created. ■
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“POLICE” by Jo Nesbo (Knopf: October 2013): The police urgently need Harry Hole... A killer is stalking

Oslo’s streets. Police officers are being slain at the scenes of crimes they once investigated but failed to solve.
The murders are brutal, the media reaction hysterical.
But this time, Harry can’t help... For years, detective Harry Hole has been at the center of every major
criminal investigation in Oslo. His dedication to his job and his brilliant insights have saved the lives of
countless people. But now, with those he loves most facing terrible danger, Harry is not in a position to
protect anyone.
Least of all himself... ■
“SPEAK OF THE DEVIL” by Allison Leotta (Touchstone: August 2013): Speak of the Devil—and he will appear.
On the very night she gets engaged to the man she loves, sex-crimes prosecutor Anna Curtis’s professional life takes a
shocking turn that threatens everything she holds dear.
While Anna is enjoying a romantic dinner capped off by a marriage proposal, a few miles away, two separate groups are
gearing up to raid a brothel. A vicious killer known as Diablo—the Devil—leads one group. A few minutes later, Anna’s own
investigative team heads in to search the brothel, as part of the fight against human trafficking in D.C. Both groups are caught
off guard, with deadly results.
As Anna investigates the bloody face-off, the boundaries between her work and home life begin to blur. Though eager to
focus on her new fiancé, the chief homicide prosecutor Jack Bailey, and her soon-to-be stepdaughter, Olivia, this case and the
search for Diablo are never far from her mind.
When Anna discovers a web of long-buried secrets and official lies leading straight to her doorstep, the truth about this
case threatens to rob her of the happiness she seemed so close to securing. And everything Anna counted on becomes a
question mark as Diablo moves in for yet another kill.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your book listed as a “Best of ” by Suspense Magazine mean to you?
Allison Leotta (A.L.): It’s a great honor to be recognized by one of the top publications in the industry. Suspense Magazine
reviews hundreds of wonderful books every year, and I’m thrilled to be in such good company.
It’s also great to have something to show my family to prove that I’m not just home eating Raisinettes all day. (Or, at least, that I
can type while eating Raisinettes.)
S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/heroine?
A.L.: No fair. That’s like asking a mother to name her favorite child. There are too many great heroes
and villains to pick just one. I can tell you what I’ve enjoyed lately—“Game of Thrones” is terrific, and
I love to hate the Queen.
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on their bucket list of
things to do?
A.L.: Anna Curtis is a sex-crimes prosecutor who is devoted to her job, but who
has a complicated love life as a result. Her bucket list would include adventures
that would challenge her, pamper her, and give her the luxury of getting away
from it all: skydiving, vacationing in an over-water bungalow in Tahiti, and
reading the December issue of Suspense Magazine, of course. ■
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“CUT TO THE BONE” by Jefferson Bass (William Morrow: September 2013): In the
summer of 1992, Arkansas Governor Bill Clinton and Tennessee Senator Albert Gore begin
their long-shot campaign to win the White House. In the sweltering hills of Knoxville at
the University of Tennessee, Dr. Bill Brockton, the bright, ambitious young head of the
Anthropology Department, launches an unusual—some would call it macabre—research
facility, unlike any other in existence.
Brockton is determined to revolutionize the study of forensics to help law enforcement
better solve crime. But his plans are derailed by a chilling murder that leaves the scientist
reeling from a sense of déjà vu. Followed by another. And then another: bodies that bear
eerie resemblances to cases from Brockton’s past.
But as the body count rises, the victims’ fatal injuries
grow more and more distinctive—a spiral of death that
holds dark implications for Brockton...and everyone he
holds dear.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your
book listed as a “Best of ” by Suspense Magazine mean to
you?
Jon Jefferson & Dr. Bill Bass (J.J. & B.B.): It’s thrilling to
be honored by people who really know: by readers and critics whose passion and area of expertise is suspense. And—bonus!—it
means we get to put that snazzy “Best of ” graphic on our website and our mass-market cover!
S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/heroine?
J.J.: My favorite villain, oddly enough, is Lester Ballard, the necrophiliac serial killer in Cormac McCarthy’s “Child of God”:
he’s stupid and creepy, but he’s also comical and bizarrely charming. Hero: James Lee Burke’s lyrical, Louisiana-lovin’, live-oakhuggin’ Dave Robicheaux.
B.B.: Hero: John Wayne’s straight-talking, straight-shooting onscreen characters. Villain: the no-holds-barred defense attorney
Burt “Grease” DeVriess from our Body Farm novels.
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on their bucket list of things to do?
J.J. & B.B.: Our series’ recurring hero, Dr. Bill Brockton, really, really wants to fall in love with a woman who doesn’t wind up
dead! ■

“THE ENGLISH GIRL” by Daniel Silva (Harper: July 2013): Seven days. One girl. No
second chances.
Madeline Hart is a rising star in Britain’s governing party: beautiful, intelligent, driven
by an impoverished childhood to succeed. But she is also a woman with a dark secret: she
is the lover of Prime Minister Jonathan Lancaster. Somehow, her kidnappers have learned
of the affair, and they intend to make the British leader pay dearly for his sins. Fearful of a
scandal that will destroy his career, Lancaster decides to handle the matter privately rather
than involve the British police. It is a risky gambit, not only for the prime minister but also
for the operative who will conduct the search.
You have seven days, or the girl dies.
Enter Gabriel Allon—master assassin, art restorer, and spy—who is no stranger to
dangerous assignments or political intrigue. With the clock ticking, Gabriel embarks on a
desperate attempt to bring Madeline home safely. His mission takes him from the criminal
underworld of Marseilles to an isolated valley in the mountains of Provence to the stately if
faded corridors of power in London—and, finally, to a pulse-pounding climax in Moscow,
a city of violence and spies where there is a long list of men who wish Gabriel dead. ■
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“CARVED IN DARKNESS” by Maegan Beaumont (Midnight Ink: May 2013):
Fifteen years ago, a psychotic killer abducted seventeen-year-old Melissa Walker.
For eighty-three days she was raped, tortured, and then left for dead in a deserted
churchyard...but she was still alive.
Melissa begins a new life as homicide inspector Sabrina Vaughn. With a new face
and a new name, it’s her job to hunt down murderers—a job she does very well.
But when Michael O’Shea, a childhood acquaintance with a suspicious past,
suddenly finds her, he brings to life the nightmare Sabrina has long since buried.
Believing his sister was recently murdered by the same monster who attacked
Sabrina, Michael is dead set on getting his revenge—using Sabrina as
bait.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your book listed
as a “Best of ” by Suspense Magazine mean to you?
Maegan Beaumont (M.B.): Having “Carved in Darkness” listed as a
“Best of 2013” by Suspense Magazine is far and away one of the most
exciting things to happen in my writing career to date. I couldn’t be
more excited or grateful to know that such a well-known publication
thinks so highly of my work and characters. It truly is the thrill of a
lifetime.
S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/heroine?
M.B.: For my favorite villain, I’m going to say Edgler Forman Vess, from Dean Koontz’s novel, “Intensity.” A raging
sociopath, homicidal nutjob, and a law enforcement officer…plus he eats spiders! What gets me about Vess is that
he seems so normal. I read this book years ago and still, Vess sticks out in my mind as one of the most frightening
characters I’ve ever encountered on the page.
As for favorite heroine...right now, I’m loving Brenna Spector from Alison Gaylin’s “And She Was” and “Into the Dark.”
She’s a wonderfully complex character whom Gaylin writes beautifully. A PI and sufferer of Hyperthymestic Syndrome,
she remembers every heartbreak and triumph, every experience, both good and bad, in minute detail, no matter the
years gone by. Watching her juggle the past and present while trying to stay afloat and solve cases is a literary treat.
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on their bucket list of things to do?
M.B.: Speaking of complex…my heroine, Sabrina Vaughn’s, bucket list would be surprisingly simple. She’d like to watch
her twin siblings Jason and Riley graduate from college, see her best friend Val finally take her shot at real happiness
and she’d like to own a dog of her very own...but that last one is a secret, so don’t tell anyone. ■
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“JAPANTOWN” by Barry Lancet (Simon & Schuster: September 2013): Five bodies. One Clue.
Not a trace of the killer.
San Francisco antiques dealer Jim Brodie recently inherited a stake in his father’s Tokyo-based
private investigation firm, which means the single father of six-year-old Jenny is living a busy
intercontinental life, traveling to Japan to acquire art and artifacts for his store and consulting on
Brodie Security’s caseload at home and abroad.
One night, an entire family is gunned down in San Francisco’s bustling Japantown
neighborhood, and Brodie is called on by the SFPD to decipher the lone clue left at the
crime scene: a unique Japanese character printed on a slip of paper drenched in blood.
Brodie can’t read the clue. But he may have seen it before—at the scene of his wife’s
death in a house fire four years ago.
With his deep array of Asian connections and fluency in Japanese, Brodie sets out
to solve a seemingly perfect crime and at the same time learn whether his wife’s tragic
death was more than just an accident. And as he unravels a web of intrigue stretching
back centuries and connected to the murders in San Francisco, the Japantown killer
retaliates with a new target: Brodie’s daughter.
Press Photo Credit: Ben Simmons
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your book listed as a “Best of ” by Suspense Magazine mean to you?
Barry Lancet (B.L.): With luck it will translate into a few free rounds of beer in the near future! Seriously, I’m honored and
humbled. It’s a great feeling—and a wonderful confirmation—after years of toiling away alone in Tokyo to come up with
something I hoped would grab people’s interest.
S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/heroine?
B.L.: For villains, there are too many to name. But among them are the whole Texas family—not just the abusive husband—
in Lee Child’s “Echo Burning,” John Sandford’s Clara Rinker, and the wacky insanities of some of Carl Hiaasen’s characters.
Hiaasen’s villains are usually funny, amusingly dumb, and harmful to society in ways he wants us to notice.
For a hero, I like the grand gestures and the silent perseverance of Jean Valjean in what I consider a nineteenth-century thriller,
“Les Misérables.” Hard to beat.
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on their bucket list of things to do?
B.L.: On Jim Brodie’s bucket list would be, first, a trek to the more inspirational monasteries in Tibet, and last, tasting a sliver of
the deadly liver of the blowfish, aka fugu, in Japan. For obvious reasons, this endeavor should end the list! ■
“THE YEAR OF THE STORM” by John Mantooth (Berkley Trade: June 2013): When Danny was fourteen, his mother and
sister disappeared during a violent storm. The police were baffled. There were no clues, and most people figured they were
dead. Only Danny still holds out hope that they’ll return.
Months later, a disheveled Vietnam vet named Walter Pike shows up at Danny’s front door, claiming to know their
whereabouts. The story he tells is so incredible that Danny knows he shouldn’t believe him. Others warn him about Walter
Pike’s dark past, his shameful flight from town years ago, and the suspicious timing of his return.
But he’s Danny’s last hope, and Danny needs to believe.…
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your book listed as a “Best of ” by Suspense
Magazine mean to you?
John Mantooth (J.M.): It’s a great honor, especially knowing that readers were involved in the
selection. Impressing critics is always welcome, but readers are the ones who matter most. My goal,
like most writers is to entertain and provoke an audience. Awards like this make me feel like I am
on the right track toward reaching that goal.
S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/heroine?
J.M.: I’ve always loved Wyatt Dixon from James Lee Burke’s Robicheaux and Holland
novels. He’s a violent and crafty rodeo cowboy with a gentlemen’s disposition. And as
crazy as he acts, I almost understand him. Almost.
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on their bucket list of things
to do?
J.M.: Men like Wyatt Dixon don’t make lists. ■
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“RESOLVE” by J.J. Hensley (Permanent Press: March 2013):

In the Pittsburgh Marathon, eighteen thousand people from
all over the world will participate. Over nine thousand, five
hundred will run the half marathon. Four thousand will run in
relays while others plan to run brief stretches. Four thousand,
five hundred people will attempt to cover the full twenty-six
point two miles. Over two hundred of the participants will quit,
realizing it just wasn’t their day. More than one hundred will get
injured and require medical treatment and one man is going to
be murdered.
When Dr. Cyprus Keller lines up to start the race, he knows who is going
to die for one simple reason. He’s going to kill them.
As a professor of Criminology at Three Rivers University, and a former police
officer, Dr. Cyprus Keller is an expert in criminal behavior and victimology.
However, when one of his female students is murdered and his graduate
assistant attempts to kill him, Keller finds himself frantically swinging back and
forth between being a suspect and a victim. When the police assign a motive
to the crimes that Keller knows cannot be true, he begins to ask questions that
somebody out there does not want answered.
In the course of twenty-six point two miles, Keller recounts how he found
himself encircled by a series of killings that have shocked the city, while literally
pursuing his prey—the man who was behind it all.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your book listed as a “Best of ” by Suspense Magazine mean to you?
J.J. Hensley (J.J.H.): While many awards and other distinctions are determined solely by committees and panels, Suspense
Magazine gives the readers an opportunity to have a voice in what are considered to be the best books of the year. While gaining
recognition from professional critics and reviewers is certainly rewarding, knowing that a great number of mystery and thriller
readers are passionate about your work is humbling beyond belief. It is a tremendous honor for me to see “Resolve” listed
alongside so many wonderful books in the Best of 2013 awards list.
S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/heroine?
J.J.H.: My favorite fictional villain comes from the movies, rather than literature. For me, the character of Keyser Soze in The
Usual Suspects was the ultimate villain. Soze controlled a criminal empire largely through reputation although many people
questioned his very existence. Now that’s power!
I am going to think outside the box a bit in choosing a favorite fictional hero. A character that has always stuck with me was
Lon Price in John Jakes’s amazing novel “On Secret Service.” Jakes is masterful in the way he allows Price’s character to develop
over the course of the Civil War. By the end of the book, it is like you are reading about a completely different person, yet you are
still rooting for him. To me, Lon Price is the perfect example of how a character can be likeable, sympathetic, valiant and—if the
circumstances demand it—incredibly brutal.
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on their bucket list of things to do?
J.J.H.: Keyser Soze would control politicians from behind the scenes. I think he would at least want to have one governor in his
pocket.
I would like to think that Lon Price would settle down after the Civil War and write a book. Seeking out post-war counseling
was not a big thing in the 1860s and he probably had some serious issues he needed to write down and sort through. He will
probably also want to get a cool post-war T-shirt business going. Today, people love to buy those shirts that read, “CIA,” “FBI,”
or “Witness Protection Program.” You have to wonder how many “Pinkerton National Detective Agency” shirts could have been
sold to Washington D.C. tourists in the late nineteenth century. Think about it! ■
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WHEN OUR 16 TH PRESIDENT IS ON THE LOOSE, NO ONE IS SAFE!
“It was impossible for me to put down Bill
Walker and Brian Anthony’s amazing Abe
Lincoln: Public Enemy No. 1. A truly fantastic
read, and I am quite certain that it will make a
tremendous motion picture.”
—Honorary Academy
Award-Winning Filmmaker Roger Corman

“...a masterpiece of the genre.”
—Amazon.com Review

“...you are guaranteed to keep flipping pages to
find out what happens next.”
—Vic’s Media Room
http://vicsmediaroom.wordpress.com

“Clever and swiftly moving, yet with surprising
attention to historical detail, Abe Lincoln: Public
Enemy No. 1 is an intricate and engaging work
of popular fiction that should satisfy a wide
audience.”
—Foreword Clarion Review

Thought to be long dead, Abraham Lincoln has been slumbering for nearly 70 years, the victim of a
voodoo curse gone awry. When he awakens in 1933, the Great Emancipator wants to pick up where
he left off and help his countrymen through the Great Depression; but a fearful FDR and J. Edgar
Hoover want to keep him quiet. Faced with permanent house arrest, Lincoln escapes and falls in with
the notorious bankrobber John Dillinger. Now, the powers that be REALLY have a problem!!
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“DEVIL IN THE HOLE” by Charles Salzberg (Five Star: August 2013): In the

ballroom of a sparsely furnished Connecticut mansion, police find a shocking
sight: four bodies lined up next to each other, three teenagers and a middleaged woman, each lying on a blanket, each shot once in the head. In an upstairs
bedroom: an elderly woman and the family dog, both of them shot as well.
The only person missing is the husband, father, son, and prime suspect, John
Hartman, who’s got a three-week jump on the police.
Through the eyes of almost two dozen characters, including the neighbor
who reports the crime, Hartman’s mistress, a dogged state investigator, the family
minister, and some of the characters Hartman meets on his escape route, we
piece together not only what happened and how these shocking murders affect
the community but how John Hartman evades capture, where he’s headed, and maybe even
why he committed this gruesome crime in the first place.
Based on the notorious John List murders and already compared to works by Norman
Mailer and Russell Banks, “Devil in the Hole” is gripping, literate, and haunting.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your book listed as a “Best of ” by Suspense
Magazine mean to you?
Charles Salzberg (C.S.): Being chosen as one of the Best Books of 2013 is especially meaningful
to me for a couple reasons. First, it wasn’t an easy sell to publishers. Almost everyone thought
the multiple narrators would be troublesome to readers, that they would be confused. They
also thought that because there wasn’t one particular protagonist to “root” for and that it was more of a literary, psychological
suspense novel, that readers wouldn’t take to it. Both those assumptions have been proved wrong. The second reason is that
because my publisher is a small one, with virtually no budget for promotion, something like this is an especially important and
meaningful way of getting the word out about the book and for that I’m very grateful.
S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/heroine?
C.S.: I think my favorite fictional villain, and this may be a little controversial, is Nabokov’s Humbert Humbert, a pedophile to be
sure, but a charming, fascinating one. My favorite hero, that’s a tough one because I have to so many, but they all tend toward the
antihero, like Sam Spade or the Continental Op. And in the movies, it would have to be Paul Newman’s Hud and The Hustler.
All very complicated characters.
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on their bucket list of things to do?
C.S.: Well, there’s not a particular character in “Devil in the Hole,” so I’ll default to Henry Swann, in the Swann detective series.
And I think what he’d like to do most is have enough money in the bank so he wouldn’t have to scrounge
is way through life. ■

“SHOT ALL TO HELL” by Mark Lee Gardner (William Morrow: July 2013): “Shot All to Hell” by
Mark Lee Gardner recounts the thrilling life of Jesse James, Frank James, the Younger brothers, and
the most famous bank robbery of all time.
Follow the Wild West’s most celebrated gang of outlaws as they step inside Northfield’s First
National Bank and back out on the streets to square off with heroic citizens who risked their lives to
defend justice in Minnesota.
With compelling details that chronicle the two-week chase that followed—the near misses,
the fateful mistakes, and the bloody final shootout on the Watonwan River, “Shot All to Hell” is a
galloping true tale of frontier justice from the author of “To Hell on a Fast Horse: The Untold Story
of Billy the Kid and Pat Garrett. ■
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“THE BARREL MURDER” by Michael Zarocostas (CreateSpace Independent Publishing
Platform: November 2013): Based on true events, “The Barrel Murder” traces the NYPD’s
investigation of the April 14, 1903 barrel murder, in which a man was found stabbed to death,
dismembered, and placed on display in a barrel in Little Italy. Two NYPD outcasts hunt for the
killer: Detective Joe Petrosino (a stocky “Dago” nicknamed Bulldog Joe) and Inspector Max
Schmittberger (a giant “Yid” nicknamed The Broom).
Commissioner Teddy Roosevelt appointed Petrosino the first Italian-American detective
in the NYPD and reinstated Schmittberger after The Broom confessed to grafting and blew the
whistle on his fellow cops. By 1903, however, Roosevelt is in the White House, and Tammany
Hall casts a long Irish shadow over the NYPD again. To complicate matters, investigative
reporter Lincoln Steffens seeks Petrosino’s help in finding out if there is a crooked lawman
behind a gambling syndicate in the City.
As they work the barrel murder, Petrosino and Schmittberger encounter a lunatic
doctor, the Secret Service, vicious Sicilian mafiosi known as the Morello Gang, and a
mysterious code that may unlock the secrets of the killing and Steffens’s alleged syndicate.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your book listed as a “Best of ” by
Suspense Magazine mean to you?
Michael Zarocostas (M.Z.): It’s a great honor to be recognized by Suspense, especially considering all of the great books out there.
The people behind this magazine are truly dedicated to the art of writing, and I’m thankful to be viewed by them as worthy.
Making the “Best of 2013” List means I’m doing something right and worthwhile.
S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/heroine?
M.Z.: Professor Moriarty for his brilliance and being compared to a spider in the darkness, at the center of a criminal web,
knowing all of its slightest tremors. I also like the mystique and power of Dracula.
Favorite hero/heroine? Sherlock Holmes, again for brilliance, but also for his flaws like his egotism, opium habit, and isolationism.
Atticus Finch, however, is the greatest literary hero to me; he is an honorable lawyer, a progressive defender willing to risk his life
to protect his fellow man, and an excellent father and example to his children.
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on their bucket list of things to do?
M.Z.: If it’s NYPD Detective Joe Petrosino, his bucket list would include playing the violin at a concert with Enrico Caruso,
knocking out the teeth of Don Vito Cascio Ferro, and writing an autobiography called “The Italian Sherlock Holmes.” ■
“AND HELL FOLLOWED HER” by David Neiwert (Nation Books: March 2013): It began with a frantic 911 call from a
woman in a dusty Arizona border town. A gang claiming to be affiliated with the Border Patrol had shot her husband and
daughter. It was initially assumed that the murders were products of border drug wars ravaging the Southwest until the leader
of one of the more prominent offshoots of the Minutemen movement was arrested for plotting the home invasion as part of
a scheme to finance a violent antigovernment border militia.
“And Hell Followed With Her: Crossing to the Dark Side of the American Border” is award-winning journalist David
Neiwert’s riveting account of the life and death of America’s Minutemen—and the terrifying story and psychology of
movement leader Shawna Forde.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your book listed as a “Best of ” by Suspense Magazine mean to you?
David Neiwert (D.N.): I’m quite tickled, because I’m an investigative reporter by trade and
background, but I realized early on that this story had innate narrative qualities that lent it to a
deeper, more suspenseful treatment in the manner of “In Cold Blood,” which I admittedly modeled it
after to an extent. I learned my writing craft at the feet of such masters of fiction as James Crumley,
so this was a chance to become that kind of writer. Your award tells me that I succeeded.
S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/heroine?
D.N.: Villain: Nurse Ratched in One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest. Hero/heroine: Lisbeth Salander.
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on their bucket list of things to
do?
D.N.: Since my characters are all real people, this is kind of tricky. I presume that first on
Shawna Forde’s bucket list is figuring out a way off of Arizona’s Death Row. And I would
not presume to guess any of Gina Gonzalez’s list. ■
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“REVEALED” by P.C. Cast & Kristin

“THE CREEPS” by John Connolly (Atria/
Emily Bestler Books: October 2013): In this
clever and quirky follow-up to “The Gates” and
“The Infernals,” Samuel Johnson’s life seems
to have finally settled down—after all, he’s still
got the company of his faithful
dachshund Boswell and his bumbling
demon friend Nurd; he has foiled the
dreaded forces of darkness not once
but twice; and he’s now dating the
lovely Lucy Highmore.
But things in the little English
town of Biddlecombe rarely run smoothly for long. Shadows are
gathering in the skies; a black heart of pure evil is bubbling with
revenge; and it rather looks as if the Multiverse is about to come
to an end, starting with Biddlecombe. When a new toy shop’s
opening goes terrifyingly awry, Samuel must gather a ragtag band
of dwarfs, policemen, and very polite monsters to face down the
greatest threat the Multiverse has ever known, not to mention
“CLOCKWORK
PRINCESS”
by assorted vampires, a girl with an unnatural fondness for spiders,
Cassandra Clare (Margaret K. McElderry and highly flammable unfriendly elves.
Books: March 2013): The Infernal Devices
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your book listed
will never stop coming.
A net of shadows begins to tighten as a “Best of ” by Suspense Magazine mean to you?
around the Shadowhunters of the London
Institute. Mortmain plans to use his Infernal John Connolly (J.C.): Well, I’m very fond of those little Samuel books,
Devices, an army of pitiless automatons, to and they really are labors of love, so a pat on the back (or, in the case
destroy the Shadowhunters. He needs only one last item of Boswell, a rub on the belly and a nice dog treat) means a lot. I
suppose they’re odd books, in their way, which means that they’re
to complete his plan: he needs Tessa Gray.
Charlotte Branwell, head of the London Institute, is really dependent on word-of-mouth, or nods like this, to bring them
desperate to find Mortmain before he strikes. But when to the attention of readers. They’re not solely kids’ books—I think
Mortmain abducts Tessa, the boys who lay equal claim to a kids’ book is a book that only appeals to young readers, while an
her heart, Jem and Will, will do anything to save her. For adult book only appeals to adults, and the Samuel books try to talk
though Tessa and Jem are now engaged, Will is as much to both on the same level—but they’re the kind of books I’d like to
have read as a kid, and that I’d still like to read as a an adult.
in love with her as ever.
As those who love Tessa rally to rescue her from
Mortmain’s clutches, Tessa realizes that the only person S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/
who can save her is herself. But can a single girl, even one heroine?
who can command the power of angels, face down an
J.C.: Gosh, that’s hard. I have a fondness for the Blofeld of Ian
entire army?
Danger and betrayal, secrets and enchantment, Fleming’s novel “You Only Live Twice,” living in a Japanese fortress,
and the tangled threads of love and loss intertwine as its garden filled with poisonous plants and animals. I really wish I’d
the Shadowhunters are pushed to the very brink of thought of that first.
destruction in the breathtaking conclusion to the Infernal
As for hero, I still love Ross Macdonald’s Lew Archer for his empathy
Devices trilogy. ■
and humanity. I don’t think I’d be writing my mystery novels if it
wasn’t for Macdonald.
Cast (St. Martin’s Griffin: October 2013):
Drastically altered after her fall at the end
of “Hidden,” Neferet is now more dangerous
than ever—and her quest for vengeance will
wreak havoc on humans, as well as Zoey
and her friends. Chaos is loosed in Tulsa
and the House of Night is blamed. Can Zoey
stop Neferet in time to keep her anger from escalating to
full-on war? Or will someone else have to step in to take
the fall? ■
“ALLEGIANT” by Veronica Roth
(Katherine Tegen Books: October 2013):
What if your whole world was a lie?
What if a single revelation—like a single
choice—changed everything?
What if love and loyalty made you do
things you never expected? ■

S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on their
bucket list of things to do?
J.C.: Not die. ■
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“OUT OF THE BLACK” by John Rector (Thomas & Mercer: August 2013): To keep the light of his

life, he’ll have to do some dark things.
After Matt Caine loses his wife in a car accident, all he has left is his daughter, Anna. But just as the
little girl—who survived the accident—finally starts thriving, Matt’s former in-laws threaten to take her
away via a bitter custody battle. Desperate to keep Anna and in debt to some dangerous local
thugs, Matt has no good options. But he does have Jay, one very bad friend.
Just out of jail and plagued by drug addiction, Jay tempts Matt with a foolproof kidnapping
scheme. But what sounds like the perfect solution to all his problems eventually leads Matt
through a nightmarish maze of betrayals and reversals, pushing him to his breaking point—
and beyond. Now, with his entire life hanging in the balance, Matt makes a pledge of brutal
payback.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your book listed as a “Best of ” by Suspense
Magazine mean to you?

John Rector (J.R.): I’ve been a fan of Suspense Magazine for years, and I’m excited to see “Out of the Black” on their ”Best of
2013” list. I remember how happy I was when my first novel, “The Cold Kiss,” was named on their “Best Debut of 2010” list, and
now, three years and four books later, I’m just as thrilled.
S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/heroine?
J.R.: Villains are always more fun. If I had to pick the one that got to me the most, it would be Annie Wilkes from “Misery,” but
Judge Holden from “Blood Meridian” isn’t too far behind.
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on their bucket list of things to do?
J.R.: I’m not sure the main character of “Out of the Black” has enough time or freedom to create a bucket list. If he was able to
climb out of the hole he dug for himself, I think first he’d want to watch his daughter grow up, but then he’d buy a boat and just
sail away from it all. ■

“A KILLER IN THE WIND” by Andrew Klavan (Mysterious Press: January 2013): Three years ago, working vice for the

NYPD, Dan Champion uncovered a sex slavery ring run by a kingpin known only as the Fat Woman. Obsessed with bringing
her down, Champion infiltrated a world of sexual obsession and perversity. He broke the case, but the case also broke him.
He started taking drugs and soon began to form hallucinations…a dead child prowling the streets of New York…a beautiful
woman named Samantha who would have given him the love he always wanted—if she’d only been real.
Now Champion is a small town detective, chasing burglars and juvenile delinquents, hanging out at the local tavern
where he is romancing a waitress. The ghosts and hallucinations are finally behind him as he begins to rebuild his life. Then
one night Champion is called to examine the body of a woman who has washed ashore. Yet when he
looks at her face, he sees that it’s Samantha, the woman he dreamed about long ago...a woman who
doesn’t exist.
Suddenly, Champion is haunted again, only this time it’s by a team of expert killers who want to make
sure he never finds the truth: the truth about the dead child who wanders through his imagination; the
truth about the lover who inhabits his dreams; and the truth about a killer who has been on the
run—in the wind—for a lifetime. The ghosts of the dead are all around him, and Champion
has to find out who murdered them, fast, or he could become one of them himself.
“It’s always a pleasure to have your work recognized by people who are really in the know. On
behalf of the murderers, lowlifes, dirtbags, and thugs who populate “A Killer in the Wind,” let me
say we are all sincerely grateful.”
—Andrew Klavan ■
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“TELL NO LIES” by Gregg Hurwitz (St. Martin’s Press: August 2013): Daniel Brasher

left a high-paying job as a money manager to marry his community-organizer wife and do
the work he loves, leading group counseling sessions with recently paroled ex-cons. Now
he’s about to start a private practice. But just before his last day on the job, Daniel finds an
envelope in his department mailbox—one intended for someone else that was placed in his
slot by accident. Inside it is an unsigned piece of paper, a note that says only “admit what
you’ve done or you will bleed for it” along with a midnight deadline…which has passed.
And the person to whom the envelope was addressed was found brutally murdered…
Soon, Daniel finds more warnings in his office mail, to people that the police cannot
track down, and to victims that cannot be saved. Daniel’s efforts, however, have alerted the
killer to his involvement…and the next threat he receives is his own. Now, Daniel—with no clue what
he’s supposed to have done or to what action he must confess—must somehow appease, or outwit, a
seemingly unstoppable killer. And time is running out…
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your book listed as a “Best of ” by Suspense Magazine mean to you?
Gregg Hurwitz (G.H.): It’s an honor to be recognized by a leading publication in the crime fiction community. It always seems
like an embarrassment of riches to be recognized for what I do—mostly because I love doing it so much. I’m thirteen books in
and it still feels like a dream that I get to wake up every day, sit down, and think up cool shit that I hope other people will think is
cool, too. The generosity of readers and critics truly is the proverbial icing. And I love that the Best of 2013 seal slightly resembles
a Maker’s Mark bottle. Coincidence? I think not. Bourbon figured heavily in the writing of “Tell No Lies.”
S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/heroine?
G.H.: The Joker from Batman, who is Poe-esque chaos embodied. My favorite hero is Coriolanus. He was so exceedingly bad-ass
and unyielding. I do love that Scout from “To Kill A Mockingbird,” too. She seemed to catch all the fine, brave reflections of her
father’s light.
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on their bucket list of things to do?
G.H.: Daniel Brasher’s bucket list. Wow. He’s certainly got the money to do some extraordinary things, but I think he feels best
when working group therapy with violent offenders. But I could see him taking his mother Evelyn parachuting, sort of like when
Daniel Craig’s James Bond jumped out of a plane with the Queen Mother to kick off the 2012 Olympics. ■

“THE LOCH NESS LEGACY” by Boyd Morrison (CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform: July 2013): 1827—
During a trek to Loch Ness, Scotland, a young Charles Darwin encounters a mysterious and terrifying creature that provides
a spark for his evolutionary theory.
2013—Almost two hundred years later and across the Channel in Paris, the Eiffel Tower is under attack. Only through
detective work, intuition, and a judicious application of high-tech weaponry does former Army combat engineer Tyler Locke
prevent a massacre.
What Tyler doesn’t know is that the assault is just the beginning of a conspiracy so dark that it not only threatens the lives
of those he loves, but could also ignite World War III. Racing against time to uncover Darwin’s centuries-old secret, he must
solve a series of cryptic clues to find a manuscript that has been so cleverly hidden it hasn’t been seen since the Victorian age.
Tyler’s quest takes him from the bustling tourist hotspots of Seattle to the splendor of Versailles to the remote Highlands
of Scotland in a battle to reveal the shocking truth behind the legend of the Loch Ness monster.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your book listed as a “Best of ” by Suspense Magazine mean to you?
Boyd Morrison (B.M.): I’ve never had a book featured on a “Best of ” list before, so this honor will be
truly memorable!
S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/heroine?
B.M.: Favorite villain: Pennywise from Stephen King’s “It.” Nothing’s scarier than an evil clown.
Favorite hero: Ian Fleming’s James Bond. He sets the standard for cool.
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on their bucket list of things to do?
B.M.: My series main character Tyler Locke has discovered Noah’s Ark, driven a Ferrari two
hundred miles an hour on the autobahn, and flown into space, so his bucket list is pretty well
checked off. The top item left probably involves a beautiful woman, a calm Tahitian island,
and drinks with umbrellas in them. ■
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“THE GOOD SISTER” by Wendy Corsi Staub (Harper: September 2013): Sacred Sisters Catholic

girls’ school has hardly changed since Jen Archer was a student. Jen hoped her older daughter would
thrive here. Instead, shy, studious Carley becomes the target of vicious bullies. But
the real danger at Sacred Sisters goes much deeper.
The only person Carley can talk to is “Angel,” a kindred spirit she met online.
Carley tells Angel everything—about her younger sister, about school, about the
sudden death of her former best friend. Angel is her lifeline. And Angel is closer
than she knows.
When another schoolgirl is found dead, Jen’s unease grows. There are too many
coincidences, too many links to her past. Every instinct tells her that Carley is the
next target. For someone is intent on punishing the guilty, teaching the ultimate
lesson in how to fear...and how to die.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your book listed as a “Best of ” by Suspense
Magazine mean to you?

Wendy Corsi Staub (W.C.S.): To have been recognized by a publication that specializes in my own genre—it doesn’t get any
better than this! I’m grateful, humbled, and honored.
S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/heroine?
W.C.S.: I’ve had many favorites over the years, so I’ll go with newest/most recent because they go hand in hand: I’m riveted by
both hero and villain on the television show The Following. James Purefoy’s villain Joe Carroll is undeniably charismatic, and
Kevin Bacon’s Ryan Hardy is the ultimate flawed, but kick-ass, hero.
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on their bucket list of things to do?
W.C.S.: Jen Bonafacio Archer, the Italian-American heroine in “The Good Sister,” always regretted not having gone on a school
field trip to Italy, for reasons closely tied to the plot. (No spoilers here!) I’m sure she’d love to get there some day, preferably with
her daughter Carley in tow, and work toward healing the scars. ■

“A TAP ON THE WINDOW” by Linwood Barclay (NAL Hardcover: August 2013): It’s been two months since private
investigator Cal Weaver’s teenage son Scott died in a tragic accident. Ever since, he and his wife have drifted apart, fracturing
a once normal life. Cal is mired in grief, a grief he can’t move past. And maybe his grief has clouded his judgment. Because
driving home one night, he makes his first big mistake.
A girl drenched in rain taps on his car window and asks for a ride as he sits at a stoplight. Even though he knows a
forty-something man picking up a teenage hitchhiker is a fool, he lets her in. She’s the same age as Scott, and maybe she can
help Cal find the dealer who sold his son the drugs that killed him. After a brief stop at a roadside diner, Cal senses that
something’s not right with the girl or the situation. But it’s too late. He’s already involved.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your book listed as a “Best of ” by Suspense Magazine mean to you?
Linwood Barclay (L.B.): I’m honored to make Suspense Magazine’s list of best books of 2013. I was
a little worried about “A Tap on the Window.” It was a much tougher book to write than my others,
and came after “Trust Your Eyes,” which I felt would be hard to top. But judging by comments from
readers, and now Suspense Magazine’s nod, the book seems to be going over well with readers. I
couldn’t be happier.
S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/heroine?
L.B.: My favorite hero in crime fiction? It’s a tough choice between Ross Macdonald’s
Lew Archer, and Batman. They both have their problems, although Batman has the
better car. As for a favorite villain, that’s not easy. Today, I’m going to say Szell, from
William Goldman’s brilliant thriller “Marathon Man.”
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on their bucket list of things
to do?
L.B.: I think anything Cal Weaver, my private detective from “Tap,” might wish for on
his bucket list is simply not possible. ■
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“WATCHING THE DARK” “NO WAY OUT” by Alan Jacobson (Premier Digital

by Peter Robinson (William
Morrow: January 2013): A
decorated detective inspector
is murdered on the tranquil
grounds of the St. Peter’s Police
Treatment Centre, shot through
the heart with a crossbow arrow,
and compromising photographs
are discovered in his room.
Detective Chief Inspector Alan Banks
is well aware that he must handle the
highly sensitive—and dangerously
explosive—investigation with the
utmost discretion.
Because the case may involve police corruption, an officer
from Professional Standards, Inspector Joanna Passero, has
arrived to work with Banks and his team. Though he tries
to keep an open mind and offer his full cooperation, the
dedicated Banks and his practical investigative style clash with
Passero’s cool demeanor and by-the-book professionalism.
All too soon, the seasoned detective finds himself under
uncomfortable scrutiny, his methods second-guessed.
As Banks digs deeper into the life and career of the
victim, a decorated cop and recent widower named Bill
Quinn, he comes to believe that Quinn’s murder may be
linked to an unsolved missing persons case. Six years earlier,
a pretty nineteen-year-old English girl named Rachel Hewitt
made national headlines when she disappeared without a
trace in Tallinn, Estonia. Convinced that finding the truth
about Rachel will lead to Quinn’s killer, Banks follows a
twisting trail of clues that lead from England to the dark,
cobbled alleys of Tallinn’s Old Town. But the closer he seems
to solving the complicated cold case, the more it becomes
clear that someone doesn’t want the past stirred up.
While Banks prowls the streets of Tallinn, DI Annie
Cabbot, recovered from her near-fatal shooting and back at
the station in Eastvale, is investigating a migrant labor scam
involving corrupt bureaucrats and a loan shark who feeds on
the poor. As evidence in each investigation mounts, Banks
realizes the two are linked—and that solving them may put
even more lives, including his own, in jeopardy.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your book
listed as a “Best of ” by Suspense Magazine mean to you?
Peter Robinson (P.R.): It’s a great thrill and a very welcome
accolade, especially as I can still earn such an honour for my
twentieth DCI Banks novel!
S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/
heroine?

P.R.: I have always been rather partial to Ed McBain’s “Deaf
Man” as an interesting and entertaining villain. As for heroes,
I’d have to say James Bond. He may not always be very nice,
but he’s someone you would want on your side in any spot of
trouble.
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on their
bucket list of things to do?
P.R.: Find someone he wants to share his life with. Visit the Far
East. Play guitar with his son’s rock onstage for just one song. ■
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Publishing: September 2013): When a powerful firebomb
destroys part of an art gallery in an exclusive London district,
FBI Profiler Karen Vail is dispatched to England to work with
Scotland Yard. But Vail soon discovers that at the heart of the
bombing lies a 440-year-old manuscript that holds clues to
England’s past—with content is so explosive that a group of
political radicals is bent on destroying it at all costs.
The trail leads Vail to a notorious fugitive who appears to
be planning a major attack on London and the United States.
Soon she finds herself on the run from the British security
service, Scotland Yard, and a group of internationally trained
assassins—all determined to silence her…all tightening the
net to ensure that she’s got no way out.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your book
listed as a “Best of ” by Suspense Magazine mean to you?
Alan Jacobson (A.J.): Authors write in a vacuum, an empty
room. Actually, that’s not true. We spend our time with our
characters, day in and day out. But they’re…well, figments
of our imagination. So when you really get down to it, we
spend a majority of our days talking to ourselves in different
personalities. Psychologists can have a field day with that, I’m
sure. Point is, other than feedback from our editor and copy
editor, and whatever other “draft” readers we use for feedback,
we’re very insular. So to be recognized by others as having
written a compelling book that stands above the rest…that’s the
ultimate “outsider” feedback that tells me that all the internal
conversations I’ve been having were entertaining and resulted
in successful, suspenseful storytelling. To be succinct (tough for
me, as I write 400-page novels!), being chosen as “Best of 2013”
means the world to me, and I thank all who voted for “No Way
Out.”
S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/
heroine?
A.J.: Other than my own work? Because to me, I have to love
the characters I create, both heroes and villains—otherwise
they wouldn’t “work” for me. But in terms of other books, I am
a huge John Corey fan (Nelson DeMille’s protagonist). I’m also
addicted to Brian Haig’s CID character, Sean Drummond. And
then there’s Mitch Rapp, the late Vince Flynn’s hero. Oh, you
asked for my favorite. Tough—I made it plural!
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on their
bucket list of things to do?
A.J: Karen Vail would love to solve
the Zodiac killer case; conclusively
determine if Herman Mudgett was, in
fact, Jack the Ripper; take a getaway
vacation with Robby Hernandez where
a serial killer doesn’t “interfere”; work
another case with her buddy
Roxxann Dixon; fly in a
helicopter without feeling
like she’s going to be asked
to dangle from a line to save
a life; enjoy a Napa Valley
Cabernet without thinking of
the Crush Killer; climb Mt.
Everest. ■
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“NOAH’S RAINY DAY” by Sandra Brannan (Greenleaf

Book Group Press: September 2013): From birth, Noah
Hogarty has lived with severe cerebral palsy. He is nearly
blind, unable to speak, and cannot run, walk, or crawl.
Yet his mind works just as well as any other twelve-yearold’s—maybe even better. And Noah holds a secret dream:
to become a great spy, following in the footsteps of his
aunt, Liv “Boots” Bergen.
Now, freshly returned from training at Quantico,
FBI agent Liv Bergen is thrown into her first professional
case. Working side by side with veteran agent Streeter
Pierce, enigmatic agent and lover Jack Linwood, and her
bloodhound Beulah, Liv must race to find five-year-old
Max—last seen at the Denver International Airport—
before this Christmastime abduction turns deadly.
Meanwhile Noah, housebound, becomes wrapped up in
identifying the young face he sees watching him from his
neighbor’s bedroom window, but he can neither describe
nor inscribe what he knows.
And his investigation may lead to Noah paying the
ultimate price in fulfilling his dream.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your
book listed as a “Best of ” by Suspense Magazine mean to
you?
Sandra Brannan (S.B.): Greatest honor I could ever hope
to earn with my writing. Overwhelmed with joy to have
“Noah’s Rainy Day” selected as the Best of 2013 by Suspense
Magazine. Not only is the award an affirmation that
special-needs kids are indeed everyday heroes, but also that
fans love to read about warriors like Noah, who battle the
affliction of severe cerebral palsy every hour of every day.
The honor is particularly special to me because Suspense
Magazine has encouraged me since my debut in 2010, and
this particular magazine’s recognition has left me without words on how to express my gratitude. Thank you!
S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/heroine?
S.B.: I conduct a conference course on fictional villains throughout literary history so believe me when I say it’s hard to choose just
one who’s my favorite. From Nurse Ratched in “One Flew Over The Cuckoo’s Nest” to Hannibal Lecter in “Red Dragon” to Lord
Voldemort in the Harry Potter series, writers continue to impress me with their ability to thrum my fears through their fictional
scoundrels. The varying levels of depth and sophistication in fleshing out the character are as diverse as the writers themselves.
We never even learned much about HE in Bambi, yet we feared him right alongside Bambi, didn’t we?
Since it was the first evil I read about as a kid, rocking me far off my Pollyanna axis, I’d have to choose Bill Sykes from Oliver as
the scariest, and the Sea Witch from The Little Mermaid, my favorite, thanks to Walt Disney fleshing
out Hans Christian Anderson’s beloved character into Ursula. The older I get, the more I’m starting
to resemble her.
Favorite hero? By far Noah from my “Noah’s Rainy Day,” because there are so many smart kids out
there in the world just like him. Favorite heroine? Helma, from my “Widow’s Might,” for the same
reason. I love the octogenarians of the world and believe they are truly the greatest generation. These
every day heroes are what motivate me to write.
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on their bucket list of things to do?
S.B.: I’d like to think Liv Bergen’s bucket list would have “stop swearing” at the top
of the list, even though it would never be accompanied by a check mark, followed
closely by “pick a man” and “pick a career.” But if you asked Liv, she’d tell you her
bucket was too full of different kinds of rocks to add anything else. Then she’d offer
to buy you a beer and tell you about how each rock in her bucket reminded her
of someone in her life she loves dearly. (heavy sigh...what am I going to do with
her?) ■
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“STRONG RAIN FALLING” by Jon Land (Forge Books: August 2013): Mexico, 1919: The
birth of the Mexican drug trade begins with opium being smuggled across the U.S. border,
igniting an all-out battle with American law enforcement in general and the Texas Rangers
in particular.
The Present: Fifth Generation Texas Ranger Caitlin Strong and her lover Cort Wesley
Masters both survive terrifying gun battles. But this time, it turns out, the actual targets
were not them, but Masters’ teenage sons.
That sets Caitlin and Cort Wesley off on a trail winding through the
past and present with nothing less than the future of the United States
hanging in the balance. Along the way they will confront terrible truths
dating all the way back to the Mexican Revolution and the dogged
battle Caitlin’s own grandfather and great-grandfather fought against
the first generation of Mexican drug dealers.
At the heart of the storm soon to sweep away America as we know
it, lies a mastermind whose abundant power is equaled only by her
thirst for vengeance. Ana Callas Guajardo, the last surviving member
of the family that founded the Mexican drug trade, has dedicated all of
her vast resources to a plot aimed at the U.S.’s technological heart.
This time out, sabotage proves to be as deadly a weapon as bombs
in a battle Caitlin must win in cyberspace as well. Her only chance to
prevail is to short-circuit a complex plan based as much on microchips
as bullets. Because there’s a strong rain coming and only Caitlin and
Cort Wesley can stop the fall before it’s too late.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your book listed as a “Best of ” by Suspense Magazine mean to you?
Jon Land (J.L.): So many things, actually. To be honored this way by a group of editors who devour everything commercial
fiction has to offer is the kind of recognition that affirms and celebrates everything I’ve strived to do as an author and storyteller
for thirty-plus years and books now. This business is about constant reinvention, keeping at it until you get it right and find a
character who resonates, and being named to this list tells me it was all worth it.
S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/heroine?
J.L.: I’ll start with hero: Jack Reacher, Lee Child’s modern-day icon—there’s just no doubt about it. As for villain, well, that’s
tougher. The list is a mile long but I think I’m going with a tie between Greg Stillson in Stephen King’s “The Dead Zone,” Francis
Dolarhyde from Thomas Harris’ “Red Dragon” and Christian Szell in “Marathon Man.” Stillson because the first time we meet
him he kicks a dog to death. Dolarhyde because he is simply terrifying, a modern-day Frankenstein monster and the standard by
which all serial killers should now be judged. And Szell because of the way he bleeds evil in both the dental torture scene and the
classic chase through Manhattan’s jewelry district.
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character, what would be on their bucket list of things to do?
J.L.: Wow, that’s a tough one. I think Caitlin would like to go someplace with her surrogate family where she doesn’t have to think
about using her gun for a change, Disney World maybe. Beyond that, well, she’s so defined by her duty and obsession with justice
that I think her bucket list is pretty much made up of what she’s doing already on a daily basis. ■

SUSPENSE/THRILLER HONORABLE MENTIONS
“WHAT DOESN’T KILL HER” by Max Allan Collins (Thomas & Mercer: September 2013)
“THE ABOMINABLE” by Dan Simmons (Little, Brown and Company: October 2013)
“THE FIFTH ASSASSIN” by Brad Meltzer (Grand Central Publishing: January 2013)
“THE LAST WHISPER IN THE DARK” by Tom Piccirilli (Bantam: July 2013)
“LET IT BURN” by Steve Hamilton (Minotaur Books: July 2013)
“THE WRONG GIRL” by Hank Phillippi Ryan (Forge Books: September 2013)
“TERMINUS” by Joshua Graham (Redhaven Books: April 2013)
“BAIT” by J. Kent Messum (Plume: August 2013)
“CITY OF MIRRORS” by Melodie Johnson-Howe (Pegasus: August 2013)
“WHITE FIRE” by Douglas Preston & Lincoln Child (Grand Central Publishing: November 2013) ■
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And the Winner is...

“SEDUCTION” by M.J. Rose (Atria Books: May 2013): A gothic tale about Victor Hugo’s long-buried secrets and the power

of a love that never dies... In 1843, novelist Victor Hugo’s beloved nineteen-year-old daughter drowned. Ten years later, still
grieving, Hugo initiated hundreds of séances from his home on the Isle of Jersey in order to reestablish contact with her. In
the process, he claimed to have communed with Plato, Galileo, Shakespeare, Dante, Jesus—and even the devil himself. Hugo’s
transcriptions of these conversations have all been published.
Or so it has been believed...
Recovering from a great loss, mythologist Jac L’Etoile thinks that throwing herself into work will distract her from her
grief. In the hopes of uncovering a secret about the island’s mysterious Celtic roots, she arrives on Jersey and is greeted by
ghostly Neolithic monuments, medieval castles, and hidden caves. But the man who has invited her there, a troubled soul
named Theo Gaspard, hopes she’ll help him discover something quite different—transcripts of Hugo’s lost conversations
with someone he called the Shadow of the Sepulcher. Central to his
heritage, these are the papers his grandfather died trying to find.
Neither Jac nor Theo anticipate that the mystery surrounding Victor
Hugo will threaten their sanity and put their very lives at stake.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): What does having your book awarded
the Crimson Scribe by Suspense Magazine mean to you?
M.J. Rose (M.J.R.): It means the world to me especially because there
was so much suspense surrounding this book’s very existence. For a long
time I never thought it would get written. I found it so difficult take on
writing in Victor Hugo’s voice that I gave up on it three times. But each
time telling the story of Hugo’s desperation to reach his dead daughter—
whom he couldn’t stop mourning—called me back.
S. MAG.: Who’s your favorite fictional villain? Favorite hero/heroine?
M.J.R.: Count Dracula—just writing
his name makes my skin crawl.
Jenny in “Portrait of Jenny.” Her faith
in and mastery of the impossible
inspired me and forever changed my
perceptions about the elasticity of time.
S. MAG.: Thinking of your character,
what would be on their bucket list of
things to do?
M.J.R.: Victor Hugo lived such a large
life—not denying himself much—but
I think he would have wanted to find
truly undeniable proof of the afterlife.
■

“As with this author’s last literary gift, the sensuality, and the pure and utter dreamlike state with which
she writes is effortless and engaging, producing yet another story that’s impossible to leave behind. Each
page feels as if it’s actually breathing on its own, drawing the reader into the depths of a sensual mystery
that they will truly never forget! THIS deserves a standing ovation!”
—Reviewed by Amy Lignor, author of “The Hero’s Companion: Tallent & Lowery Book Three” published by Suspense
Publishing, an imprint of Suspense Magazine
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Featured Artist

Juliana Soave
ECHOES OF INSPIRATION

Interview by Suspense Magazine

The Doll
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Back to Wonderland
Model Credit: DeviantArt/intergalacticstock

YIN AND YANG

Model Credit: DeviantArt/tanit-isis-stock (left), DeviantArt/
CrowsReign-Stock (right)

e happily bring to you our
December featured artist Juliana
Soave, who is known as JuliSnowWhite
on DeviantArt and other places.
Juliana was born and raised in São
Paulo, Brazil. She says that “almost
everyone has the impression that
Brazilians love nature, beach, and
Carnival. I’ve always been the opposite
of that, even as a child. I’ve always
been a quiet child and what I loved
to do, besides being with my friends, was to draw and paint.
Coloring books were my favorites.” She goes on to tell us that
“one of the TV shows that I loved to see when I was a child was
the Faerie Tale Theatre series. And at the same time I’ve always
had a fascination for vampire movies.”
Because she enjoyed math and physics in school, she feels
it “…led me to study architecture and urbanism in college.”
After graduating, she “…worked for a while in an architecture
studio. At that time I was already using Photoshop, but only
for some presentations related to architecture.”
Whenever she could, she would “…creat[e] wallpapers for
bands I liked and it was then that I got to know DeviantArt.
I got in touch with some photo manipulations and tried to
create images using the basic knowledge I had in Photoshop.
To my surprise, I really enjoyed making those creations and
I started researching more about it, seeing tutorials...and this
also became a hobby for me.”
Because “there is a professional photographer in my family,
and with my passion for Photoshop, other opportunities
appeared and I started working with several photographers,
doing photo editing and post-processing. And I still do. So
my job as JuliSnowWhite Digital Art is not a full-time job.
Actually, I would love to have more time to dedicate to my
photo manipulations.”
We find that much of her work is characterized by dark
fantasy and fairy tale themes. Her digital creations were
enough to draw our attention.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): Of all your amazing pieces,
which is your favorite and why?
JuliSnowWhite (J.S.W.): It is very hard to choose a favorite,
because whenever I create a new artwork, it becomes my
favorite. At the moment, I really like “The Dream of Artemis”
and “Queen Of The Damned,” the two most recent.

Dream in Purple

Of course I also like my older creations, among them “Chocolate”
and “Wonderland.” But since I’m a perfectionist, every time I see

Model Credit: DeviantArt/La-Esmeralda-Stock
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my older artworks, I keep thinking I could
have done better or something different.
S. MAG.: Do you have an emotional
connection to your pieces?
J.S.W.: I would not call that an
emotional connection. Actually, my
work reflects all the things that inspire
me, like a beautiful picture, a book, a
movie, or even my own dreams. But I
love seeing the reaction and emotion
that my works cause on people.
S. MAG.: How long does it typically
take to design a new piece? Can you
describe your process?
J.S.W.: It really depends. Sometimes I have an idea in my mind, but I need to find the right stock images to give life to
this idea. That to me is the most time-consuming step.
As in most of the time, I don’t create all the artwork at once because I always have other works to finish, it can take a few days to
reach the final result. But when I have the time and all the stocks I need, I can finish everything on the same day.
I usually start the artwork by experimenting, adding different stocks, until I can get as near as possible to what I have in mind.
For me, the details are very important, no matter how small they may be.
S. MAG.: Do you allow someone to critique your creations before you submit them to the art world?
J.S.W.: I usually don’t show my artworks to anyone before publishing them. I think I like to see the surprise and different reactions
that they cause on people.
S. MAG.: What memorable responses have you had to your work?
J.S.W.: It’s such a good feeling when people recognize and appreciate
your work. I felt that way when I got three Daily Deviations on
DeviantArt (for “Wonderland,” “Can You Keep a Secret?” and “Yin
and Yang”). And also with my work being featured by magazines like
Photoshop Creative, Advanced Photoshop, Inspired Viewpoints,
and of course Suspense Magazine, for which I thank again for the
opportunity.
S. MAG.: Who is your favorite artist?
J.S.W.: It’s difficult to choose only one, but I must say I am a big
fan of Natalie Shau’s work. She is a wonderful artist with a unique
style.
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S. MAG.: What advice would you give to aspiring artists?
J.S.W.: About the technical area, I say that practice is the best way to improve
your techniques. Look for tutorials on the Internet, experiment, and have fun
with it. With time and practice, you will surely become more familiar with the
software tools and feel more comfortable to give life to your ideas.
On the artistic and inspirational
area, I just say one thing: follow
your heart. If you have an idea,
put it into practice. Don’t be afraid
that the artwork will come out to be
crazy, weird, or simple, just do what
you want to do.
S. MAG.: What has been your
biggest challenge to professional
success?
J.S.W.: My biggest challenge was
(and still is) not only for me but for
most artists, the fact that most of the time, our work is
underappreciated.
I’ve already received many proposals to create books and
CD covers in exchange of credits: “I’ll share a link to
your page.” This is a very common proposal in our line
of work and I really think that accepting such proposals
is like depreciating your own work. After all, we spend
hours creating an artwork and all our efforts cannot be
disregarded.
S. MAG.: Creatively, what brings you joy? What about in
your day-to-day life?
J.S.W.: My greatest joy is to receive messages from fans who really appreciate my work, commenting how they were inspired,
thrilled, and even managed to imagine a story behind the picture.
And in my day-to-day life, I like to spend time with my family and friends. I also love TV series, so whenever I have some time
I like to watch them. In fact, my latest artwork, “The Dream of Artemis,” was inspired by the TV series Hannibal. But I’m a big
fan of sitcoms, too.
S. MAG.: Where do you see yourself in five years? Ten years?
J.S.W.: I see myself with my work at JuliSnowWhite Digital Art as a full-time job with my artworks illustrating a growing number
of book and CD covers, inspiring and messing with people’s feelings, always.
We thank JuliSnowWhite. You can find out more about this talented artist at http://www.julisnowwhite.com or on her
Deviant Art page at http://juli-snowwhite.deviantart.com. ■
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Touching
ON THE
TRUTH
With Liad Shoham

Interview by Suspense Magazine
Press Photo Credit: Avi Harel

Our magazine is global and to prove that,
we search the far reaches of the earth finding the very best
thriller/suspense writers for you. Liad Shoham is one of
those writers, and his latest book, “Lineup,” is making a lot of
noise in the United States.
Shoham is Israel’s leading crime writer, and a practicing
attorney with degrees from Jerusalem’s Hebrew University
and the London School of Economics. All his crime novels
(five to date) have been critically acclaimed bestsellers. He
lives in Tel Aviv and is married with two children.
“Lineup” should be on your reading list. It’s smart and
intelligent, two items you need in every thriller/suspense
book:
A brutal rape in a quiet Tel Aviv neighborhood
has the police baffled. There are no witnesses,
suspects, or clues, until the victim’s father steps
in and finds overwhelming evidence pointing
to Ziv Nevo.
Veteran detective Eli Nahum questions
Nevo, but can’t get anything out of him. That’s
because Nevo has a secret. He works for the
mafia, and telling the truth about why he was
near the crime scene could get him killed.
“Lineup” focuses on these two men,
detective and suspect, as they both end up
betraying what they value most, fighting
for their lives, and struggling make amends
for their mistakes in this gritty, fast-paced,
complex novel of suspense.
Let’s meet Liad Shoham.
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): Can you tell us something
about “Lineup” that readers won’t find on the back cover?
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Liad Shoham (L.S.): “Lineup” is based on a true event that
happened in Tel Aviv: a young woman was raped. The police
failed to apprehend the rapist. The woman’s father had noticed
a passerby hanging around her apartment a few days after
the rape, and managed to convince his daughter, and then the
police and the State Attorney’s office, that it was the rapist. Just
before the man was convicted, the real rapist attacked again,
and was caught. If not, the passerby could have been convicted.
S. MAG.: Who is Liad Shoham? Introduce yourself to the
American audience.
L.S.: In December, I will be forty-two. I am married and have
two kids. We live in Tel Aviv. I have written eleven books to
date (six of them are thrillers and one is a children’s book).
My books were published in more than ten countries. I like to
write and cannot imagine my life without it. I am a lawyer by
profession and still work as one. (It is important to get out of
the house and out of one’s head, and meet other people.)
S. MAG.: What kind of detective is your main character Eli
Nahum?
L.S.: Inspector Eli Nachum is an old-school cop. His forte has
been solving complex cases. But times are changing. Now it is
all about arrest rates and statistics. When a brutal rape occurs,
his commanders want to close cases as quickly as possible.
Nachum feels the pressure. He is trying to survive in the new
world, and fears being over the hill. He is very much influenced
by his gut feelings and has less respect for laws and procedures.
During the book, he is faced with countless moral dilemmas.
Time and again, he tries to do the right thing; time and again
the results are catastrophic.
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S. MAG.: When you started writing “Lineup” what was the
main thing you wanted readers to know.
L.S.: “Lineup” is my fifth book. In all of my previous books,
there was one protagonist who led the plot. This time, I wanted
to write a book from different perspectives. When a crime
occurs, it affects the lives of many people. I wanted to tell the
story through the eyes of the victim, the criminal, their families,
the police, attorneys, judges, media, and crime organizations. I
believe that not only is the story more dramatic and richer but
the reader also receives a wider panoramic picture. The reader
understands how things really work, what happens “behind the
scenes” and the various interests of all of the players.
S. MAG.: Is suspense/thriller writing something you have
thought of doing for a while?
L.S.: The first book that I published was a collection of
humoristic short stories about my experience
as a law student in London. After I finished
writing it, I sent it to several publishing
houses. One of the calls I got was from a pub
lishing house that said they liked my writ
ing, but did not like the book. They suggested
that I try writing crime novels because I
was a lawyer (although I specialize in com
mercial law). I immediately rejected the
idea. You see, I am kind of a geek with no
firsthand experience of crime, criminals, or
the police and the idea that I would write
crime novels, sounded absolutely absurd.
I said thank you for the idea, and our ways
parted.
Shortly after, I got an offer to publish the
book I wrote and my writing career began.
I wrote several books about life in Israel
and also one about the Bible. All the books
were compilations of humoristic short sto
ries and I gave no further thought to the
world of crime/mystery. But then two things happened. First,
my sister became a public defendant and during family dinners
started to tell stories about her work. I became fascinated with
these stories and kept on wanting to hear more. Second, a new
chief editor was appointed in my publishing house. He called
me to meet with him and suggested that I try writing crime
novels (once again because of my legal background). I told him
no as well. I was still the same old geek with no exposure to
crime.
However, at that point in my life I was married and when I got
home and told my wife about this she told me to try it. I did
what every good husband does: I obeyed and gave it a shot. I
started working with an editor that specializes in crime fiction
and I think it was love at first sight. I felt that I had arrived
where I belong. To date, I have written six thrillers and frankly,
I am enjoying every minute.
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S. MAG.: What scares Liad Shoham?
L.S.: My family’s health.
S. MAG.: What is your favorite word and your least favorite
word, and why?
L.S.: I guess my favorite would be the word “Aba” (Daddy in
English). Yes, sometimes (especially if shouted during the night)
it may get on my nerves, but it also gets to me. My least favorite
is “actually.” People use it a lot, but it does not mean anything.
S. MAG.: Is “Lineup” part of a bigger series or will it be a
standalone?
L.S.: This is a hard question to answer. On the one hand, it is a
standalone work, because in my next book the main character
does not appear. On the other hand, some characters do return.
It is part of a “series” in a sense that the books that followed
“Lineup,” while being legal thrillers, also
illuminate a specific and current social
issue or problems, such as the African
immigrants in Israel.
S. MAG.: The beginning or the end of a
book—which do you believe has more
impact on the reader, but which is tougher
to write for the author?
L.S.: I think that they are both important.
The beginning draws the reader in. Its aim
is to seduce the reader to keep on reading.
The ending is what the reader is going to
remember. When I begin writing, I always
have a plan how the plot is going to develop.
At the same time, none of my thrillers ended
up close to my original outline of the plot. The
reason is that while writing, I get to know my
characters and as a result they get to do what
they want. Basically, I am in suspense while
writing, and looking forward to discovering
the ending just as much as the readers do (I hope!).
S. MAG.: What can fans expect to see from you in the future?
L.S.: By autumn 2014, my latest book, “Asylum City,” will be
released in many countries, including the U.S. The book relates
to the problem of African refugees flowing into Israel. “Asylum
City” is being developed into a television series, which I am
very involved in. It is both exciting and interesting to enter a
new field and learn about it. I am currently writing a thriller
(to be published in Israel in next few months) about corruption
in Israeli municipal government, and the relationship between
money, power, and organized crime.
We would like to thank Liad for talking with us about his
work. You can touch base with him on Facebook at https://
www.facebook.com/liad1971. ■
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America's Favorite
Suspense Authors
On the Rules of Fiction
THE TEXAS WAY

Sandra Brown’s Seven Rules of Writing

By Anthony J. Franze
Photo Credit: Andrew Eccles

In this series, author Anthony J. Franze interviews other
suspense writers about their views on “the rules” of fiction.
This year Anthony interviewed more than two dozen of the
biggest names in suspense and he closes out 2013 with the
legendary Sandra Brown.
Is everything really bigger in Texas? I’m not sure, but in the literary
world it’s hard to get any bigger than Sandra Brown. The lifelong Texan
has a remarkable sixty-three New York Times bestsellers and some eighty
million books in print. And after more than three decades as a writer,
Brown somehow manages to get bigger and better with every book. Her
latest, “Deadline,” is her best yet; a riveting tale of a civilian
journalist who returns from assignment in Afghanistan
suffering from PTSD and who must find the courage to chase
down the biggest story of his career.
Brown’s own career has been one not only of megasuccess, but also giving back. She’s funded college scholarships
for promising young writers, supported numerous charities,
and held leadership roles in writing organizations like the
International Thriller Writers. This month she graciously
agreed to sit down with me and share her best advice to
aspiring scribes.
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1. Pose a question and withhold the answer from
readers as long as possible.
Brown said she has a tried and true way to build suspense: Plant a question in the reader’s mind early on, but wait to give the
answer for as long as possible. “I try to put a question in the first page or by the end of the prologue or opening chapter,” she
said. “And then I do everything I can to avoid answering the question until the last few pages.” Brown said it does not have to
be an overt question, just something that keeps readers wondering. “It also can be a big question, like ‘whodunit,’ or a small
one, but the important thing is that it sticks in the back of the reader’s mind. Something in our nature compels us to want to
find the answer, to turn the pages, and therein lies the suspense.”

2. Stop writing before the end of the scene.
Hemingway reportedly advised writers “to stop when you are going good and when you know what will happen next. If you
do that every day…you will never be stuck.” Brown discovered her own version of the rule: “Stop writing before the end of
the scene so you always have a place to start the next day.” Brown said that first drafts, when she’s getting the story down, are
always the most difficult part of the process, so she deliberately stops writing before finishing a scene. “That gives me a jumpoff spot for the next day.” After publishing more than seventy novels, she’s learned that the key is “to keep the momentum
going,” and putting down a scene when she knows she has more to say keeps the pages flying.

3. Find different ways to convey information.
Brown said that whenever possible she tries to move the story forward through dialogue rather than narrative. But she also
said writers should try to come up with alternative ways to convey information. “In ‘Deadline,’ for example, I used diary
entries to convey what happened in the past. It allowed me to avoid pages and pages of narrative and to give readers a real
sense of a character who never appears anywhere else in the book, but who is vital to the story.”

4. Write to the middle of the scene.
Brown said that writers should avoid walking into a scene and instead write to the middle; skip the unneeded buildup to the
action or tension and start a chapter mid-scene. She described one of her very early works that ran afoul of the rule: “I read
it years later and it was ten pages of geography; a description of the road, over the river and through the woods and all that,
until on page eleven the heroine said something important. I realized that I should have started the chapter with that line
and deleted the rest.”

5. Don’t show off.
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Brown said that many writers conduct so much research that they feel compelled to “show off ” to the reader. “If you want
to impress a reader, do it by telling the story, not with all the details of your research.” Brown said she tries to be “spare” and
incorporate only the research that helps move the plot or develop a character. Piling on research is self-indulgent, slows the
action, and takes the reader out of the story.

6. Follow your gut over the rules.
Brown said that writers need to use caution when following “the rules.” “In some of the best books I’ve ever read, the writer
broke ‘the rules.’ Conversely, I’ve read some books that followed the rules and were pretty dull.” For instance, Brown said
that there’s the rule followed by many writers and editors to avoid prologues. “But ‘Deadline,’ where the setup is a crime that
happened forty years ago, I needed a prologue, so I used one.” Brown said that rules on craft can certainly help, but writers
would do well to “follow your gut.”

7. Don’t be daunted.
Brown’s last piece of advice to newer writers is not so much about writing, but the preoccupation many writers have worrying
about the business of writing. She said it is easy to get caught up in the ever-changing state of the industry, marketing
challenges, and the latest literary trends. “Publishing is going through some major changes right now, but in my thirtyplus years I’ve learned that there always have been changes and challenges. But something I also learned: there will
always be people who want to read and a great story will find readers. There also will be trends in what publishers are
buying or not buying. But it only takes one creative mind to turn yesterday’s dead genre into tomorrow’s hot new book.”
Don’t write to the market or worry about what other writers are or are not doing, she said. Rather, writers should focus on
the only thing within their control: “The manuscript.”
Anthony J. Franze is the author of the debut legal thriller, “The Last Justice.” In addition to his writing, Anthony is a lawyer in
the Appellate and Supreme Court practice of a major Washington, D.C. law firm where he has represented clients in more than
thirty cases in the U.S. Supreme Court. Anthony also is an adjunct professor of law, a commentator for several news outlets, and
an active member of the International Thriller Writers association where he Co-Chairs ITW’s Debut Authors Program, is the
Awards Coordinator for the Thriller Awards, and is the Assistant Managing Editor of the Big Thrill magazine. Anthony lives in
the D.C. area with his wife and three children. Learn more about Anthony at http://www.anthonyfranzebooks.com ■
Montage Press Photo Credit: Michael Palmer (St. Martin’s Press), Tess Gerritsen (www.tessgerritsen.com), Steve Berry (Kelly Campbell), John
Lescroart (provided by author), Gayle Lynds (www.gaylelynds.com), Richard North Patterson (Miranda Lewis), Anthony J. Franze (provided by
author), Douglas Preston and Lincoln Child (provided by authors), John Gilstrap (Kensington Publishing), Catherine Coulter (provided by author),
Brad Meltzer (Herman Estevez), Heather Graham (provided by author), Andrew Gross (provided by author), Robert Dugoni (provided by author),
Michael Connolly (Philippe Matsas), Alexandra Sokoloff (Lawrence Smith), Karen Dionne (provided by author), Jamie Freveletti (provided by
author), J.T. Ellison (provided by author), James Bruno (provided by author), and David Morrell (Jennifer Esperanza).
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Wendy Corsi Staub

Digs Deep
Interview by Suspense Magazine
Press Photo Credit: Provided by Author

New York Times bestselling author Wendy
Corsi Staub has more than seventy-five novels to her credit
and more than four million books sold worldwide.
And that’s just under her real name. She also writes women’s
fiction under the nom de plume Wendy Markham. Wendy has
won numerous awards. Among them: the 2013 Westchester
Library Association Washington Irving Prize for Fiction, the
2008 RT Award for Career Achievement in Suspense, the 2007
RWA-NYC Golden Apple Award for Lifetime Achievement, and
the Romance Writers of America’s Rita award. She has also been
recognized and honored by many other organizations.
With her newest release “The Good Sister,” Wendy yet again
spun another tale of psychological suspense. And this one has
been optioned for television by Fox. Here’s an inside look into
“The Good Sister”:
A mother races to save her daughter before her darkest
nightmare comes true.
Sacred Sisters Catholic girls’ school has hardly
changed since Jen Archer was a student. Jen hoped her
older daughter would thrive here. Instead, shy, studious
Carley becomes the target of vicious bullies. But the real
danger at Sacred Sisters goes much deeper.
The only person Carley can talk to is “Angel,” a kindred
spirit she met online. Carley tells Angel everything—about her younger sister, about school, about the sudden
death of her former best friend. Angel is her lifeline. And Angel is closer than she knows.
When another schoolgirl is found dead, Jen’s unease grows. There are too many coincidences, too many links
to her past. Every instinct tells her that Carley is the next target. For someone is intent on punishing the guilty,
teaching the ultimate lesson in how to fear…and how to die.
Between her family life with her husband and two children and her busy schedule, we were able to catch up to her and
ask her a few questions:
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): Tell us something about “The Good Sister” that is not on the back cover.
Wendy Corsi Staub (W.C.S.): There’s a huge twist—and most readers do not see it coming!
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“I don’t think you can write a threedimensional character without channeling
personal emotion on some level. I try to keep
in mind that no human being is without flaws,
and no human being was born without the
potential for some redeeming quality.”
S. MAG.: “The Good Sister” has been optioned by Fox. What kind of process is that and how integral were you or will you
be in the determination, if at all?
W.C.S.: My film agent told me last spring, months before the book’s release date, that the producers were interested in optioning
it. She negotiated the deal over the summer, and I didn’t sign it until fall. So it’s hardly an overnight process. I can’t say anything
more than that I’d love to see something come of it. Cross your fingers!
S. MAG.: What do you see as the biggest challenge for writers in the future with the ever-changing landscape in publishing?
W.C.S.: From where I sit, the biggest challenge is maintaining the
patience to establish a career the old-fashioned way: by steadily
building a solid body of work. We live in an instant gratification
world now, rife with overnight success stories about authors who
self-pub a debut electronic novel and walk away with millions.
Can that happen? Maybe it’s within the realm of possibility, but I
stand by my longtime advice: if you want to make it as an author,
be patient, and be prolific. Working writers work—really, really
hard. People constantly ask me the secret to my success, and
hard work is not the answer they really want to hear.
S. MAG.: Do you still feel nervous after all those years waiting
for the release of a book and wondering how your fans will
accept it?
W.C.S.: Absolutely. I’ve experienced first-book jitters at least
seventy-five times over the course of a twenty-year career.
Of course you learn to take it in stride, but the stakes are
much higher with every publication, and so are the readers’
expectations. I never want to let them down, and I try really
hard with every book to ensure that I won’t.
S. MAG.: Do you feel yourself getting emotional when you
write some of your characters? How do their lives impact
you as the author?
W.C.S.: I don’t think you can write a three-dimensional
character without channeling personal emotion on some
level. I try to keep in mind that no human being is without
flaws, and no human being was born without the potential
for some redeeming quality. Thus, when I write from the
predator’s viewpoint, I have to slip into his or her skin, so to
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speak. It’s not always easy to go to that dark place, and the only way for me to do it is to find empathy. In my fictional world, the
predator was first a victim. Something or someone damaged that human being somewhere along the way. I dig deep to figure
out what, or who, it was.
S. MAG.: How important is social media in your marketing and how effective has it been for you?
W.C.S.: It’s become increasingly both important and effective. It’s a great way to connect with readers, and I’ve built personal
relationships with many. They give me valuable feedback and in a best-case scenario, provide that ever-precious word-of-mouth.
Beyond a marketing perspective, social media also has the benefit of being an instant research resource. If I need to consult an
expert—say, an NYPD detective, or an Alabama funeral director—I can usually find one in a matter of hours by reaching out
via social media. Plus, like most novelists, I’m naturally curious about other people’s lives—some might say nosy. I’m endlessly
fascinated by the details—sometimes rather mundane, but often quite provocative—people share online. And at the end of the
day, for me, Facebook serves up a welcome dose of human interaction in an occupation that demands spending most of one’s time
alone in a room.
S. MAG.: What is the most surprising thing you’ve learned about yourself throughout your writing career?
W.C.S.: I never realized that I could become a hard-working, responsible, or productive human being until I was a published
author. During the decade I spent working for other people—from my part-time jobs at sixteen through my early years working at
Manhattan ad agencies and publishing houses—I was never a model employee. I was the person who barely made it to her desk
at nine, was out the door at five on the dot, and had used up her yearly allotment of sick days in February. I felt like a failure,
saw myself as lazy. But the moment I became a self-employed novelist, I discovered an innate work ethic that has allowed me to
publish nearly eighty books in twenty years. Some people are born entrepreneurs. I’m one of them. In this day and age, we’re much
more open to that concept, but during my formative years, nontraditional careers were something of an anomaly.
S. MAG.: Tell us something that your fans would be surprised to find out about you.
W.C.S.: When I meet them in person—or on Facebook—they often express surprise that I’m “so normal!” It’s as though they’re
expecting a tortured, reclusive soul draped in black. Not all writers—particularly those of us who write dark, dark fiction—are
the product of angst-ridden, dysfunctional childhoods. I was a well-adjusted kid who was blessed to grow up in a large, loving,
supportive family in a cozy hometown. Now I’m an ordinary suburban wife and mom. My daily life is not particularly dramatic
or exciting. I’m still caught off guard when readers assume otherwise.
S. MAG.: What is your role on the Dean’s Advisory Council for the College of Arts and Sciences and have you any impact on
the students?
W.C.S.: It’s been my privilege, over the past few years, to work not just with the administration at my alma mater, the State
University of New York at Fredonia, but with the students themselves. The dean’s goal was to bring in alums who are successful
in an “artistic” or creative career—writers, musicians, actors, artists—and have them more or less assist in bridging the chasm
between dream and practicality. He wanted a resource for students looking toward creative careers beyond college but facing the
necessity of supporting themselves in a difficult economy. I’ve been able to speak with and provide workshops for English and
Creative Writing majors, educating them on, for example, the realities of—and opportunities within—the publishing industry.
One of my fellow committee members is an Oscar-winning actress, another an accomplished composer.
S. MAG.: When you go on tour does the whole family join in?
W.C.S.: It was easier for them to do that when my kids were younger, and I took full advantage. Now that I have teenagers—and
one in college—with jobs and academic responsibilities, not to mention social lives, it’s not very often that I can pack everyone
into the SUV and hit the road for a month of bookstores and conferences. Actually, it’s not ever. Not anymore. But I cherish the
memories.
We’d like to thank Wendy for her time with us and for all of the great novels she has given her readers. To find out more
about Wendy and what she’s up to, check her out at: http://www.wendycorsistaub.com. ■
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Werewolves
Walk into a Bar

By Christopher Buehlman
Press Photo Credit: Becca McCoy 2011

Three werewolves walk into a bar.
The bartender says, “What’ll you have?”
The first werewolf bites the barman’s cheek off. The second disembowels him. The
third rips off his leg and goes howling down the street with it.
As the poor man screams and thrashes, dying horribly, a nun, a midget, and a
sailor walk into the same bar.
The midget says, “Oh, shit, sorry we’re late…”

Even if it isn’t comedy gold, I think that gruesome little nugget allows a glimpse at the
shared DNA of comedy and horror, which I believe to be something like fraternal twins—
perhaps not identical, but more alike than not.
I propose to discuss this relationship not as an expert of any kind but perhaps as something more than an interested
observer. I am a comedian. And I write horror. All three of the novels I have penned so far are horrific to one degree or
another, but two of them could also be called historical fiction and the third blurs into dark fantasy. Even “Those Across
the River,” the first and arguably the grimmest, uses humor to offset moments of terror, and even the lightest one, “The
Necromancer’s House,” has plenty of moments sure to generate nightmares for those prone to such.
So where did this duality start for me? At the beginning, I suppose.
A plastic tub of old comics and magazines from the 1970s sits in my garage. I didn’t have the foresight to sleeve them
in plastic; the silverfish had a good go at them in their cardboard box before I tubbed them. We can, if we wish, sort this
collection of gently nibbled childhood reading into two distinct stacks: Stack one is the most homogenous—almost entirely
Mad Magazine, with cameos by Crazy, Cracked, and National Lampoon. The second stack includes dozens of titles: Creepy,
Eerie, Werewolf by Night, Weird War, Secrets of the Haunted House, The Witching Hour, Chamber of Chills, you get the idea.
Horror and comedy, comedy and horror.
I was about eight years old when I saw my first episode of Soap, the brilliant spoof of daytime television that gave Billy
Crystal his big break. I didn’t know what to make of it then, and I haven’t seen it since (If you have it recorded, come by
tonight—I’ll open a bottle), but I found it macabre, funny, disturbing, and utterly fascinating; I sensed that I was seeing into
the adult world in a way I never had. My parents understood that the dark business going on was unthreatening, just a joke,
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but I was too unfamiliar with the basic ideas to appreciate their parody. I was alone with my sense of wonder and discomfort.
I’m no scholar in the field of human behavior, but I’ll reference one; Desmond Morris noted the relationship between alarm
and laughter, and I think he got it right. (That’s the end of Desmond Morris’s involvement here; the following observations
are mine alone and it is to me that you may direct any accusations of pseudo-science or bullshittery. We’re just talking here.)
So let’s talk about the pratfall, from prat for ass and fall as in ‘a dynamic surrender to gravity.’ When someone falls down,
there’s a moment of assessment, isn’t there? We need to know that nobody got hurt. Not really hurt, anyway. If we’re watching
collisions and spills on Jackass or Tosh 3.0, we’re free to laugh immediately because the scenes have been vetted. Nobody died,
right? But a car accident, live or taped, isn’t funny, not to people I’ll hang out with, anyway.
When someone has a physical accident in real life, we suss out the event in seconds, factoring in the victim’s age, the
velocity, the presence or absence of visible injury. If everything checks out, i.e., if the youngish or well-padded person has
fallen on his or her ass, we release our anxiety in a simian bark of reassurance that feels good. Really good. And the more of
us laughing together, the better we feel. Laughter is shared relief, and we tend to like people we laugh with a little more for
having laughed with them.
Horror (recreational horror as opposed to the revulsion we feel when witnessing another’s injury, or the pants-shitting
terror we feel watching our own doom come for us) is also a kind of relief. Different palates have different preferences—I
don’t usually enjoy serial-killer or terrorist fiction because that stuff really happens and, if you’re going to take me there, you’d
better have a point. The Strangers, a film about a brutal home invasion, remains unwatched on my horror shelf despite the
compelling cover that made me impulse-buy it from a dying Blockbuster.
Werewolves, though? They’re pure fun. I willingly visit the place where I find werewolves scary because I am safely
bungeed to a perception of reality wherein people (probably) don’t actually sprout hair and fangs when the moon waxes full.
Where does this monster come from? Maybe it’s a vestige of the shape-shifting tales of older shamanic religions that were
trampled by Christianity.
I suspect the werewolf myth has some relationship to alcoholism; if you’ve ever woken up bleary, unable to remember
going to bed, unable to find your (shirt, phone, Hush Puppy), wondering where all that (dirt, glitter, nacho cheese) came
from, and hoping you haven’t said anything too horrible to your (boss, wife, boss’s wife), it’s not a far stretch to empathize with
the bewilderment of victims of lycanthropy awakening from unremembered full-moon tomfoolery.
Another, darker possibility is that the werewolf story was, from its very beginnings, an attempt to fabulize real-life
monsters. In the late sixteenth century, German serial killer Peter Stubbe (or Stumpf) was condemned for witchcraft and
brutally tortured and executed; I’ll spare you the details, but there’s a very graphic contemporary woodcut about the whole
thing if you’re interested.
He confessed to killing more than a dozen people, including two pregnant women and his own infant son, while in the
guise of a monster. He confessed that the devil had given him a magical belt that let him become a hideous wolf, and that
he had committed his fell deeds on four legs. Perhaps he convinced himself this was true; it will have been easier for all
concerned to blame his nightmarish behavior on external devils than internal ones.
Over time, Peter Stubbe’s real-life tragedy in Bedburg, Germany fades and what remains is the killer’s fantasy, a fantasy
with practical applications. Telling your children not to go far into the woods alone is as old as children and woods, and it’s
much more safe, and even entertaining, to give them fantastical explanations. A werewolf will eat you, a witch will cook you
in her oven, Faeries will lead you away with magic lights and keep you for themselves.
When children are young enough to believe these things are real, they also believe their parents are demigods, able to
protect them from anything. By the time they doubt their parents, they doubt the monsters, too. But they still tell the stories
because it recalls the hearth, the early fear and wonder experienced safely, indoors, with a strong father’s gun or axe close at
hand.
Horror is fun because we know it’s pretend, and when we pretend with someone else, we grow closer. Horror, like
comedy, is best enjoyed in a packed theater. The shared laugh and the shared gasp are improved by amplification. They’re
both social events that tie us to the group, and put us all on the same side.
If comedy is short-circuited horror, then horror fiction is its dilution, its ineffectual but satisfying vaccine. Both are best
enjoyed with others, and both are a welcome vacation from routine.
I said earlier that I’m no scholar in the field of human behavior, but I’m not sure that’s entirely correct. I write horror
novels now, but, for the past twenty years, I have made my living comedically insulting people for money as Christophe the
Insultor, verbal mercenary. I’ve preserved my career (and my natural teeth) by reading people, finding their line, and putting
my toes on it, but not over it.
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I say really awful, extreme things in my act: ugly babies are stuffed back in wombs, adolescents masturbate so vigorously
their fathers use them to trim hedges, etc. All of these things are verbal crashes of a sort, rendered low-velocity by consent.
It’s a consent engineered by an observed exchange of money that strips me of malefic intent, despite the absurd violence of
the images.
One black-iced patch of road in rough humor, as Daniel Tosh found out, is rape, and I think this subject fails so often
and so spectacularly to be funny precisely because it isn’t safe. It has living victims. The same is true of racial humor. The joke
fails among even modestly enlightened individuals because, except in the rarest circumstances in the hands of the most finely
tuned comedians (i.e. those who know how to subtly turn the force of the “joke” against the aggressor, which can be done, as
can underwater escapes—just ask Houdini), the audience is robbed of the shared sense of relief.
If you create an actual victim, any decent group of human beings is collectively horrified for real, and your rollercoaster
just turned into a car crash.
If mishandled, humor turns scary, and poor horror stumbles into unintentional comedy. We don’t have to reach all the
way back to Ed Wood to see examples of that: M. Night Shymalan, who started strong with The Sixth Sense, eventually gave
us The Happening, a story about waves of people spontaneously killing themselves because…well, I’ll let you rent that one on
B-movie night to find out for yourself. Suffice it to say that this “happening” is happening on such a large scale that authorities
can’t think of anything to blame but terrorism. The audience knows it’s not terrorism, though. Something new and horrifying
has been visited upon mankind, and nothing will ever be the same.
I went in with high hopes—I love apocalyptic horror as long as the antagonist is improbable. Invoking the improbable
without stumbling into the absurd is no easy task, however. In the course of The Happening, a man suffering the effects of the
phenomenon flings himself into a lion pit at the zoo. He offers a lioness his arm, which she obligingly paws off for him. A
wide-eyed observer says, with tongue nowhere near cheek, “What kind of terrorists are these?” What kind, indeed! I laughed
behind my fist, quietly but hard, so hard tears came to my eyes.
I bring up this film not to use Mr. Shymalan as a punching bag—he really has produced some good moments in film
(remember the birthday party scene in Signs?)—but because I had a unique experience watching The Happening; I genuinely
didn’t know if I was watching a horror film or a comedy. The lion thing was so over the top that I considered the possibility
that our friend M. Night had played a huge joke on us; that he had given us a black comedy where he had advertised a horror
film. Genius! I perked up in my seat, waiting for the next laugh.
Alas, my theory didn’t stand up. This was not genius disguised as mediocrity; it was unadorned mediocrity in full roar.
It became increasingly clear that the script had been written on the fly (John Leguizamo, a fine actor who did the best job
anyone could do with this material, said in an interview that the actors were given each day’s script the night before), and our
heroes staggered from happening to happening until the film happened to end.
But when humor and horror are artfully blended? That’s my favorite flavor. If you’re thinking of An American Werewolf
in London, I like you better already. When director John Landis intended to frighten us, he did so; the image of the monster
rounding the corner at the bottom of the escalator in the London tube still gives me
goose bumps. We know the poor man with the briefcase and umbrella isn’t going to
make it, and that, despite the whirring machinery all around him, he has found himself
alone with a primal killer in what amounts to an abandoned cave.
But when Landis meant to make us laugh, he nailed that, too. The next morning,
this same werewolf, naked and in human form, hides behind a bush negotiating with
a little British boy for balloons with which to cover his shame. I was twelve when my
dad took me to see Werewolf, and it was like a revelation. I had no idea that horror
and comedy could actually be layered together like some kind of lasagna, the laughs
setting you up for scares, the scares making you ready to laugh.
It was as if the ingredients I hadn’t been able to grasp in Soap had been used
in a way that made sense to me. My dad was next to me, laughing when I laughed,
jumping when I jumped, his axe and gun, figuratively speaking, standing quite near
the well-bolted door.
That was a good night. ■
Christopher Buehlman is an itinerant comedian and novelist. His third book is “The
Necromancer’s House” (2013).
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Scott Turow
Bangs Down the Gavel With
his Latest Thriller

Interview by Suspense Magazine
Press Photo Credit: Jeremy Lawson Photography
Scott Turow burst onto the scene with “Presumed Innocent,”
which was also made into a movie starring Harrison Ford. One would
think that when you hit a home run out of the gate, your career can
only head in one direction—down.
However, no one told Scott that because with every book, he
has continued to up his game. His latest book, “Identical,” continues
that trend. Scott has stayed away from writing a series character, and
instead starts with a blank canvas with each book. He was recently
named as the Thriller Master by the ITW for ThrillerFest 2014.
His career started out in the courtroom in 1978, and through 1986,
he was a United States Attorney in Chicago. He continues to practice
law and is active in many charitable causes that include organizations
to promote literacy, education, and legal rights.
Of “Identical,” the Los Angeles Times says: “No one writes better
mystery suspense than Scott Turow.”
So with that, let’s take a look inside “Identical.”

State Senator Paul Giannis is a candidate for Mayor of
Kindle County. His identical twin brother Cass is newly released
from prison, 25 years after pleading guilty to the murder of his
girlfriend, Dita Kronon. When Evon Miller, an ex-FBI agent who is the head of security for the Kronon family
business, and private investigator Tim Brodie begin a re-investigation of Dita’s death, a complex web of murder,
sex, and betrayal-as only Scott Turow could weave-dramatically unfolds...
We are very pleased to be able to interview Scott and slip into his very busy schedule:
Suspense Magazine (S. MAG.): Can you give us the inside scoop about “Identical”?
Scott Turow (S.T.): “Identical” is about identical twins, Paul and Cass Gianis. At the start of the present storyline, Paul is
running for Mayor of Kindle County and Cass is about to be released from the penitentiary after serving twenty-five years
for the murder of his girlfriend. The story is set in motion when the victim’s brother, an eccentric billionaire, accuses Paul,
the mayoral candidate, of also having a hand in the murder. Paul sues for defamation and a reinvestigation of a twenty-fiveyear-old crime commences.
S. MAG.: Evon Miller and Tim Brodie are your main characters. Why are they perfect to be the lead characters in this book?
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“But like most authors, I write
for an ideal reader who, in
truth, is some version of me.”

S.T.: I leave it to others to say they’re perfect. Interesting? At least to me. Evon is a
fiftyish former FBI agent, now working for Paul’s accuser. She’s gay and discovering
that coming out is not the first step, not the last, in being happy in love. Tim Brodie is
eighty-one, the former homicide detective who led the murder investigation twentyfive years before. He has a vested interest in believing he didn’t get it wrong, but he
is open, honest, and seemingly beloved now of thousands and thousands of readers.
S. MAG.: How did you feel when you were asked by the ITW to be the “ThrillerMaster”
for ThrillerFest 2014?
S.T.: Deeply honored, of course.
S. MAG.: Because your book “Presumed Innocent” was such a smash hit right out of the gate, do you still feel pressure each
time a new book is released?
S.T.: I’m sure I did when “Burden of Proof ” came out. I certainly have been gratified that “Identical,” yet again, charged up
the bestseller list, starting out at #2 on the New York Times combined list. It’s always a relief to find out that you still have an
audience.
S. MAG.: With social media making it so instant to get feedback from fans, do you let that influence the next book you write?
S.T.: Not at all. I’m not savvy enough to digest all the feedback. I look through enough to figure out if there’s a common
complaint, which might mean I made a mistake. But like most authors, I write for an ideal reader who, in truth, is some
version of me.
S. MAG.: With publishing changing at a rapid pace, how do you stay ahead of the game?
S.T.: Candidly, like many U.S. authors, I feel like I’m playing from behind. I tweet, but not enough, and post to Facebook.
It’s not that I don’t want to be in the contemporary world. I just don’t know how everybody finds the time to pay so much
attention to this stuff.
S. MAG.: How close have you been in writing a “series” character instead of standalone thrillers?
S.T.: That’s never held much interest to me. With all of my novels, however, set in whole or in part in Kindle County, it’s a
series of a kind, with minor characters from one book, stepping to the forefront in others. Evon in “Identical” was also a
significant character in my 1999 novel, “Personal Injuries.”
S. MAG.: What does the future hold for Scott Turow?
S.T.: I’m working on a YA book about an eleven-year-old boy and his grandfather, and also have started on an adult novel set
at the international criminal court at The Hague.
Thank you, Scott, for spending a little time with us and sharing your insight on a couple of different topics. Remember
to attend ThrillerFest 2014 and speak with Scott yourself; you will be glad you did. Check his website www.scottturow.com. ■
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By CK Webb

ell, this is it, folks…we are saying good bye to our Best of Book to Movie
Adaptations series.

To refresh your memory, here are my personal guidelines for determining a great book-to-film adaptation:
1. True to the book, with no weird new characters or twisted existing ones.
2. The actors in the movie are the right ones to play the characters in this book? (I know that every character
will not always feel 100 percent right, but I need to at least feel like the screenplay writer and director actually
READ the book).
3. And finally, I always look for story and character development on the part of the screenwriter that makes
the book/film better.
And my #1 favorite book-to-film adaptation is…

#1 THE ROAD
“The Road,” by Cormac McCarthy, was published in 2006. Set
in a post-apocalyptic future, “The Road” is the story of a father and
his son who set out to find the “ocean” and hopefully, other people
like them. They spend months trying to make their way across what’s
left of the U.S., while exploring the most brutal landscape known to
man.
The novel was awarded the 2007 Pulitzer Prize for Fiction. It was
adapted for the big screen in 2009 by writer Joe Penhall and director
John Hillcoat. The film stars Viggo Mortensen and Kodi SmitMcPhee as the father and his son. Filming took place in Pennsylvania,
Louisiana, and Oregon.
The differences from book to film are very slight and there is no
deviation from the original storyline. The writers felt that keeping
the book as true to its original was important to the film. Some critics
called The Road “the most important movie of the year and possibly, of our generation.” The film received rave reviews from
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critics as well as moviegoers. It was nominated and won numerous awards.
This was a ‘no-brainer’ for me. An elite and powerful set of protagonists with a storyline so
incredibly moving, it has remained one of my favorite books by McCarthy, right up there with
“All the Pretty Horses” (a top 10 favorite book of mine). It is also the best
book-to-film adaptation I have ever seen because of the raw realness
of the film, and the writer and director’s determination to translate the
novel as literally as possible. I think they succeeded.
Now, some Honorable Mentions:

HONORABLE MENTION:
#1 THE MIST

The Mist was originally released as a novella by Stephen King. It deals
with the “what ifs” of messing around with parts of science and technology
that we simply have no business messing around with, and what horrible
atrocities can occur as a result. The Mist has one big difference from the
novella, and that is the ending. Now I know I said that a good film adaptation
should never change the original story, However, I also said, if the
changes make the film better than the book, we have to give credit
where it is due.
The ending is completely different from the novella, but it is this
subtle difference that ultimately gave the movie an ominous feel and a
sense of time running out for the viewers, and in my opinion, the movie
version is better because of it.

#2 THE SHINING
“The Shining” was written by Stephen King and published in 1977.
The movie version hit theaters in 1980 and with that, Stephen King’s
name was catapulted into the limelight, where he and his work have
remained ever since.
Though there are some variations, they are miniscule and ultimately take nothing from
the story itself.

#3 FIGHT CLUB
“Fight Club” was written by Chuck Palahniuk and released in 1996.
The movie version came out in 1999.
“Fight Club” follows a man seeking professional help for his
insomnia. Though he is clearly in need of it, the psychiatrist refuses to
give him medication and instead suggests he visit support groups to
meet people with worse problems than he.
In the end, the insomnia and the insanity take over and the viewer or
reader gets to tag along for the entire “unraveling.”
Thank you, readers. I have enjoyed your e-mails, comments, and
suggestions. I look forward to sharing even more with you in 2014.
Remember…
Somewhere, someone is always getting away with murder. ■
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